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FOREWORD 

The National Institute for Juvenile Justice and, Delinquency Preventioll established 
an Assessment Center' Program in 1976 to partially fulfill the mandate of the Juve
nile JuStice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974, as amended, to collect and syn
the,size knowledge and' information from available literature on all aspects of juve-
nil'~ delinquency. . . '\ 

This report .'examines the relationship of the police to the ju}enile justice system 
in order to provide the reader with an understanding of th~=State-of-the-art in this changing field. 

The ass'essment efforts are not des:igned to be complete statements in a particular 
area. Rather, they are intended to reflect the state-of-knowledge at a parti~ular 
time" including gaps in available information or tmderstanding. Each succeSS1ve 
a$sessmentreport then may provide more general insight on a cumulative basis when 
compared to other, reports. . 0 • 

IJ 

Due to differences in definitions and the lack ~f a reaqily available body of i~for
mation3 " the asseusment efforts have been difficult. In spite of such complexity" 
the persons who participated in the preparation of this report are to be cODDDer,ded 
for their contributiOn to the body of knowledge. 

>~ \7 

J. Pri~e Foster J' Director - Q . 
National Institute for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention 
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PREFACE 

As part of t~e Assessment Center Program of the National Institute for Juvenile Justice 
and Delinquency Prevention, topical centers were established to assess delinquency pre
y.~ntion (University of Waslungton), the juvenile justice system (American Justicp. In
stitute), and alternatives to the juvenile justice system (University of Chicago)(i In 
addition, a fourth assessment center was established at the National Council on Crime 
and Delinquency to 'integrate the w'ork of the three topical centers. 

This ,report on "Police Handling of Juveniles", has been !ieveloped by the American Jus
tice Institute. The report examines whether P.Olice work with juveniles can be made 
both more evenhanded apd more effective in the prevention of d~linquency. 

-Other work of the American Justice Institute as part of tteNational Juvenile Justice 
System Assessment Center includes reports on the serious juvenile offender, the less
se~ious juvenile offender, the status offender, eh;ild abuse and neglect, classifica-

. tion and disposition of juveniles,_ juvenile advocacy, 24-hour intake, job opport~ities 
for. delinquents, the cost of juvenil~ ~rimel> special problems of juveniles, sexual . 
abuse and exploitation of juv~niles, .. Victimizati~n of juveniles, . change strategi.es~ .. 
numbers and characteristics, standards,' and court' declsionmaking. :.... .__ ._ 

c llh spite of the limitations of ·~he:se. reports., each should be viewed as _ an appropriate 
beginning in the establishment ·of a ~etie~ framework and baseline of information for . 
ut,aerstanding anda~tion by policymakers, operational personnel, researchers, and the 
public: On how ~he ~3uvenile justice system can contribut·e to desired child development and control. ' 

" 

David j. Berkman, Director 
~ational ·Juvenile Justice System Assessment Center 
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EXECUTI~ S~! 
t';.1 

TIlistopical,repo~~ examilles the relationship of ,the police to the juvenile justice 
system in termSbf the, his~ory of th~, modern urban police~ policy recommendations 
on styles of poliCing; the social organization of police 'Work with juveniles, em- ' 
p~rical stu~ie$ of police decisionmaking~ and police diversion. The major issue. 

'" addressed in the report is whether police work with juveniles can b~ made Doth more 
evenhand~d and mot3~ effective in the prevention of delinquency. MaJo~ points may 
be su,mmarized briefly. \\ 

.. ~ . .. ~. , . ... ... _, 

History: Since the 'Progressive eraj Americ;:an police have been' expected 
to prevent crime and a.td the reform of soc:h~ty as well. as to enforce 
the law 0' Their 'preventive rote was to 'be enacted particularly with 
juveniles, in close conjunction with the,geveloping juvenile court. 
While these new responsibilities have not caused juvenile crime to 
aba~e, they ~ave created role conflicts for police~ and led to the 
need and opportunity for police to')exercise discretion so broad as 

, t.o be' "su~j.e~~ ~~~. ~~:;,;.;~"., __ :J,~,,;" ,--•. _. • "'_ , .. ,~..:._::; .-":'~:·L' __ , .. '.,-" .. ,. '~.:;.--t-'-~ 
Police roles: Police in prac~~ice may emphasize the "legalistic'" aspect 2. c 

3., 

of 'their role, ,and by fo~~g on the apprehenSion of criminals neglect 
th:~ task of prev!ntion..: ; Poli,c;e organizationS- that stress "their u re;.. 
habilitative",role on the othe::r hand are likely' to neglect due process 
rights in tHeir attempt to coerce j'uveniles' into proper' behavior. Po-
lice organizatiops that seek to combine the two roles are likely to 
use informal, nreh~ilitativ~~:' means to seek the e~,ds of social control. 

" . , ... ~-
Z' 

Organizational context:, The stI'Uc~ural position of police in mod~r.n 
sClciety is one:that creates insula:rity ~ prevents, articulate control, , 

J?and sur.rounds~' day-to:-daypolice' decisionmaking with a cloak of $ecrecy. 
While there is some evidence tJ:tat organizational context affects the 
~tyle of ,police work~ that effect is obscured by the invisibility of 
~ost police decis~onso 

4. Police decis'lonmaking: Empirical :research Yields no comprehensive, 
g~ner.alizable"mcd'el'9f the, detel1ninants of police behavio ~ ~n encoun
ters with cjuvenile~. The cle~est effects are observe;~ with factors ,1 

., th~tare subjectively assessed aspects of the specifieencounter; i.e. ~ 
victim or, complainant's ,.pte{eren~e" ~~meanor of the juvenile, and the' 
juvenile's history of contacts with social control agencies. \1 'l ~ 0 -

S'&< Police diversion: .,police . diversion programs presellt, the opportunity 
for the expansion of polieediscret;ionandsanctionin'g p~wer, with 
l\pco:rre~pondin,g mechani.$m of control of accountability. Diversion 
progt'ams reviewed' in this report have unclear go~ls, are poorly evalu-
ated8 and{ show' ,lll'leven results. " 

. " 

'c~mclusions 'Suggest "that the' arbitrariness and discretion inherent in police-juvenile 
~D·' .enco,un,', te,rscan,'; only be limited effec~ively if the purview of the ,juvenile justice 
~,,"" ,system as a Whole is reduced. 
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Chapter I' 

., \, 

HISTORICAL 'nlEMES AND CONTINUITIES IN 
o POLICE-JUVENILE RELATIONS 

o 

INTRODUCTION 

. Ikt .the period between 1880 and the end of the First World War, many of the enduring 
institutions of urban America were born or transformed decisively by ~erse move
ments of social reform. °Collectively, the movements of this er~ were called "Pro
gressivism." The Progressive umbrella coverec! drives to reform charity administra-, 
tion, urban finance pplicy, child welfare, public health, cbrrections, and a myriad' 
of other problems encountered by a newly urbanizing s,cciety. This chapter will be ' 
concerned with two institutions which were special targets of Progressive reformers:. 
the police and juvenile justice. 

Res.~,arch is already avail~le which demonstrates that th~ creation of the juvenile 
court in 1899 was a crowning achievement of. Progressive reform (see, e .• g. oJ Platt, 
1969; Rothman, 1980). Tlie juven~le court is an exemplar for two. reasons: first, 
it betrayed the characteri$.tic. Proaress~ve concern for the welfare of children. 
The court was to; serve as the nexus of an attay of physical, emotional" and moral 

. services that had hitherto been ava5~lable only. on a. fragmented and ad hoc basis, 
if at all. Second, ·the new court wu the embodimentqof th4:' ProgresSive ideal of 

" individualized justice. No longer would society be content with a legal system 
that merely punished (and did tha~ arbitrarily and cruelly); henceforth~he law 
would be a reformative device, both for "the cr.wnal and for society.at I1arge. In 
'the juvenile court, evaluation of tlie' child's condition was more import5~t .. than ev~
dence. ,conceming the child.'s acts. In this,. the new court paved the way \ for reforms 
in the criminal justice system as, well." . . 

r; ) u . 

,r 

Urban police existed long before. the Progressive~,r •. , but challehges JIOtJnted '=by 
reformers resulted in profouWd changes in the nat~~ of' American polic~g. These 

n ,changes were most marked at the ,id~ological level., -but they had practical conse-
Li. quences as well. In brief, refol'Mrs sOJlght to transform local units of poorly 

Co .~ trained,poorly led,. and il~-con.t1'01le~ pffice~s ~to well"~isciplined~adr!s of 
."' pacif'ieation and socia~ up11ft. As,t~1schapter ~,~l~ show 1n part, asp~r~t1onfar D outran -.chievement in'\lthe are, 'ofpol~ce refo~. oMon~~heless, Progre~S1V1SJ!l cr!ated 
·an ideal mod,lof the methods and goal$ of po11ce work -tJu~t still dOJllllatepub11c 

U 
"D 

, disc;ussiOn of' ~e. social 1.'01e of the pOlice. F" 0 0 . !,\ • 

T0c;tay,'both th-' polic;e"and the juvenileDju!stice ~ystem are Wlder attack bya new 
generatioti of reformers who question tha aJilility'of these agencies to ful·fi~l their 
bro.dlWldates,,!~thin the confines "of legality", as it is defined in a demccratic 
society. ~n 'bot1i cases, the issue is Qne of discretion: howfa~' can public offi ... 
c1.al5 b~, trus~~d--wh'ther police or probation. officers. or judges-to exercise dis
cretiqnary Illlthority? At,,~~at point does discretion result in bias that subveJ'ts. . . 

o " 

o ,I'rl 

,)\ 

o 



the, goals of rehabilitation? And finally" how can discretion be controlled, if at 
all? This chapter will suggest that discretion is a structurally necessary feature 
of police practice" that the problem of police discrt';.:tion is most acute in the area 
of juvenile crime, and conversely that the problem of arbitrariness in juvenile jus
tice is most severe when police are the key decisionmakers. 

The goal of this chapter is to describe the intertwined histori'es of police and juve
nile justice reform in this crucial period" and to articulate some crucial dile~ 
of police work with juveniles in a modern, democratic society. It is more than c~\~n
cidence that police and juvenile justice reform were undertaken at the same time; 
in f,act, the two reforms were byproducts of a larger Progressive agenda, and were 
in many ways complementary and -interdependent means of achieving social control and 
reform. • 

THE ORIGINS OF MODERN POLICE AND THE JUVENILE COURT 

According to Bittner (1970), the institution of police in Western society was one 
r~sult of a general. trend toward the pacification of social life. Bittner is not 
suggesting here that spiritual aspirations toward brotherly love-an~'numanitarianism 
have ever achieved widespread practical application. or that everyday life today 
is free of violenceo Rather he is observing that the development of the modern, 
cent~lized nation-state and the creation of bureaucratized armies, courts, and 
elaborate codes of laws have permitted the rationalization. of violence. It is a 
characteristic of modern societies that individuals do not settle ser~ous disputes 
by the use of person-to-person force. Rather the state h'as· assumed a monopoly on 
the legitimate use of co~rcive force; an individual must",;'-or should--apply through 
proper channels to see that force is applied: he calls the police; he files SUit; 
he testifies. Thus the police, like'other agencies of the State, emerged not from. 
idealism but from the practical notion that violence must be conserved and focused 
on situations where its application is unavoidable. 

Yet the police are different from courts, armies, and other coercive arms of the 
State. Like these agencies, the effectiveness of.,the police lies more in potential 
than actual applications of violence. Unlike others" ho't~,!tver, police are constantly 
visible. While the soldier administers violence to outside--and usually unseen-
enemies, and while the judge is distanced by myth and ceremony froa the sanctions 
he applies, the policeman is an agent of internal pacifi.cation with access to the 
streets and houses Q,f the domestic population. They are less able than others to 
distance themselves from the violence that constitutes their role; in the worst of 
cases, their only authority is their personal potential for violence. 

Thre nakedness of police f'orce is a fundamental problem of policing in Western civil
ization, and one' that different societies hand,le in different ways. In Britain, 
for example, as Banton (1964) has pointed out, 'police access to violence is down
played and, because the police are organized as a national force, the individual 
officer is' recognized as an a.gent and representative of the national government. 
In, the United States, however I ,', pOlice al;"eagents of local govemments. Their pres
tige is generally low, and their authority is constantly precarious. Policing in 
the United States is thus a profoundly personal occupation. 

With this background~in mind, the efforts of early 20th century police reformers 
to z'egularize and profess~.onalize police work, as well as the limitations of.those 
efforts, can be better understood. 
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~ T'ne Thrust of Urban Police Reform in the Progressive Era 
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Urban reform movements that emerged in the late 19th century were motivated by two 
complementary changes that had occurred in the structure of urban democracy. First, 
city populations had increased enormously since the end of the Civil War, and as 
the population increased, so did the demand for effective social services and for 
p~blic expenditures to meet those demands. Second and at least as important, urban 
areas were administered by machine politicians who shared none of the traditional 
American small-town conceptions of democr~.tic principles and civic virtue (Schiesl,· 
1977:7). The,reformers themselves were overwhelmingly middle-class. They were 
especially incensed by the power of political bosses who, as they saw it, exercised 
illegitimate, and subversive power on behalf of immigrants and workers. The reformers 
"interpreted')democracy ih terms. of property rights and assumed that government should 
be in the hands of well-educated and 'respectable' people" (Schiesl, 1977:2). 

.. Typically, the earliest reformers lacked a clear understanding of the new world that 
was opening up before th~. Their program ~or reform consisted pr~marily of re
placing bad people with good people. By the dawn of the 20th century, however, 
teSh'uctural reform" became 'the byword.. Actjvists recognized that the complexities 
of the new urban situation could'not be mastered by increasing the morality of the 
persons in office, but rather required new adDn~istrative technique$ that would 
assure efficiency. Their progrq had three main points: nonpartisanship, a strong, 
executive, and tithe separation of politics frl,)~ administra,tion" (Schiesl" 1977:3) •. , 
In short .. the city was to be run like an efficient business, and freed from the grips 
of machine politici~ and spoilsmen. 

Police reform was an integral p~ of the; geinerar.':Urban reform agenda because, in 
mO'$t maj or urban areas, po~ice departments w1ere the servants of the politic,al 
machines. Walker (1975:xiii) states r"t,.at "1;he police were perhaps the most impor
tant part of the political macltines,\:~causle of the patronage· jobs they offered, 
the status of being the official agents of the established order and because of the 
very real powei' , to enforce or subvert the law." PO,lice cooperation was required 
for the ma.ch;i.nes~to provide effective serv,ice to their constituents. Where those 
services were illegal, police cooperation became corruption. At the same time, how
ever, the machiDes were often the only means 'available for immigrants and the working
class poor to achieve effective politica.l representation. Thus police reform, like 
urban reform in general., was a clas~ issue. Reform was supported by elitists who 
sought to wrest control of the cities from the machine politicians, and opposed by 
the machines th>emse!ves (Walker, .1975: 54-55) • 

In ~ny cases, attempts were made to use police to, control workers and suppress labor 
.organization. Early police could not always be counted on to perform such nmctions 
effectively, however. Many policemen self-consciously thOUght of themselves as 
workers, and many were of e.thnic immigrant origin 0, One alternative to 'the use of 
local police was the creation of priva~e police forces, such as the infamous Pinker
tons; another was to use P.ederal Army or National Guard troops as strikebreakers 
in extreme cases. Wherever possible, however, polic~~en of one ethnic group were 
used to control workers of' another: \y~ . 

, .' ' , '\ 
, " ' . .' "'. 
Officers were most oft~~from an earlier immigration than most members of the 
working class, so that ~rican-born police officers controlled Irish workers, 
Irish officers controlled ~J,ish ano/italian workers ° Police orficers were} 

r. frequently paid. at twice or m~--=tlte rate of laborers, allowing them to move 
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into mOl.·e(~comfortable neighborhoods and fostering a class identification with 
the urban ~,lites (Center for Research on Criminal Justice~ 1977: 27). 

But the issue of police reform was more complicated and more important than the sim
ple problem of who would command the police. Progressive reformers sought: not to 
enter the arena of partisan political struggle, but to transcend it. They had a 
whole new vision of the future of urban government in general, and of the role of 
the police in particular. 

Urban social service reformers had two closely allied goals that were characteristic 
of the general thrust of )'rogressive reform. On the one hand, they sought to make . 
urban expenditures mare rational. and efficient. On the other, reformers hastened 
to assure their audience that efficiency did not meantight-fistedness. Rather the 
savings resulting from efficient administration would be used to expand social ser
vices. Reformers proposed, in short, that the state assume responsibility for the 

. coordinated delivery of welfare services from the traditional, unsystematic private 
charities (Scm!!sl·, 1977:118-119).* 

Police reformers after 1900 had a similar dual agenda, based on the ideal of police 
professionalization. First, they maintained, police departments had to become effi
cient.

lt 
a goal that could be achieved by adopt.ing the administrative . model of the 

well-run corporation. Secon~, the police. could become more than agents for the re
pression of crime; they could become affirmative agents for social reform through 
the adoption of "a host- of new techniques, including women police officers, juv~nile 
bureaus, and in some instances procedures to divert 9ffenders from the criminal jus
tice system" (Walker, 197-5: 53) • Reformers demanded that corruption be' eliminated 
by placing control of the'{'olice tmder nonpartisan administration, and that police 
adopt an orientation toward prevention: 

'rne main criticism the Progressives leveled at the conventional )lice was 
that instead of providing the harmonizing function that modern so~ iety re
quired, they more often aggravated conflict through corruption, brutality and 
general incompetence. ~ • • The main concern of the Progressive police reformers 
was to transform the police into an, t'.gency that. would help to secure the . 
loyal ty of the po~entially "delinquent classes1

• at the Sa1\!e time that it 
efficiently contained their disruptive behavior and kept the lid on their 
protests against the existing distribution of power and privilege in U.S. 
society (Center for Resea't'ch on Criminal Justice, 1977:34). . 

Two poin~s must be emphasized here. First, ~he Progressiv~ agenda assigned to the 
police two sets of potentially contradictory 1esponsibilitt.1es: on the one hand, to 
repress a potentially discordant population and control Y'fime I and on the other to 
socialize the recalcitrant immigrant, rehabilita~e the~linquent, and 4iagnose 
social maladjustments before they flowered into crim~al activity. Second, the 

. 
*'I11e charity organization movement was an asp,ect of Progressive reform that over
lapped both the movement for mmicipal reform and the juvenile court movement. 
Space precludes detailed consideration of the drive for charity organization here. 
It will suffice to observe that the movement proposed that local charity institu
tions should be funded and s~pervised through centralized administrative agencies, 
~d that charity work--including social work, pr~bation, an4 prison a~inistration-
should be professionalized. (See, e.g., "Watson, 1971; Lubove, 1965.) 
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rhetoric of prevention.and ~ehabilitation applied to the police is strikingly simi
~ar t~ that 1ssued by Juven1le court reformers. TlU) connection between police and 
Juven1le court reform was more than rhetorical and philosophical; it was above all 
practica~. Refo:mist p~lice chie~ August Vollmer of' Berkeley (California) demanded 
that pol1ce fulf1ll thel.rprevent1ve mandate by focusing on the predelinquent be-
havior of children: , 

Among the chil~en in our schools today are to be found the gangsters, thugs 
and murd~rs '~s7c) ·of ~omorrow. and, inasmuch as we have had pointed out to 
us by sC1entl.f1C stud1es and o~ own obserVations that the majority of our 
professional crooks were troub~asome children long before they became crimi
na~s, it ~ehooves the p~liceman to concentrate his attention upon the problem 
ch1ld dur1Dg the prede11nquent period (Vollmer, 1923:281). 

Vol~mer sug/gested,;.in exceedingly mundane terms how the policeman's role as child. . 
" soc~al worker should be systematized. . The policeman should maintain a map he said 

on which the residences of ''potential delinquents on his beat" could be id~ntified ' 
~it~ ~olo:red ~ins. The color of the pin would denote the specific problem of the 
1Dd1v1dual ch1ld: t~lue may be used to denote that the child is troublesome; red . 
immoral; green,.pugnacious; yellow, light-fingered; black, habitual truant; whit~, 
mentally defect1ve, etc." (Vollmer, 1923:282). Within these banalities however 
la:r the potent~a1'for considerable abuse of the law: under the guise 0/ professi~n
ai1sm, the po11ce were to assume new an,:! essentially unbridled powers of surveillance 
and control over the. lives of juveniles., . 

Thewriti~gsand pronouncements of Progressive reformers bet~ay a general lack of 
~oncern over the potential. for abuse inherent in many of ·their proposals. Indeed, 
they saw govexnmental reform as a means of eliminating the motivation for abuse. 
By removing political. hacks and careerists from positions of authority and .replacing 
the~ with. nonp~~an a~inistrators, .. they felt they could clear the way for rational, 
bus7D~ss11ke de~1s7onmak1Dg t~ dete~n! the·~ate of city government. The major 
vehicle for aChl.ev1Dg nmlpart1san acim1n1strat1OD was civil service reform. 

Civil service reform was proposed.as the practical means through Which the spoils 
system, which supported the political machines, could be eliminated from urban 
gove:nment: .Accor~ing to the reformers, civil .service woul.d result in a merito
crat1c adm1D&strat1on based on performance on competitive examinations .and in can
sistent, Wliform administration of government bUSiness "in accordance· ~ith middle
class notions of efficiency" (Schiesl, 1977:33). .,Civil service reform was of 
,?ourse, opposed by machine politicians and immigrant groups, who rightly p~rceived 
1t as a threa~ ~o the ~enefits they enjoyed. through the spoils system. Critics sug
gested that. c1v1l s~rv1ce would result in an elite class of professional bureau
crats, who would rule withou~ :egard ~o the will of the people; proponents, on the 
Qther hand~ ~uggested t~at c1v11 ~erv1ce exemplified democracy by making govern- , 
mental pos1t1onS access1ble to people on the basis of merit rather than kinship ties 
or political influence (Schiesl, 1977:29-33). . . 
. Ci~il service reform was adopted Wle1renly among the cities and States in the United 
States, and where it was adopted, it generally failed. to achieve the more sublime 
"objectives expected.by its s~porters. It did not result in a fuller democratiza
tio~ ~f cit~ gove~ent; :ather it altered the social class comPosition of municipal 
admin~st:at10n by 1nc:e!S1ng the power and participatiion of upperc,income groups. 
Nor d1d 1t remove po11t1c~ fro~; government. Instead, it al~ed the form of 
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political struggle in this country by creating nexpert" administrative agencies with 
ties to elite business and(~'ivic groups: "the machine bureaucracy" popularly based" 
was ••• replaced by career ag~ncies, professionally organized" (Schiesl, 1977:191). 

The drive to apply civil service requirements to polic~'recruitment practices was 
slower to take nold than it was in other areas-of government, and had even fewer 
beneficial results. In the late 19th century" there were no professional police 
organizations to demand the de-po1iticization of law enforcement. Such calls came 
mainly from outside police ranks, especially from the National Prison Association. 
Beginning in the 1870's" the Association suggested that prison reform was best 
served by aggressive preventiv~ activities by police" and forcefUlly supported the 
separation of police from politics through civil service reform. Their demL~ds met 
little response, however" until the 1890's (Walker" 1977:38-39). In police depart
ments as in other areas of government" civil service reform altered the class base 
of urban power by increasing the percentag~ of police who were native-born Ameri-

. calls: "The meritocratic standards of professionalism inevitably discriminated 
against the lower class and helped to break the power of the blue-collar-dominated 
political machines." (Walker, ~977:45)., 

The ideal of professirmalization caught on in police circles in the early decades 
of the 20th century, but ·even then the movement was diverse and fragmented, and re-: 
form was achieved unevenly if at all. The JD.1lj or impact of the reform move~ent was 
ideological rather than practical, in that it set standards of police performance 
that are still conjured with today (Walker, 197i·:54). The disappointing success 
of police reform relative to other institutional reforms that originated in the Pro
gressive era is due in part, Skolnick suggests, to the fact that there was so much 
more about the police that needed reforming. Since America.n police reform has 
typically focused on preventing egregious brutality and corruption rather than 
assuring observance of the rule of, law, "it is not surprising that the solution to 
~he 'police pr~blem' L~.America has been frequently conceived as changing the quality 
of people, rather than the,philosophies of policing" (Skolnick, 1967:4). . 

Despite the failure of the police in America to become professionalized, the ideology 
of professionalization assumed a power of its own. The professional ideal has had 
two majQr consequences, suggested by Walker (1977:55)" that will become salient in 
the chapters that follow. First, the demand for. increased efficiency justified the 
centralization of police operations, Which in turn has facilitated the development 
of inbred, obduxate police organizations that are unusually isolated and immune from 
public critic1sm. Second, the goals of reform and prevention invited discretionary 
intervention into the lives of itidividuals that would have been precluded under a 
more straightforward law enforcemant model of police administration. In the next 
section of this, chapter, it will be shown that the fate of reformu in the juvenile 
court closely""paralelled that of the police: ~imilar criticisms were raised by simi
lar groups, who demanded similar structural changes in the administr~,ti.on of justice, 
with the same ambiguous results. 

The Juvenile Court 

Juvenile court reformers shared with other Progressives the dual commitment to effi
ciency and social uplift. The juvenile court ~"3.s offered by proponents as a meallS 
to systematize and rationalize the processing of juvenile offenders., and by "divert
ing" juveniles from formal court proceedings and institutions to render both finan
cialsavings and superior treatment. In an address before the National Council of 
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Charities and Corrections in 1903" Judge Ben Lindsey of the Denver Juvenile Court 
claimed that his court reduced the number of institutional commitments from Denver, 
and saved the State of Colorado $88,000 in 18 mOllths (Lindsey, 1903:213). 

~~any more thoughtful commentators, especially those interested in systematizing 
juvenile court administrative procedures for adoption in new areas, gave special 
credit to the probation officer as the official who would enable the juvenile court 
to deal efficiently and helpfully with offenders, while at the same time reducing 
institutional commitments (s~e, e.g., Thurston, 1905:184-5). Furthermore, juvenile 
court activists'~ere completely in tune wjth other reformers on the need to assure 
nonpartisanship in the court. According to Hastings Hart, the usefulness of the 
juvenile court: 

depends ~ie~y upon the character.and spirit of the Judge and the efficiency 
of ~he probat10n officers. To preserve·these essentials, it is necessary to 
free the Judge and the probation officers from the vicissitudes and the paralyz-
ing·influence of partisan politics.... . . 

~ere the CoUrt has been left to be simply an agent of perfunctory officialism, 
w1th probation"of£~cers' selecte~ under the old sp.oi:ls system, as a :reward for 
partisan services rendered, it will invariably be\\found that th~ Juvenile 
Court is held in contemp't both by the "judges and the officers of the CoUrt 
~d by the intelligent members of ~he community who observe its ~perations 
(Hart, 1906:90, 91). . . . ~ . 

.: ... ~~." .. ,,,_ ..... -.. . '" 

Thu: I when ~uvenile court "reformers.·discUsse~ practical problems of implementation, 
the1r S~lut1ons were pr!C7.sely those of activists involved in municipal gov.emment . 
an.d ~o11ce reform. Th!1r progr~ went ~eyond gener~l calls for nonpartisanship and . 
appol.~tment; on·thebas1s Of1Derlt, and 1ncluded not1ons of centralized administra
tion and professionali:ation of probation' work. One commentator remarked in 1906 
that· nThe quack, the unprofessional doctor, is. no greater menace to the cOmmunity. 
'than the Unprofessional, paid charity-worker, and' the sooner we cease to tolerate 
the. latter, the better it will be for the community" (Pear, 1906:106). Homer FolKS, 
Cha1rman of the New York Stat~ Probation-Commission, proposed that probation work 

.be ~egulat!d by independent. local commissions. He was adamant that,. while the pro
bat10n o~flcer could be expected ~o carry 9Ut the wishes of the judge in a particu-

. larcase, he. or she should be ultimately responsibl~ to the probation commission, 
and. not the Judge (Folks, 1906:117-123) •. Judge Julian Mack concurred in the call 
for an' ind,epen~ent ,::;p~ofessionali~.~d probati?n service: "Probation work ought not 
to depend f'or ltS ef.fl~acy upon the personall.ty of the judge" (Mack" 1906: 128). 
Mack recommended that administrative bodies be set up at the State level to oversee 
probation work, and that probatipn officers be paid.and trained "in the field of 
philanthropy and sociology" (Mack, 1906-: 129). . .. 

Thus when the sentimental rhetoric is stripped away, similar themes developed by 
both pO.lice and juvenile court ;oeformers can be seen. In both cases p practical 
utility and effieiency was. propo~~d as the yardstick by which the reforms were to' 
be .me~sured. Prevention, the' refol''Ders- proposed, is more efficient than apprehen
sion; appointment by merit 'and cen·tr~'lized administration are more efficient than 
local patronage; professional expert is:' is more efficient than sentimental volUn
tarism. 

Th;is ideology proved to be JIIOre effective in tn~case of the juvenil~ court than 
ili the case of the police: juvenile 'co~rt legislatl(Jn had been passed i'l"~ most States 
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by 1920, but police reform did not gather steam until the 1930's~ and in many cities 
to this day has had only minimal impact (Walker~ 197~~ It is L,teresting to note 
·in this regard that in the early days of the juvenile court movement~ the police 
were often portrayed as an adversary •. Not only were they the visible representa
tives of the legal system that uncaring1y apprehended~ judged~ and impriSoned chil
dren, they also served as the personification of the political machines that stood 
in the way of more general social reforms. Judge Lindsey, charismatic defender of 
youth and tireless enemy of the spoils system in Denver, went so far as to portray 
the juvenile court as the enemy of the police: -

The poli.ceman is the boy r s natural. enemy. An amusing feature about our work 
in the juvenile court is that the boys, especially what might be termed the 
street boys~ have a notion that the police are opposed to the juvenile court, 
and are in favor of putting all the kids in jail. They also think that the. 
police department has a joke on the court every time a boy on probation is 
~aughtlfor a new offense. The result is they have a particula~ pride in 
fooling the police and in staying with the court (Lindsey~ 1903:218-219). 

In fact, police opposed some of the more s~gnificant aspects· of Progressive penal 
and legal reform,especially probation and parole. They felt that these were sim
ply means of coddling criminals at a time when police were under constant criticism 
for not preventing cr~e (RotluDaln, 1980: 78-7,9) •. , Police officials tended to support 
·thejuvenile court, but not for reasons the reformers would have appreciated. They 
bel~~eved that the new juvenile court would ·facilitate the removal of delinquents 
from the streets for Ipnger periods of time. It was opposed, however, by r~k-and
file policemen wh~ were.~rely amused by the court's therapeutic posture, arid who 
found its extra regulations .and the extra labor it entailed an onerous burden (Roth~. 
man, 1980: 229-230). The'-police at this time did not come together as a unified 
pressure grouPi therefore, their opposition was fragmented and ultimately came to 
no avail. 

The eventual triumphs of juvenile court reform proved, as Platt (1969) and Rothman 
(1980) have shown, to be nearly as hollow as those of police reform. While the ,-:new' 
court was an astounding success in terms of state legislation$ in actual practice 
it never achieved a uniform model of ~r1'!±l!::t:=:::!c:r ,.~ti n~er thoroughly penetrated 
rural areas. Even ~": ::=~G:6' a:eeas where it was most. completelr institutionalized, 
th" juvenil~ court generally failed to fulfill its therapeutic man~te, in part 
beca~~e serious attention was never given to the development of competent proba
tio~ (and other altern,ative care) services. Rothman (1980:243) observes, fn~ exam
ple j that in the early juvenile C01Jrt~ policemen--as well as a motley eollectlon 
of other'o~cupations--served as p~obation officers; most were not the trained so~ial 
workers that the reformers had had in mind. 

In conclusion, ~he legacy of'juvenile court refo~~ like that of ' police reform lt has 
been primarily ideological, but has had iJllP.ortant. :?Tacticsl consequences. On the 
one hand, the juvenile court's parens patriaephil~sophy and the myth of rehabilita
tive expertise have provided an effective rati~nale for the ~xtension of state power . 
ov~r juveniles who would have been i~ne un4er a legal system that limited itself 
to the prosecution ot criminal acts. Qn theothl!r hand~ the doubtful scientific 
premises on which the COUT't is based and its gel11eral fai1.~re to deliver" treatment 
services--as recognized, forexample~ ii1 the Gault decision--have rendered its , 
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widened impact primarily oppressive rather than rehabilitative. Rothman (1980:251) 
has summarized well the meaning of juvenile .court reform: 

The substitution of a more bureaucratic mechanism of control (which the cour~ 
at its most informal still represented) for the control of the policeman on 
the beat (let alone for the discipline of neighbor upon neighbor) did carry 
special consequences. The potential for serious abuse was always present. 
The courts could track and coerce in ways that a policeman or a neighbor could 
not; their reach was greater, the stakes were higher, and they had a much more 
powerful and legitimate rationale for their actions. 

SOME STRUCTURAL DILEMMAS OF-POLICE WORK 

Thus far this chapter has 'been concerned with historical conditions that gave rise 
- to problems -of legality and discretion in contemporary police work. The basic find

ing was that the ideology of Progressivism placed certain demands on the police-
and on the legal system in general~-that they. were ill-equipped to fulfill. In this 
section, the focus shifts to the present. Drawing on available literature~ the sug
gestion is made that police work involves continuous attampts to balance conflictin~ 
priorities. These~onflicts may be classified analytically in terms of three types 
of practical dile~as that must be faced on a day-to-day basis by police officers 
and administrators: the dilemma of law enforcement and peace-keeping; the dilemma 
of due process and social control; and the dilemma of professionalization and bureau
cratization. 

Law Enforcement and Peace-Keeping 

According to tlle imagery of popular culture and the fo1.k mythology of the police 
profess~on itself~ police work consists of the straightforward application of for
mal law to circumstances whe:re that law has been violated. In simple terms, a crime 
is committed; police sift through available evidence in an attempt to identify the' . 
offender; once identified, the offender is arrested. This is "law enforcement." 

Recent research has shown, however, that strict law enforcement accounts for a small 
minority of police officers' time. and effort. As Banton (1964) first pointed out, 
police work frequently involves the settlement of legally ambiguous d~putes without 
resort to arrest~, an aspect of the po~ice role he called "peace-keeping." l'eace
keeping is a management functipn that is carried out by officer$ making discretionary 
decisions not to invoke the law in a particular situation: police "intervene not 
in the interest of law enforcement but in the interest of producing relative tran
tiUility and order" (Bittner, 1961:713). Actions which may appear ad hoc and arbi
trary are thus the products of a practical calculus of management applied by the 
individual officer. 

The peculiar dilemma of peace-keeping arises from the fact that, while policemen 
are fo~lly expected fully and impartially to enforce the law, both the practical. 
conditions of their job and public expectations make full enforcement impossible. 
Poi ice aT,e not formally empowered with discretion not to enforce laws; on the con
trary~' statutes and police'm~uals tend to describe the duty of the policeman as 
full enforcement (Goldstein, 1960:557; LaFave, 1962b:182-184).Peace-keeping ac- . 
tivities of police are neither emphasized in police training nor systematically 
recorded by police departments •. Yet the function of the "peace officer" is a role 
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that is explicitly offered as a justification for the existence of the police, and 
ltas been an important part of policing from the outset (Bittner, 1967:700). 

Thus while peace-keeping is an integral part of the police role, it is an invisible 
function, one that cannot be effectively regulated by law or department policy sim-

'p1y because a decision not to arrest is unlikely to appear on any written record. 
Discretionary nonenforcement is made possible in part'by legislative ambiguity 
(L~Fave, 1962b), and may be guided in a broad sense by department policy to empha
size enforcement of certain laws at the expense of others (Goldstein, 1960:554). 
But in a specific situation, the decision to invoke or not to invoke the law--to 
emphasize law enforcement or p~ace-keeping--is ultimately left to the individual 
officer. 

It is important to ask, then, under what structural conditions the demands of peace
keeping are likely to supersede those of law enforcement. Bittner (1967:702-704) 

-has-suggested five such types of circumstances. First, peace-kaeping is likely to 
be the predominant goal of the policeman engaged in routine regulatory activities, 
sucl1 as directing traffic. Second, arrest may be avoided in situations where it 
is technically possible, but for some reason undesirable--in the case of minor of-

.fenses, for example, or where evidence is ambiguous. In these cases, nonarrest often 
implies the use of alternative sanctions. Third, police are often called upon tp 
give general aid and comfort, for example when various types of family problems occur. 
Fourth, police are called upon to ~egulate various forms of mass phenomena, from 
concerts to riots, where the attempt is made to avoid ~counters neces5itating 
arrest. Finally, police have special responsibilities to monitor stigmatized popu
la,tions such as the menta:lly ill, young people, vagrants, and minorities. 

Three observations may be made that relate especially to the discretionary use of 
police authority with regard to juveniles. First, juveniles are especially likely 
to. encoUnter police under conditions where peace-keeping is the predominant no~, 
and therefore where police decisionmaking is least subject to regulation. Of the . 
situations mentioned above, cases of minor offenses, family problems, and the regu
lation of stigmatized populations are ones where juveniles are prone to come to 
police attention. Second, peace-keeping does not necessarily imply an absence of 
sanctions or con~ro1; rather it op.ens up a range of potentially serious sanctions 
short 'of arrest: ''Not to make an arrest is rarely, if ever, merely a decision not 
to act; it is most often a decision to act alternatively" (Bittner, 1967:703);. "the 
withhOlding of punisr~ent demonstrates the use of arbitrary power and a contempt 
of law just as much as illegal punishment~' (Banton, 1964:129). Finally, because 

. laws regulating juvenile. behavior are so numerous and ambiguous that virtually all 
juveniles are at one time or another at risk of arrest, the meaning and strategic 
use of arrest are transformed with juveniles as they are with other high-risk popu

.'. lations (Bittner, 1961: 713) •. Arrest is not a straightforward outcome of crime and 
. its detection, but rather a perpetual threat that may be applied as situational 

exigencies demand. 

Ultimately, Bittner suggests, law enforcement and peace-keeping cannot. be separated. 
In. routine police activities--Le., those nQt involving the -solution of a major 
crime--1aw enforcement in the form of arrest is used as a means of peace-keeping: 
"The real· reason behind an arrest is virtually always the actual state of a parti~u
lar social situation," rather than the applicability of a formal, legal norm (Bitt
ner, 1967: 714). Thus when more focu!;eq questions about the circumstances und~r 
which juveniles are 'arrested are asked, the concern will not be exclusively with 
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the "facts" of the alleged "crime." Instead the inquiry JOUst be with the practical 
evaluative criteria by which officers judge that less formal means of processing 
have failed. * 

Due Process and Social Control 

The dilemma of due process and social control presents the issue of police discre
tion from another aspect. If law enforcement and peace-keeping describe the prac·, 
tical~ routine activities of policemen, due process and social control describe the 
normative ends served by routine activities. Police may, on the one hand, see them
selves as servants of the law, with responsibility to insure fair treatment and legal 
protection to all whom they enc~unter. On the other hand, they may see themselves 
as agents of social control, responsible primarily for 'the maintenance of order and 
the enforcement of the law. In practice~ their dilemma. is to achieve a workable 
balance between the two roles. Where that balance lies is in part a function of 
_the .discretionary la:titude they enjoy in carrying out their duties (Skolnick,. 1967:-_ 
.71). Increased emphasis on social control necessitates increased discretion~ and 
leg~lity can ~nly be assured where discretion is minimiz~d. 

Skolnick suggests an important distinction between delega~ed:d;scret~onary-~utho;it~' 
such as that which inheres in any bureaucratic position, and illegitimate discretion~ 
used to satisfy "personal or ins~itutional m?tives" (Skolnick, 1967:73). Thus the 
appropriate analytical question is~ under what circumstances are Q.pportunities for 
illegitimate discretion maximized? The' suggestion offered here is that encounters 
between police and juveniles are structurally conducive to the expansion of discre
tion and an emphasis on social control. 

Police in general tend to be oriented toward social control more than due process 
,because of the biases inherent in their occupational role: 

The policeman views criminal procedure with the administrative bias of~he 
craftsman" a p.rejudice contradictory to due process of law.... He sees.::him
self as a craftsJ1l2l.n, at his' best, a master of his trade. As such, he feels 
he ought to be free to employ the techniques of his trade, and that the system 
ought to provide regulations ~ontributing to his freedom to imprOVise, rather 
than constricting it.... . 

'In contrast to 'the criminal .law presumption that a man is innocent until 
.proven guilty, the policeman'tends to maintain an administrative presumption 

, . 
*Donald Black has offe~ed as a theoretical axiom the notion that formal law is 
invoked only when 'less formal means of dispute-settlement have broken down: "Law 
seems to bespeak an absence of community, and law grows ever more prominent as the 
diss,olution of community proceeds" (Black, 1971:1108). The point made here is 
somewhat different: the failure of informal social control is not an objective 
fact, 'but is rather imputed by the police on the basis of limited situational evi
dence. As Bittner (1967), Cicoure1 (1968), and Werthman and Piliavin (1961) have 
observed, police may perceive an "absence of community" in minority neighborhoods 
on the basis of.!. priori typifications; and may arrest juveniles there.at ;1 dis
proportionate rate out of a sincere ·be1ief that they require more formal control 
than their families can provide. This issue will be taken up in subsequent chap
ters. 
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of regu1arity~ in effect~ a presumption of guilt (Skolnick, 1967:196-197-
emphasis in original). 

The police thus tend to see themselves as the end rather than me;~ly the beginning 
of the criminal justice process. That perception tends, to b_fL~t:t-cngest in situa
tions where the policeman feels most vulnerable, where the law~he is called upon 
to enforce is vaguest, and where he feels his judgement is most likely to be ques
tioned at subsequent stages of the legal process (Sko1nick~ 1967:89-90). Where such 
circumstances exist~ the officer is most likely to seek out opportunities for dis
cretionary action that may circumvent or undercut the rule of law. Such opportuni
ties do not arise, for the most part~ from the psychological prejudices of the in
dividual officer; rather they are customary techniques that' are necessitated by the 
structurally induced ambiguity of the officer's role. They are in a sense a set 
of deviant norms that are shared with and mutually enforced by his fellow officers: 

A measure of role ambivalence is an inevitable part of the policeman occupa
tion in a democratic society. While he is responsible to protsct the members 
of his society from those who would do them harm, the corresponding powers 
for carrying out this mandate are not delegated. To perform his designated 
duties, the conscientious policeman often must violate the very laws he is 
trying to ,~nforce. This poses a serious dilemma for the police Qfficer since 
his attempt to effectively discourage violation of the law among the general. 
public is often hinged to extra-legal short-cu,t techniques which are in common 
practice by his law enforcement cohorts •••• These procedures are reinforced 
through coordin~ted grOUp a~tion (Stoddard, 1974:220-22l--emphasis in original). 

In juvenile encounte~s, moreover~ these conditions are exacerbated. Here the Qffi
cer is expected to perform the "preventive" role for which he is ill-prepared; his 
decisions are often invisible and immune from regulation; and he is least likely 
to be supported in cases where he feels severe sanctions should be applied. Thus 
in juvenile cases all the preconditions exist for the police to maximize their 

; illegitimate discretionary authority and emphasize short-run sociai control, mea-
sures at the, expense of due process.' . 

Professionalization and Bureaucratization 

The profess,ionalization-bureaucratization' dilemma. is the organizational analog to 
the normative dilemma of social control and due process. Professionalism implies 
expertise, initiative" and discretion, while bureaucratization implies hierarchy, 
routine~ and control. The police officer is neither, and both: he has the de facto 
power and responsibility of the professional~ with little of the professionil's for
mally delegated authority, and he is subject to hierarchical regulations of command 
and control characteristic of a rigid bureaucracy, but control is perpetually prob
lematic. 

The policeman is unique among all occupational groups in his potential power to levy 
ultimate sanctions on the basis of his own judgement: I~e authorization and the 
obligation to use force on the ~asis of no more ,than reasonable belief that the under
taken action is justified is th~j exclusive monopoly of the polic9. No other offi
cial in any branch of civil government has this right or this duty" (Bittner, 1970: 
34). The actual 'frequency with which police use violence is ,not relevant here. 'T:be 
point is not that police are Violent, but rather that they bear a trust which is 
denied even to medical professionals. Accorciing to Bittner, it~is this trust and 
its precarious nature that defines ,the function of the police in society:,/ "the 'role 
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of the police is best understood as a m:chanism.~or the distri~uti~n.of non-negotiably 
coercive force employed in accordance w1th the Q1ctates of an 1ntu1t1ve, grasp of 
situational exigencies" (Bittner" 1970:46). Because the police are the repository 
of the violent potential that society does not trust itself to bear, the relation
ship between the police and society is tense and ambi~a1ent (Bittner, 19?0:8~. In 
an attempt to control the pclice~ two mutually exclus1ve models of organ1zat1on are 
applied simultaneously--the professional and the military. 

Neither model is' applied consistently. "In principle and in rhetoric, a police o~
ganization is one characterized by strict subordination, by a rigid chain of command, 
and more doubtfully, by a lack of formal provision for consultation between ranks." 
On the other hand "~n many ways policing is a highly decentralized operation in
volving the deplo~ent of large numbers of men alone or in small units where c~t:rol 
by actual command ••• is difficult" (Reiss and Bordua, 1967:48-49). Even where v',olence 
is not a reasonable option, routine peace-keeping activities require delicate diplo-

-macy and the discretion ofa 'true professional; yet the militaristic structure per
mits costly sanctions to be brought to bear against officers whose decisions turn 
out to be wrong from the standpoint of the department. The lowliest patrolmen con
stantly make decisions that/are of profound organizational significance, often based 
on "considerable ad hoc interpretation" of the lawJ formal policy, and informal cus
tom (Cicourel, 1968:47). 

The conflict between professional and bureaucratic ideals has an ultimately ~onser-
. vativ~ effect on police practice. For one thing, the conflict appears endem1~ .and 
perpetual: if policemen were in fact trusted expe~~, there ~~m.1d be no n:ed to trea~ 
them like "soldier-bureaucrats," but as long-as po11ce work 1S bureaucrat1zed--even, 
if bureaucratization is ineffective as a control,mechanism--the development of pro
fe'ssional attitudes and expertise, is impossible (Bittner, 1970:61). The police offi
cer, like any other worker, cannot be expected to develop initiative i~he is con
stantly wary of attack; ,he cannot, as. it were, look forwar~ and over h1s.shoulder, 
fat the same time.' This conservative attitude further encourages the off1cer to de
.'emphasize due proce~s considerations in favor of' short-run concern. for individual 
and organizational priorities: 'T.ne more closely people are superv1sed,the more 
they bend their energies to satisfying the supervisor instead of to:o_doing the j obit 
(Banton, 1964:161). 

suMMARy AND CONCLUSION: DISCRETION AND THE 
CRIMINAI,IZA'FION OF THE ENV.IR0NMEN'!' 

This chapter haS presented a historically informed account of the origins of some 
; generic dilemmas of police work~' and especially of police work with juveniles. The 
discussion suggested, first, that Progressive drives for reform in government ~d 
social service delivery placed severe strains on police and the legal system.·c -At
tempts at police and juvenile 'court reform gave rise to ideologies of prevent~on 
and rehabilitation, professio~a1ism and efficiency~ that have never been carr1ed 
out in practice. Expec~ations engendered by these ideologies have, however~ cr~ated 
spheres of discretionary action for both police and juvenile court personnel that 
invite abuse and the subversion,of the rule of law. 

Four general points may be made by way of summary. First, police' discretion is an 
inevitable part of the legal system that cannot be eliminated by changes in admin
istrative policy. "Police work constitutes the most secluded part of· an ~:lready 
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secluded system and therefore offers the greatest opportunity for arbitrary be
haviorrl (Skolnick, 1967:14). Moreover, the potential for serious consequences re
sulting from the abuse of discretion is greater at the arrest stage than at any 
ot},er point in the system (Lafave, 1962a:125). This potential for abuse is not a 
function of the quality of police personnel; therefore improvement of recruitment 
standards, supervision, or administrative regulations will not eliminate it. 
Rather discretion is an ontological condition of police work, resulting from the 
necessary vagueness of legislative mandates, limitations on police resources which 
prevent the arrest of all known violators, and the emphasis on it;.;dividualized treat
ment which runs throughout the legal system in some degree (LaFave, 1962a:1l2-ll6). 

Second, the modernizing processes that brought police into existence are still con
tinuing, and are perhaps making the job of the police more diffit:ult. On the one 
hand, the public expec~s its institutions of social control to provide an ever more 
peaceful environment. On the other, the standards of legality to which the police 

. must comply are continually being raised, and thus subjecting police to in.creasingly 
formal means of control. As Banton (1964:155) suggests, the attenuation of informal 
norms governing poli~e beha:vior and the suQstituti,on of forinal prescriptions may 

-'-be perceived by officers as signs of erodiri~:~~tg,tus and public trust. 

~ird, the tendency that American law inherited from Progressivism to attempt to 
enforce moral standards strains the ability of the policG'1 to ope!~~te within the rule 
of law. Roscoe Pound recognized early on that the nlimi~~ J)f effective legal action" 
had been reached and breached in such social legislation \q\s that which establish~d 
the juvenile court! "In modern law not only duties of care Ifor the health. morals 
and education of children', but even truancy and incorrigibility are coming under 
the supervision of juvenile courts." u Such duties, he wrote, "morally are of great 
moment but legally defY enfo~cemen~" (Pound, 1917:162). Moral legislation, by 
"criminalizing the enviroImient," creates many more opporttmit~'es for enforcement 
~han the police can pursue, and therefore require police to select the laws they 
will enforce. This is an open invitation to arbitrariness, corruptiOn, and the fu~
ther isolation of the police from the public: "In such cases an 'operationaLcode' 
[of enforcement] dt)velops that is antagonistiC;. to the principles of due process of 
law" CSkolnick~ 1967:227). Thus police work j}s rational, but ~~s rationality does 
not derive from the(;straightforward application of legal rules or departmental poli
cies; rather pDlice must "interpret a comunity's legal order by resolving the prac-

·tical problem of implementing a set of rules that ~ppear ~xplicit," and they do so 
by reference to informal norms applied through on-the-spot improvisation. 

If police discretion is ubiquitous and involves considerable sit~tional interpre
tation of legal-nom, how i~ it possible to develop a systematic understanding of 
police decisionmaking in regard to juveniles? While discretion is ubiquitous, it 
is by no means constant. There is cons1derable evidence to show that 'there is some 
regularity in the relationship between the style of police behavior and the social 
organization of police work &~ the community, organizational, and even patrol level. 
In subsequent chapters, this repo(ft will (a) review some'ideal-typic~l "styles" of 
juvenile policiVg proposed by var10us policy groups in light .of the conclusions of 
this chapter; (b) assess the findings of previous studies on the Qrganizational de
terminants of.police decisionmaking; (c) review empirical studies·of police decision
making in regard to juveniles; and Cd) discuss the potential benefits and problems 
associat~d with police-juvenile diversion programs. 
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. Chapter II 

P(~)CE RO~;ES IN JUVENILE MAITERS 

-
~RE IS c~nsiderable vari~tio~ ~o~g co~ities.in the roles ~~sumed by police 
l.Jl p:r.e~ent1ng and control11ng Juven11e cr:UDe. nllS variation is an aspect of the 
~mpha~2s ~n l~cal control and particul~ized decisionmaking that has characterized 
.Juv~n1le Just1ce ~rom th: outset: '~ere is general recognition of the fact that 
the proc~dures.wh1ch soc1ety approves for the handling of juveniles differ at all . 
levels--1ncludl.Jlg ~olice pr~ctic:. The justification for procedural differences' 
rests ~~. the be;1ef that Juvenl.le offe~ders are immature and therefore ·unable . to. 
a:sess the1r o~ conduct 't~. the. same degr!e as ~an ~diil til (Xobetz and Bosarge~ 1973.:1.10). 
S1nce. th! fo~d1n~ 9f . the ~uven1le' ·court·1.D. 1899,. the :police have :played a' crucial' 
role l.Jl. J~ven1le . Just1~e s1mply because they .are usually the. first:.official: contact' a 
y~u~h 'w1ll exper1ence::n :~the ·sy~tem •.. -~obet7 tiIl9. ~~sarge ~ (1973: 111) . emphasize the sig
'D1f1cant role that'-poI1ce 'play :m the Juven~~~ jus~cice system: ... -". "'.:'.: 

-- ~-'. '-"'I....... /1' ~ . 
S~c~ety' s ~bject~v~s .for err~t childref~ offer certain implications' of sig

::n1f:cance l.Jl def1n1ng the pohce role. IIFirst of all, it is obvious that the 
.pol:-ce occupy· a s~rateg-;i;~· and influentilill position. Society has given the 
pol:ce the aut~or:ty. to .int!rvene officially in instances mvol ving misbe
hav10~ that are w1t,hm purv1ew of the law. The police may, on behalf of 
the people" legally detain, request explanations and hold for further in
~uiry: ~~y may,.if circumstances seem to warrant, short circuit the crim
mal JustJ;ce~chl.Jlerr. and,cboose alternatives to court action. The police 
most ofterl eA:er,t the f1rst, and frequently the most influential restraint 
on j,uvenil~, con~uct. And ~'t is. the police. who~ hold the key to initial pro
cedural stu~teg1es appropr1ate'to the real1Zat10n of society's objectives. 

'The 0itial'bo~tact. between ~ juvenile and' a .police officer may have' a profound 
!f~ec~ o~ the Juve~1le and h1s or her potent1al future delinquent activities. The 
J~en~le s percept10ns about. th! police and other professionals in the juvenile jus
t1ce system, may be formulated~ 1n part, by a police officer's attitude and demeanor 
Th~, it would a~pear tha.t con'siste~t 'and impartial treatment by police officers • 
ma)\ be ~ effect1ve means of promotlJlg respect ~or law enforcement officials a.nd 
the law 1n general. 

In statistical.te~ ~lone~ ~nepotential e~fect of police intervention is profound. 
I~~ 1977,' 2. S m1ll10n Juven1les entered the JuveJlile justice system in the United 
S~a~es. Of these,. 90.7 percent were initially processed by law enforcement agen
C1es (Bla~k and ~Dll.~, 1979). Yet. the P?liceman!s role vis-'a ... vis the juvenile is 
.fraught w1th amb1gu1ty. In th~ mc.IS't banc sense, the policeman is entrusted with 
the protection and wel1~being of the community through the exercise of the law
enforcement function:" Yet at the same time, the co~ity in general arid the ex.i 
press philosophy of juvenile justice requires hlm to b~ mi~dfulof ~i.rferences i1 
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between adult and juvenile offenders, to show concern for the potentially stigma
tizing effects of official contact, and even to act as an agent of rehabilitation 
for the offender. 

The mediation of these disparate roles and resp~hsibil~ties is, as suggested in 
Chapter I, primarily the task of the individual officer. The individual policeman 
in effect makes juvenile justice pJolicy each time he encounters a juvenile in the 
line of duty. The inevitable resul.t of this practice is arbitrariness and incon
sistency, the very antithesis of the rule of law. In order to remedy thi~ situa
tion, the recommendation is heard from time to time that police departments develop 
clear administrative policies that will guide the officer in his decisionmaking with 
due regard to community values; the rights and needs of the juvenile, and t.lt.e avai1-
~bility of treatment resources. In this chapter~ three types of roles will be dis
cussed that may be assumed by police dealing with juveniles. These are both de
scriptive and normative types; that is. they represent invarying degrees the pos-

"tures taken by actual police organizations in processing juvenl.les, as well as models 
upon which affirmative and detailed policy· guidelines may be based. 

The National Task Force to Develop Standards and Goals for JuVenile Justice and 
Delinquency Prevention (1977) has suggested that there are essentially three role· . 
models that police departments may adopt: the Legalistic, the Rehabilitat;ve, and . 
the combination Legalistic/Rehabilitative. It is important to note that these roles 
are ideal-typical; that is, aspects of each model may be found in any police juve
nile unit, though it is expected that each organization will emphasize one or ano
ther in actual practice. The disc~sion of each type will first describe the role,. 
and then present some crl,ticisms bO'ih of the role itself and of the problems of 
t,ranslating the roles into formal policy. 

mE LEGALISTIC ROLE 

A police agency that exemplifies,1 the legalistic role emphasizes tbe maintenance of 
law and order and the suppression of crime among juveniles. Due .to recent Supreme 
Court decisions, new restrictions on police have made it necessary to observe cer
tain formalities of the legal process when juveniles are first taken into custody~, 
When investigating a criminal case involving a juvenile, the police officer must 
not only apprise the ~ffender ~fhis Dr her constitutional rights, bqt he ~lso must 
apprise the, parents of .these r~ghts. . 

{-

Recent increases in rates of officially report!'!d crime!1 have served as a justifica
·tion for this type of police role. Chief of Police Stephen F. Seckler, an advocate 
of the legalistic model,· suggests that 

••. we have come, from the early part of the century, when juvenile rights 
were indeed neglected and the punishment too severe, to a present system 
of far too much leniency. We must re-evaluate procedures that not only 
allow many guilty to go free to murder, rape, steal, and break-and-enter 
.again; but also upon an "djudication of guilt, continue to release these 
same people (Seckler, 1978:69). 
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Thus informal, "lenient" methods of processing juveniles such as diversion, informal 
counseling, and referral to ou~side agencies may be minimized in a police department 

,that is legalistically oriented. In suCh a department, 

Arrests are made when crbn:inal code infractions occur; selec1ave enforcement 
of laws and individualized treatment of alleged offenders ~ ... minimized; inves
tigative techniques are used for fact gathering as those facts relate to the 
offense rather than the offendex; record~keeping is depended upon'for case 
work-up. The use of detention, is relied upon to gua,rantee court appearance· 
(Rovner-Pieczenik, 1977 :31) • ' 

Police departments may find it _convenient to assume a legalistic posture in dealing 
with juveniles because it is compatible with their traditional normative role,in 
dealing with aOu1t eriminals. Under the legalistic ~del, the emphasis is re~ed, 
at least nominally, to strict enforcement of the criminal code; police once again 
assume a ffreactive"' posture in relation to offenders; and they are relieved of the 

"burdens of delinquerlcy prevention, which they may view as more appropria:te' for the '. 
social worker or probation officer. Furthermore, to those concerneq<7ith the civil . , 

. righ(l~s of juveniles, the legalistic model appears to reduce opportUJ\:/ties for discre-' 
tionl¥ry and arbitrary ·decision-making DY (,isubstituting legalistic criteria of. arrest 
and du~ process for the "soft" criteria t'raditional to juvenile justice,; .",' , 

) 

.Nevertheless, 'tJiree major critic;isms may be offered of 1l1e legalistic' approach •. First" 
the increased use of detention is a trend'that would not· easily be con,trolled. 'l1le' 
National Advisory Committee recommends that detent;on should De limited to protective 
2nd not punitive measures •. Theoretically, d~tention should be utilized only When 
a juvenile poses a threat to the community, a threat to his or her own safety,. or 
'when the juvenile is wan~_ed ·by other legal authorities. Yet there is a general ten':' 
dencyfor police to appropriate avail2J:ble sanctioning mechanisms for their own short-
.~. purposes (see; 'e;g., Skolnick, 19~!:ll~-l1.1). Where the use of'detention is 

. not tightly controlled by statute;:, the~~:E~r~,jit can be expel:!ted that it will b~ , 
used for purp,oses other than those l.:"ltended ~Y policymakers.' { , 

Second, a legalistic department is tandicapped in its ability to make appropriate 
referrals' to juveniles genuinely' in ne~d of aid. A police department. that focuses 
on ,,1aw·violations may ignore the need ~o integrate and coordinate its services rith 
the needs of the community. Legalism may only exacerbate the "go it alone" attitude 

'endemic; to law enforcement, and thereby may minimize effective communication and 
understanding among community agencies and official agencies of the' juvenile justice 
Isystem. Because of the crucial gate-1ceepini function of the police, this emphasis 
is likely to result in the elimination of /'?,uch "social work frills" as diversion 
in favor of c9urtprocesstng for· juven~le :6ffenders: '9Insofar as the police respon
sibility to the people of the cODlJlUJ1ity is concerned~ they are expected to take 
aggressiv'e and technically competent action to solve aimes..: ... whethel" the perpetrators 
be adults or juveniles" (Kobet'z and Bosarge ,I 197,3: 100) • 

'l1lird, despite the apparent symmetry between aggressive .. legalis1;ic law enforcement 
and due process, change in police policy may h~ve only minimal ~mpact on police prac
'tice, and wi~l certainly leave discretion in the rest of the juvenile justi'ce system 
untouched. In the criminal justice system, th, major control over police'behavior 
is that which is exerc.ised by the courts in consideration of actual cases. Courts 
do not. issue instructi'ons to police;' rather they dismiss cases or,' at most, issue 
~egative rulings on po~ice practices that are translated ambiguously,· if at all, into 

~) u J) (~\ 
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actual practice (Reiss and Bordua, 1967:34;L~F'ave~ 1962a:122-l2~). Despite t~e 
appaxent legalization of its procedures, the Juven11e court rem~1ns far more d1:
cretionary than the criminal court. As, several post-Gault stud1es have shown, Juve
nile courts have been reluctant to put into practice the mandates issued by the 
S)i;preme Court (Sosin and Sarri~ 1976; Lefstein, Stapleton, and Teit!lbaum, 1969)! 
it is doubtful therefore that juvenile courts would be "able to prov1de an effect1ve 
review of police arrest procedures. 

In swmnary, proponents of "legaliz~dtr police ~r?cessi~g of juve~iles ~ail. to app!e
ciate the opportunities for discretionary dec1s10nmak1ng that w1ll st111 1nhe::e m 
such a system. Where police are given s~~t~oning powers that are not e~~ect1velY 
controlled, where they are giv~n respons1b111ty to make referrals but no encourag:
ment to make them knowledgeably., and where they a.re held to standards of due process 
that are not practically enforceable ~ there is a danger that ~c:~·pe~alistic". model 
will degenerate into a merely punitive approach, and that arb1traI1. 1ntervent10n. 
into the lives of juveniles will be continued under the popUlar grJ1se of aggress1ve 

. law· enforcement. 

--

mE REHABILITATIVE ROLE 

A second option available. to police involves a more reh~ilita~ive·~tan~e. ~is 
is attained by de-emphasizing the law) enforcement role 1n dealmg w1th JUV!n1~e o~
fenders, and concentrating police-j~JVenile manpower on delinquency preV!nt10n aC~1v
ities with officers serving more in the manner of social workers. Pol1ce juven11e 
offic~rs in such a department tend to embody the traditional juvenile justice pbilo
sophy by becoming mere clie~t-Qriented and placing emp~asis.on ~he circumstances 
surr~ding the commissiOJ?-. of crimes rather th~ the.v10lat1OU- ~~~;lf. '!'h~ le~al 

'1 concepts of gui~ t and innocence a:e s:condary lJ1 a model stress~ng ~~hab~11 ~at1an •. 
. I) • While both legalistic .. and rehabi11tat1ve models are concern,ed w1th J.di~nt1fying delm-

quents, the latter approach places. emphasis on. fin~ing alte:nati~~s ~o w~c{h a juve
nile ,can be r~fel'J:"ed~ thus minimiz1ng penetrat10n l.nto the Juven1le Just1.ce system. ~ 

In the rehabilitative model, the preferred aoal of police activity is disposition 
within the community. Diversion and referral to community agencies are the primary 
m$thods utilized in dealina with juvenile offenders. Diversion is generally. defined 
a~ the process designed to tum the juven,ile away from the formal sys~em, wh~le r~ 
ferral is the proc~s=;- usually within the offendar's community, i,p' wh1ch a. d1ver:t1ng 
agent (police, prd'oation, or intake officer) initiates a connection be~ween the of-
fender and another agen~. . , 

The rehabilitative model is designed to be ''Proactive'' in that is involves the parti
cipation' of law eJ'lforcement officers ~ activit~es which are :int~ded, to prevent 
delinquency. Community projects" pol1ce athletl.c leagues, a,ndd1vel'.Sl.on progT~. 
are a few of ''the. prevention areas in wh;ch police have operated. Increased tra1n1ng 
and specialization of police juvenile officers usually impli~s movement toward a 
proactive role. . 

A major criticism of the rehabilitative modele is that ,there is a tendency for police 
officers to undertake activities beyond, the conventional law enforcement work for 
which they have ben trained. Such a role encourages police to develop formal and 

. informal means of short-circuiting juvenile court processes thro~g~, for;j~x~le, un
official probation or police-run diversion programs .. ' Yet th!. ab111ty o'f',pohce to ad
minister rehabilitative activities and programs has been ser10usly questloned by the 

L, , ___ ~, _________ _ 

'1 ' 

.. 

\ President's Task Force, (1967) which suggests that conununity adjustment be limited to 
release and referral. Police offic,ers' counseling capability has been criticized on 
·th.e grounds that they lack adequate training. . A se'lected study of 17 States b Ch l' 
~l975) re~ealed t~at the hours of training a jUvenile officer received in jUve~ilea.:~b~T 
J e~ts var1~d co~s,1dera~ly, f:~!I! 1 to 14 ~ours. It would appear that the' training re
~e1ved by Juven1lel offl.cers 1S woefully 1nadequate, especially considering the potential 
1mpact of the officer's intervention on the liwes of juveniles. 

Even where p~}ice attempt no in-house delivery of services, there are some grounds 
t? question .~eir ability to make appro~riate re.ferrals. Often there is a pre sump
t10n by po11ce d~partments that appropr1ate agencies exist to provide the services 
needed by juveniles. Referral.criteria are few~ and may result in indiscriminate 
referrals~ police agenci,es often lack the resources, personnel, and time to maintain 
contact w1th referr&d youth; they may lack bot.h the time and the inclination to fol
low up on referrals to assure delivery of services. Juveniles'may fail to partici-

.pat! in the programs to which they are referred and ma!/ simply "fall through the 
cracks" of the system. Finally, in a rehabilitatively oriented pOlice department, 
there are constant opportunities to draw more juveniles into the rehabilitative . 
''ne.t. " That is·, serious juvenile ~a.ses may continue to be treated in a fOl"JDa1 and 
punitive manner, and informal ''rehabilitativ~'' se~'ices may be utilized. as:.surveil
lance mechanisms for nQnserious offenders l<Cho would."otherwise have been released . 
9utright by the juvenile court._ 

, 1/ 

THE LE~ISTIC/REHABILITATM ROLE 
-,-~-. . - - . ., '. 

A ~i~t~C'.pt~pn, ~h1.~ vielis .the police role as 'one ~COmpasS~lg both a legalistic and 
renab1~1~at~ve fUnct1on,_has been recommended by the President's Task Force (19tJ) .and 

. the International. Ass~ciation of Chiefs of' Poltee. In their view, the ideal police 
department would comb~ne law enforcement .and preventive functions fI ••• emphasizing nei-

\:/ therat the expense of the other, yet striving to divert many juveniles from the 'for
mal adjudicat,ory pro~esses".i (National Task 'Porce to Develop Standards .and Goals for 
Juvenile Justice ~d Delinquency -Preventiora~ 1977: 7). The juvenile officer assumes a 
dual rol! by -focusing on·t~e prevention and detection of juvenile crime while .serving 
as a soc1al ~orker attempt1ni to prevent delinquencjPthrouah commun~ty h\volvem~t. 

. . -
This model·is the most acceptable of 'the t~ree discusse~ here to the standard~setting' 
groups. and the maj ority of police administrators in the tJni ted States. On the one 
hand, it permits departmental resources to beutiJized for the development of pro
~ams which invol ~e juvenile officers and fa(:;!lri.te inf01'Dl8.l contac:;t with juveniles 
1n schools, and n,Fl.ghbqrhoods., It supports the use of diversion programs to avoid 
the stigmatizatfbn of formal processingthrouah the juvenile justice system, and 
to decrease the '\l!l~"enile court ease load. On th~ other hand, this model supports 
the aggressive apprehensio~ and prosecution of,juveniles who may be resistant to 
less coercive forms of treatment, and seriou$p~ffenders that the community demands 
be taken "off the street .. " 

Yet this ccmbined approach to juvenile policini is subject to all the ~riticisms 
leveled at the legalistic and rehabi~itative models, p,lus ~ few more. This model 
assumes, first of all, that the juVenile offi,~er is not only capable of being both 
social worker and law enforcer., but of j,udBina~hich role' is appropriate in each 
s~tulJ.tio~., In li,i~t of Chamelin' s (1975). findings regarding. the training of juve':' 
.n:tle off1cers, poll:cemen may not be ready to 'asSUme .,such responsibilities. Role 
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conflicts may not be mediated evenhandedly: when confronted with an ambiguous situ
ation, there are "sound structural r~asons for officers to adopt a course of action 
that will maximize their control ove!.' the situation, hence their ability to keep 
:the peace. 'If the insights develope/d in Chapter I are correct, the officers' deci
sions will be ~~e on pragmatic, situat'iona..l gTounds, and will be left largely un
touched by the pronounc~m5nts of na;tional, State~ or ,even departmental policymakers. 
Such pronouncements do not narrow ~he structural parameters of police discretion

8 
. 

rather they increase it. Thus the!"combined" model of police decisionmaking in re
gard to juveniles may result not ~n the b-est of b()th worlds, but rather the worst: 
the broad discretion inherent in the rehabilitative role and the severe sanctions 
that l.D1derpin legalism. - i 

CONCLUSION 

Because communities vary in thelir nature, needs, and values, different . styles of 
polic.ing are bOl.D1d to exist. 1.~ational statistics suggest the parameters of this 
variation: data for 1977 revetil that 53.2 percent of juveniles arrested were re
ferred by police to court int(ake. Referral rates vary enormously from state to 
state, from a low of 7.0 pergent in Michigan to a high of 89.5 percen~ in New Mexico 
(Black and Smith, J.980:151) .,/ 

The National TaskForce to Develop Standards and Goals has recognized that community 
differences require differ~nt standards of policing: 'Tolice policy shOUld ref1e~t 
community standards. To ~8ke policy more visible, guidelines need to be established 
and set forth in wri~ing,lparticularly to provide guidance for the police when . 
handling juveniles"(Natj!bnal Task Force to Develop Standards ~d Goals for .Juvenile ' 
Justice and Delinquency l'revention, .1977:9). The Task Force suggests that close 
coordirlation of police policy with the efforts of other community organizations 'will 
petter serve the needs;and values of the community in pursuit of delinquency preven-. 
tiona /1 

f 
!' 

The Task ForC'.:e offersl three standards which spe~ifical1y relate to the police juve-
nile role: I 

iJ 
/; 

Standard' 4.1 Po/lice Policy as an Expression of qommunityStandards 
/ o. 

The police raler! in juvenile j1:lstice and .delinquency prevention should be re
~1Ponsiveto c~~ity needs. The police should fUnction in both an enforce
ment and prev~ntion capacity, emphasizing neither, role at the expense of the 
other. I 

/ 

Standard 4.;2 Police Responsibility in Protecting Integrity, of the Law 
/f II . i/ ,', 

The po1icrl objecti;lfe in protecting the integrity of the law should btt two
fold: (ll/to enforce the law and maintain order; (2) to insure impartiality 
of enfo~!cement. ., , /, 

Standax'd 4. 6 P~rticipation in Policy Formulation Efforts 

POlice chief executives should broaden the scope of participation in police 
policy-formulation efforts affecting juveniles to i~clud~ lay pers~ns, other 
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juvenile justice system personnel, community youth service groups, educators 
and other persons and/or groups who work in a youth~serving capacity. 

These are indeed laudable goals. Yet they show an almost extraplanetary ignorance 
of the political, organizational, and everyday practica.l realities of police work, 
.and they contain a.host of unexamined assumptions. Our summary criticisms may be 
presJmted as a series of questions. 

Fir.st, are rehabilitative and legalistic' roles practically compatible? The norma~ 
tj:ve position suggested in Standard 4.1 implicitly demands a broad range of police , 
discretion both in making decisj.ons about whom to arr~st, but also about appropris,'te 
referrals. Standards 4.1 and 4.2 invoke standards of))'the rule of law that must be 
observed in dealing with juveniles. This in turn ~lies a reduction of discretion, 
and eff~ctive controls on the exercise of discretion such as those normally provided 
in the criminal courts through judicial review. It WL~ suggested above that no such 
·contr~ls exist in the juvenile justice system. . 

Second, what are the practical limitS to community participation in police policy
making, and w1ll official policy have any. salutary effect on po~icing a~ the street 
level? Observers such' as B.anton (1964: 223). have noted the tendency of American' po
lice to see themselves a~ isolated and beleaguered representatives of the law and' 
public morality." and thus to become an "in ... group" resistant to control by outside 
agencies. Even where police administrators make gestures of cooperation with com ... 
munity agencies, the power of the administrator to enforce cooperation at the street 
level--indeed, to enforce any command decision at all--is limited by the decentral
ized nature of most (especi81ly urban) police departments, and by the isolation in
he~ent in:patrol work (Reiss and Bordua, 1967:48-49). 

Third, what is the "community"? Does this term represent a concrete reality, a com
preh.~nsive constituency through wliom polic)" may be developed~ or a euphemism for , 
the elite reform groups mentioned in Stan4ard 4.61 To put the problem another way, 
the typical urban police force personifies the authol'ity of a broad, formal politi
cal unit--i.e., a city. A city typically contains a variety of communities, each 
of which may invoke police intervention unqer different circumstances, and each of 
whicb may desire different forms .of police intervention. Research suggests that 
in fact police practices vary depending on t;he locale--it is, as Black (1972:1105) 
saysj "radically ~emocratic;" yet this form of democracy does not result in tmiform 
standards of justi<;:e, but pather the p~ticularization of .standards. within .a given 
context. Such particularization must be regarded as an impediment not only to the 
development of coordinated policy, but to the enactment of the rule of law itself. 

, .' 

To $lJDUD8.rize {in this chapter, some norila.tive models of police practice in regard 
to fuveniles have been reviewed, and some of the di~ficulties encountered in trans
latingpolicy into .actual pra~tice q~ve been suggested. Above all, this chapter 
suggests that these models of , the police role suffer'from a la~k of empirical ground~ 
ing,. a seJi'se of what police actually d9 when they enCOlD'lter juvenile mis~ehavior 
and why~ The n~t two chapters will attempt to provide some of that ~mpirical 
grounding by examin~ng, first, organ~zational variation in police juVenile ~ork, 
and',·seco~d, r~s~arch on police decisionmaking in regard. to juveniles. " .. , f: 
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Chapter III 

'mE ORGANIZATlONALCONTBXT OF POI.lCE-JUVENILE ,RELATIONS 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter: is concem~d with organizational factors that affect p'oli~e deci,sion-
. making in 'juvenile cases~ ,The discussion isconcemed with the police as "an organ
ization in a broad '''sense; that is, excl~siv~ concem will not be directed to the 
inte.rnal structuring of authoTity relationships in police departments. 'Rather this 1 " 

chapter will, consider a, broad range of factors that affect police work with juveniles J 

including pol~~ical interrelationships that exist at ,the community level as' well 
as priorities ,I emerging" from ~e orga"'.ization of the police department itself. . 

The' accolDltc:presented here wil{ neither be" exhaustive ~or conclusive ... Available 
re~earch lite:X:llture is' too sparse, and police: i.chavior itself is too elusive, ,to 
permit ,a thorou,gh" and generalizable explanation of poli~e decisionma'king. Th~$ chap~ 
ter has two more 'limited goa~,s: first,. to pre_sent a descript1ve':",~cuUnt:of,the soc1al: 
cont~ts and processes within which police deal '''{,ith juveniles. Tbe second goal 
is, fo l_cly"a found2Ltion' for a crj,tica:l. discussion of empirical studies of police- ' 
juvenile enco\Ul,te~s that fo~lows in the next chapter. 

. \, The' th~sis of this . chapter; is that p~lice behavior is activ'ity that is, largely iJi-' 
provisational in ch&Z1lcter and which is oJ:'iented primarily toward maintaining the 
'integrity' and: 'authority of the acting officer-and th.e organization he represents. 

,Such b,~havior may n'ot be'understood straigh,tforwardly by reference t() legal norms! 
:' Ratherthe'i"c;~tral job of thep()li~e is the maintenance of relationships with indiv
iduals anel organizations, outs'ide the bOlDldaries of police organizations; "the central 
meaninJof polic;:eaut;.hority itself is its significance as ;a mechanism for Q 'managing' , 
relaticmships"(Reiss and Bordua, ,1967:~6); and legal rules are strategic tools of 
"m~l~geJllent'. ' '., , 

'I, / '. 

The organizational, conte~('"Qfpolice behavior, will be discussed at three levels:" 
thecoDllllUitity ","int\l#:t'Org~izational relations,' and the department • .. " ,,' , 

nm COtHmlTYAND POLICBDECISIONMAICING 
,. ~~ 

'.::" '! 

'1' . 

The imp~t of cOl~ni~tvarfation on police, decisionmaking wi,l! be dl~scussed in 'two, 
ways. First.(tl(o "'~\tudi!S"wfl~, be exainined. which . foc~ on dif~erences i!l ,the politi
cal cultures ';0£ lar,eclties; 'seeond:" cons,lderatl0n, w111 pe" g1vento patterns of 
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Political Culture 

Two studies of police-juvenile relations in different cities by Wilson (1968) and 
Cicourel (1968) form the basis of this discussion. Both studies found that signifi
cant differences in arrest rates were related to the organizational structure of 
law-enforcement L'lstitutions, and ultimately to the type of political authority that 
was dominant in:each city. 

Wilson studied departments in "Western City" and "Eastern City." In Western,City, 
he found that more juveniles were arrested or cited, as a proportion of those pro
cessed and as a proportion of tpe juvenile population, than in Eastern City (Wilson, 
1968: 15) • Wilson explained this vari~tion in terms of differences' in law enforcement, 
"style" or "ethos" and organizational structure. In Western City, the police depart
ment as a whole was more centralized; juvenile officers were more distinct and iso
lated from the opinions of patrolmen and detectives; and officers tended to be re-

° cruited more from middle-class backgrounds and from geographic areas outside the 
city. The ,Eastern City department in contrast was relatively decentralized, tended. 
less to set its juvenile officers apart from regular officers, and more often recru1t
ed officers from within its own jurisd:.iction (Wilson, 1968:19-25). In short, the, 
Western City depart~~t was "professional, n insofar as it emphasized the application 
of general, impersonal rules, recruitment by achieved criteria, evenhanded enforce
ment, less corruption, and special training for juvenile officers. The Western City 
departme'nt, which showed a relative lack of these characteristics, was "fraternal" 
(Wilson I 1968 ; 1-1) . 

Wilson suggests also that the structure of the respective juvenile justice systems 
had an impact on arrest ratas. In Eastern CitY,officers tended to be involved wi,th' 
a case all the way through the court process, whereas in Western City a probation 
officer took the case over as soon as the officer had filed the initial report. As 
Wilson points out, however, differing'leveis of involvement by juvenile officers 
does not explain the difference in arrest rates shown by patrolmen, who usually m~e 
first contact with the juve~ile (Wilson, 1968:20). 

Cicourel found similar results of his, study of "City A"and "City B." Juvenile arrest 
rates we,re higher, generally· and by offense, in City A. Similar structural correlates 
of arrest rates were found as in Wilson's' study:, police in City' A wererelativ'ely 
professionalized~ and internal police policy was subject to little interference by 
outside officials. In City B, police were intimately involved with a generally cor
rupt and g1~ft-ridden city government (Cicourel, 1968:ch. 3). The police department 
in City B was rather loosely adminiStered:> and juvenile officers ,were formally sub-· 
servient to detectives. Openly liberal juvenile officers were often ridiculed by 
other police. Prominent politicians and pol;ce officials in· City B frequently inter
vened in juvenile cases on behalf of the children of local notables. City A's depart
ment \>]as administered according to criteria of "effic'iency"in a, city dedicated to 
"good g?Vernment." Juvenile officers there were more autonomous, but were held to 
a rigorous accounting for their time; ther~ was less outside interference in cases; 
and in general a higher degree, of formality was shown in the handling of cases 
(Cicourel l 1968:175-177). 

The results of th~se two studies are somewhat in contrast with what common sense 
would suggest., It ~ight be imagined, for example l , that a loosely-administered, 
"fraternal" police dep.'trtment would be' less mindful of legal niceties and henc.e more 
oppressive in the exercize of their authoritY--in short, that they would arrest more 
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juveniles. If these findings are generalizable, however, it appears that the 'oppo
site i~ true~ the more "effiCient," more highly bureaucratized department is the 
one that uses its formal sanctioning power more frequently. In fac~, these findings 
are' entirely consistent with the discussion in,Chapter I: the lower arrest rates of 
Eastern City and City B do not betray a reluctance to impose sanctions, but merely 
the opportunity and willingness to impose informal sanctions that never appear on 
written records. The jUvenile officers in the less bureaucratized departments dis
cussed here are part of a larger web of police pOlitics; they are not encouraged to 
develop a distinctive identity and expertise; they are not structurally distanced. 
from the informal norms of the communities in which they operate. The interactive 
effects of community norms and police priorities will be the subject of the next sec
tion. 
. . 
Community Culture 

. Police in the United St~tes are much more subject to the pressures of communitY,norms 
than are police in Britain, for example. In the United States, the officer's auth
ority is largely personal; it does not, as in Britain, derive from the impersonal 
authority of the central state. According to Walker (1977:14-15), the authority 
of the Briti'sh police'is lDlderpinned by a highly stratified, economic system that 
supports a view of the police as' an authoritative elite.. American police r~formers 
failed to understand this basic social-structural difference, and thought police 
could be ''professionalized''--i.e., taught to behave according to tmiversalistic :o! 
norms--without reference to community sentiment. As will be shown, the structural 
need for the policeman t,o maintain order in a heterogeneous city leaves a great dea~ 
of leeway for discret~onary adaptation to local sentiment. ' 

Sucil adaptation, requires a. diplomatic balance between conserving-'and' spending 'power:-' , 
,On the one hand; tmder-enforcement may 'result from the officer's desire-to work with~-
in the moral consensus of the community. They seek to establish their authority.; 
not just exercise power: "In most .:;~tuation~ the police seem to expect those with 
whom they deal to regard policemen as being ,morally justified in dealing with th'em 
as they,do. They try to get offenders to recognize explicitly the norm of proper 
conduct and to agree to observe it more carefully in the ° future" (Banton, 1964:147) • 
Citizen support. of police authority not only makes the officer's job easier in a 
practical sense, but also reinforces the officer r s status as protector of valued 
mo;ral noms. Thus one study found that police deal with juvenile gangs in a ''peace
keeping" mode, br permitting group~ to maintain control over certain street areaS, 
with only occasional shakedowns to maintain the image of authority (Werthman and 
Piliavin, 1967:62). A policeman in such situations may decline t.O enforce all the 
laws at their disposal, t~mpering legalism with consideration for community standards 
of fairness: "If he is too legalistic, he runs the risk of, being perceived as arro
gant and unjust.; but if he tailors his standards to the 'practices of the neighborhood 
rather than to it~ ideals, he ,is looked down upon for abdicating his responsibilities 
altogether" (Werthman and Piliavin, 1967:66). At the extr.eme, under-enforcement 
can lead beyond a solicitous concern for local· values, and can become a form of pas
sive, 'institutiona:lized ra,cial bias: "Some policemen feel, for example, that assault 
is an acceptable means of 'settling disputes among Negroes, and that when both assail-
ant and victim are Negro, there is, no immediately discernible harm to the public 
'fhich justifies a d~cision ,to invoke the criminal process" (Goldste~, 1960:575). 

On the other hand, police assessment of a co~ity~s moral characte~ can lead to 
increased surveillance and relative over-enforcement. In day-to-day practice, police 
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make ecologically-based inferences about the juveniles they encounter in various 
territories of the city: 

Past experience leads them to conclude that more crimes are committed in the 
poorer seC';ions of town.than in the wealthi7r areas, that Negroes are ~ore 
likely to cause public disturbances than wh1tes, and that adoles:ents 1n 
certain areas are a greater source of trouble than other categor1es of the 
citizenry. ~ the basis of these conclusions, ~he police.divide the pop~la
tion and physical territory under surveillance ~to a var1ety of categor1es, 
make some initial assumptions about the moral character of the people and 
places in these categories, .and then foc~s attention on thos7 c~tegories of 
persons and places felt to have the shad1est moral character1st1cs (Werthman 
and Piliavin, 1967:75). 

Hence, as found by the study by Wilson (1968) discussed above, the "fraternal" po~ice 
. in Eastern City arrested feYier juveniles overall, and arrested black youth at a h1gher 

rate than police in Western City. Wilson suggests that this is not a dire:t.result 
of personal bias by Eastern City officers, but rather ~: result of the CO~1t1ve m~p 
of "trouble" areas that they share as a strategic device. A black youth 1S perce1ved 
as an "alien " as "one who has no ·home life"; and since police in Eastern City are 
more concern~d wi'th the maintenance of informal family authority than. those in Western 
City, they are more likely to use the percetved ~bsence of a good family. life among 
black youth as a rationale for court referral (W1Ison, 1968:2~). Accord1ng to 
Cicourel the behavior of juvenile officers can only be understood by reference to 
the set ~f "preconstituted typifications" thac alert them to potential trouble: "Par
ticular ecological settings, populated by persons with 'known' styles 'of dress and 
physical appearance, provide the officer with quick inferences abou~ 'what is.going 
on, '" even though this knowledge is of no factual, legal relevance 1n the ult1mate 
determination of guilt or innocence (Cicourel, 1968:67). 

:-PO=::L:::I:.::CE=--...:C:.:::O:..::.UR:.::.;T~·..:.;RE=U=-...;.::T;..=I,;:;.;ON;.;.;;S:;.,..;;.;AN;..;;D;;;....;;.P..;.O.;;.LI;;;.;CE ___ D..;..;E_C_I_S:-IO_NMAK_ING, 

In Anglo-American law, the institutional separation of the police from the courts 
has deep historical/roots, and is in large part a product of the dev7lopment of legal 
philosophy itself. \'cBy themi4-l9~h. centl.l:ry~ all scho?ls of ~ega~ ph110so1?hy ~greed 
that the enforceability ofa spec1f1c l~w had no bear1ng on ~ts1nherent Just~ce 
or appropriateness. In the 20th cen~uryJ the :xpansion o~ law and the. application 
of law to public policy reform and h1therto pr1vate mora11ty had pract1c~1 conse
quences: "Such ideas persisting into a period of legal expansion and cOPJ,.ous law
making have much to do with the divergence between the law in the books and the law 
in action which is so marked in this country to-day" (Pound, 1917:158). In other 
words, the passage of unenforceable legislation ~uch as. juVenile court la~s opened 
up new arenas for discretionary legal action, and set the stage fo'!' confhct between 
police and coUrts. 

1- ... ,.-.~. 

Under the traditional American doctrine of the s~paration"of po~ers, law enforcement 
at. Federal ~ . Sta:t~, .. and local levels is a function of the executive· branch; " thu~ 
courts have no formal control over police. They have somer-informal influence, how
ever arising from two factors. First, police genera~lywant to see their arrests 
resuit in successful prosecutio~ (whether out of "p\\nhive zealotry,"bur7aucratic 
pressure, or a sincere convictio~ of the Iightness of the law), hence.pohcemay 
be expected to p~y some a~tention to court rulings in Qrder to assure the legal 
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integrity of their arrest practices. Second, police departments are chronically 
fearful of scandals, hence may be expected to avoid more egregiously illegal exer-
cises of police power (Bittner, 1970:27). Yet ,court decisions are not'systematic
ally incorporated into police practice. One reason for this is that court decisions 
are ~ post facto; they are communicated to the involved officer only in an ambiguous 
fashion emphasizing his errors rather than his future practice; these rulings are 
passed on to the rest of the force informally, if at all. Another reason for a lack 
of direct commun:.cation is tha,t poI ice may simply disagree with court criteria .for 
charging and adjudication, and may evade court rulings by continuing to make illegal 
arrests without any'expectation of prosecution, by applying informal sanctions in 
lieu of arrest, or by ignoring similar situations entirely (LaFave .. 1962a:122-124). 
In any case .. the rule of law as interpreted by the courts is inadequately translated 
into police practice, and may result in encouraging discretionary nonarrest or spuri
ous harassment. arrests. 

.Acc9rding to Bittner (1970:28-29), court influence over the police is especially 
limited in four areas. The first area includes, minor offenses where no vigorous 
defense is an.tiicipated. Second, in situations offensive to the 'public:'-for exam':'" ,'.,., i 
pIe, an aggressive drunk or a violentcriminal-":'obsenance of iegafity"may"'heseen" -- . 
as ineffectiveness, and th~ officer may defer to community yearning for qUick social 
control. Third .. in som~ areas of law enforcement harassment arres~s may be used 
as a management device even when there is no expectation of prosecution. Examples 
'of this include control of prostitution and juvenile gangs. Finally, where police 
are called upon to ease "social strains" such as marital disputes and family prob
lems, judicial review seldom becomes an issue. It is significant that all four of 
these areas--minor offenses, public nuisances .. management, and family problems-
describe circumstances under which encounters with juveniles frequently occur. This 
provides some explanation~ for Cicourel' s finding that in the apprehension of juve-

,niles and theliinv~stigation of their cases .. officers generally disregarded formal 
legal procedures or considerations o;f.constitutional rights (Cicourel, 1968: 63) •. 

i " 

The relations,hip between courts and police is characterized by conflict and negotia
tion. The relationship ta~es on ~ speCial tone .in the context of the juvenile jus
tice system. Because of the empha,sis on "peace-keeping" in juvenile matters .. and 
because police are aware of the potentially harmful effects of legal processing on 
juveniles .. they are usually prepared to give juveniles tlbreak,s" or "second 'chances" 
(Lemert .. 1970:64). They seek to treat juveniles informally if they jeel they are 
amenable to such treatment. The decision to arrest and to refer to the juvenile 
court thlls signifies "the failure or inappropriateness of mediation and informal 
settlement" (Emerson, 1969:42). When the officer ~kes such a decision .. in his 
capacity as a competent craftsman, and especially when he has extended himself in 
the past on behalf of a particular juvenile, a refusal to prosecute or a court dis
missal may be viewed as an affront to his professional judgement. ,This sort of con
flict is endemic itO police:-court relations, but is exacerbated in cases where con
siderations of rehabilitation are prominent, especially those involving drunks, vaga~ 
bonds, and juveniles (Reiss and Bordua" 1967:33). 

At the same time, police have special sources of leverage on the juvenile court that 
they do not have in adult courts. The prominent role of probation Qfficers--many 
of whom are ex-policemen' .. and share many police officers' attitudes toward juvenile 
crime--makes them ideal mediators between the police and the court (Emerson, 1969: 
51). Police may seek court cooperation via the probation officer not only to prose
cut~ cases.. but ill some instances to honor bargains made. 'by the officer to forego 
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prosecution, for example in cases where the juvenile confesses and "clears" several 
crimes in return for immunity. The wide latitude police enjoy in juvenile matters 
gives them extraordinary negotiating power; in effect, the ability to sanction the 
court for non-cooperation. Police control over juvenile court input allows them, 
for example, to refuse to refer all but the most serio~s cases to the court. Such 
an action would not only threaten the court's posture as a rehabilitative agency 
by increasing the necessity for severe sanctions, but would also threaten the proba
tion caseload and hence the tenure of the probation staff (Emerson, 1969:43-45). 

In summary, interorganizational negotiation and conflict in the criminal justice 
system, and even more strongly in the juvenile justice system, tend to erode the 
ability of the system as a whol~ to enforce the law. When police decisions are re
versed by courts, the thwarted officer has only the police subculture to turn to 
for advice. The results are often inimical to the goals of justice: '~egative sanc
tions by the court and prosecutors thus lead to a deterioration of police practice 

. which subverts judicial goals" (Reiss and Bordua, 1967:34). Whether the "legaliza
tion" of juvenile court proced.ure will change this tendency is problematic. The 
Gault decision, for example, did not in any way affect the relationship of the police 
to the juvenile court, nor did it eliminate the broad discretion inherent in the 
~nforcement of statutes governing juvenile morality. Thus as Emerson speculates, 
increased emphasis on due process in t~e juvenile court may lead to.an increased 
use of informal dispositions by police (Emerson, 1969:41 n. 7). 

POLICE ORGANIZATION AND DECrSIONMAKING 

The o~ganizational issues covered thus far--the effects of community norms and of 
interorganizational conflict--where seen to have only general effects on police prac~ 
tice, even if under some circumstances those effects may be quite profound. In both 
conte.;ts; police behavior is primari~y reactive rather than activej it.is a resp~nse 
to externally-induced strain rather than an affirmative process of po11cy format10n. 

It is within. the confines of the polic~ organization itself that police goals, often 
in collision with the demands of formal legality, become translated into systematic 
behavior. Because of the insularity and provincialism of police departments, how
ever, the outcome of that process is paroc~~ale That is~ while the stresses on po
lice organizations and the means available 'for responding to stress are generically 
similar, particular police departments and individual officers each must improvise 
their own unique strategies for asserting and hQlding authority. Thus this section 
will assess only the reneral properties of the processes from which police behavior 
is emergent •. Those properties include police insu~arity; problems of command and 
control; the relationship of juvenile units to the'police organization as ~-wholej 
and negotiations with offenders., 1I 
Police Insularity 

.{/ 

The institutional separation of the police from the conmunity is maintained in large 
part by common policies of recruitment and advancement. Police departments tend 
to·be "closed systems," in that they recruit only at lower levels of the force, and 
advancement is reJtricted to those already in the system. Because of this closed 
quality, new recruits rapidl,y learn that their futures depend on loyaltrto organiza
tional norms. The result tends to be inbreeding, a commitment by officers to the 
local status quo, and an inbre~ resistance to reform at all levels of. the police 
hierarchy (Bent, 1974:21). Tl,l'is inbreeding process tends to rem~in consistent over 
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time because police recruitment practices consciously or unconsciously lead to a 
high" level of homogeneity among personnel. Mos1: police, thus, are working- or lower
middle-class whites of a conservative bent and a "penchant for 'action, '" and homo
geneity may be further cemented because of a reluctance on the part of incompatible 
candidates to apply (Bent, 1974:16-17). 

The institutional isolation and hOILogeneity of police departments combine to suppqrt 
a unique "working personality" that is characteristic of members of a stigmatized ' 
occupational group (SkOlnick, 1967:42; Bittner, 1970:12-13). The organizational 
defense of pOlice departments is made possible in part by officers' tendency to 
develop a strong collective identity as society's "true custodians of morality," 
and a system of norms that supp·orts that identity--the "code" of police behavior 
(Reiss and Bordua, 1967:37). 

This "COdl" is a set of working rules that includes the aforementioned typifications 
. of geographictrotible areas and suspect individuals, and also includes a host of 

norms regulating dealings with fellow officers, superiors, and representatives of 
other organizations in the legal system. It is primarily a code of loyalty: its 
primary tenet is support of brother officers. Thus by necessity it is secret. It 
i!3 withheld from the public because otherwise it would cease to be the exclusive 
tool of the police; it is taught to rookies through a process of informal socializa
tion (Stoddard; 1974:222-223; Bent, 1974:36-37). The rookie officer must pass the 
test ox the code of loyalty before he is accepted and trusted by his fellow officers. 
Sometimes, such 10yalt)~ involves covering up for dishonest or corrupt behavior 
(Stoddard, 1974:221). Always, however, loyalty to the code involves complicity in 
the routine deviance of nonenforcement. That is~ the young officer learns from his 
more experiented fellows the practical rules that determine when the power to arrest 
is to be invoked, and when informal sanctions are more appropriate. 

Problems. of Command and Control 

The fact that so much of the craft of policing is learned informally belies the ideo
logy of police professionalism. As Bittner (1970: ch. 9) notes, the "code of secrecy'! 
is distinct from the occupational identity of a "true" professional--which implies 
situationa1ly transcendent !tandards of expertise, ethics, and certification--and it 
subverts the aims of bureaucratic regulation. What goes by the name of professional
ism in police work is in reality a craft-guild ethos, designed to induce solidarity 
and insulate police craftsmen from interference both by civili~s and by police execu
tives (Bent, 1974:22). 

As Bent has suggested, administrative control over police behavior has proved impos
'sible because, ultimately, all policy must be filtered through the 'personal exper
ience of individual officers. Attempts to regulate officers

' 
behaVior will have 

a uniform effect only insofar as their experiences are similar (Bent, 1974:15). In
deed, LaFave found no evidence of any attempt to rationalize administration of poli-
cies of nonenforcement: . 

Police decIsions not to invoke [arrest] are m~de on an ad hoc basis, and there 
ii is) little attempt to rationalize the process.' Beat patrolmen are not advised 

of nonenforcement policies by official departmental pronouncements, but make 
thes~ decisions based oniy upon their own attitudes, observations of more ex
perienced offi~ers, and some informal (and often divergent) advice from pre
cinct personnel revieJwing those arrests'~"which are made (LaFave, 1962a: 131). 
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There is one important means through which extraorganizational control.and internal 
administrative regulation affect routine police p:actices; howev~r, ev~~ence.suggests 
that these controls have the effect more of widen~ng than narrow~ng po1~ce d~scre
tion. Police~ like any other public agency, mus~ ju~tify the~selves before the p~b
lic to assure continued funding as well as to ma~nta~nauthor~ty. But by what ~r~
teria is police "success" to be measured? General.tren~s in crime. rates are tr~cky 
measures of police effectiveness: a recorded drop ln cr~me ma~ be ~nterpreted as 
a sign of police success, for which they des9rve further fund~ng; on the other hand, 
it may signify a lack of need for police services. 

Further ~ police are largely unable to control the courts, ~here. their su,~ces~ is 
ultimately validated in the form of convictions. Thus the~r maJor orgarl~zat~oIlal 
defense and justification involves what Reiss and Bordua (1967:37) call the "separa
tion of enforcement from outcome." One such strategy is to focus on thl: successful 
solution of particularly egregious or well-~ublicized crimes: Another ~s to develop 

. statistical summaries of aggregate success In the form of c.:'J.mes cleared by arrest 
or amount of stolen property recovered (Reiss.an~ Bordua, 1967:34~ •. These m~asures 
are independent of court" decisionmaking. The~r ~mpact on the ~nd~v~dwLl pohce~ 
is to make him "production-oriented," an~ encourage him to. los~ s1ght c)f. the ul ~1mate 
ends of the legal system. The orientation toward the comp1lat10n o~ ml 1mpress1ve 
statistical record may lead the officer to f-orego some arre~ts, or l:n ()ther ca~es 
to make arrests when there is no intent to prosecute. In e1ther case~ the off1cer 
is acting according to department criteria to manage his segment of ~he legal arena, 
with little hope of support from or articulation with co~rts. In th~s sense, the . 
police are organizationally impelled to act as theendpomt of the legal system (Re1ss 
and Bordua, 1967:37). Th~s standards of efficiency and e~fect~veness can :esult . 
in what Skolnick (1967: 180) calls "positive deviance": the ach1evement of 1mpres~1ve . 
clearance rates may undermine the rule of law by creating a need for t~e compr~m1se 
of long-run goals in order to achieve routine production goals, much l1ke the 1ndus
trial worker may produce shoddy parts and thereby threaten his employer's future 
in order to meet 'a daily quota. 

The Function. of Specialize!}<1uvenile Units 

In industrial organization, a typical strategy used to avoid the dilemma.of "p~sitive 
deviance" is specialization and increased division of labor. As product~on un~ts 
are broken down into more discrete functional components, the power o~ d1~cret10nary 
decisionmaking is removed to higher levels of authority, and. the oppo:tun~ty ~or 
individual workers to take short-cuts destructive to the ent1re organ1zat~~n 1S re
duced. Similarly, the bt~eaucratization of police work through th~ ~ol~a~~on of 
specialized units--such as juv~ni~e bureaus--may.be seen as an adm:n1strat1ve attempt 
to routinize police behaviorw1th1n a more restr1cted arena of act10n. 

The bureaucra.tization of the police juvenile function through the creation o~ juve
nile bureaus has been a response to the especially complicated nature of pol~ce work 
in urban areas. a problem that is exacerbated in the juveni~e realm by the n~ed.b~th 
to enforce the law and to cooperate with child-c~rin~ agenc1es ~d :he ~ecu11a:~t~es 
of the juvenile court. One result of the fo~l1zatlo~ and spec1a1uat10n o~ Juve
nile bureaus is a high rate of formal process1ng relat~ve to less bureaucrat1zed 
and more rural law enforcement agencies (Lemert, 1970:64-65). 

The creation of specialized police ~its.casts th~ op~rational distinction .~etween 
e'peace-keeping" and law enforcement Into an organ1.zatlo~a~ st:~cture.: Spec1al pur
pose officers such as detectives, traffic policemen, an~1 Juven1le off1cers are "1law 
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officers' whose contacts with the public tend to be of a punitive or inquisitory 
character, whereas the patrolmen ••• are principally 'peace officers' operating with
in the moral consensus of the community" (Banton, 1964:7). As Werthman and Piliavin 
(1967: 69) point out, this organizational distinction results in distinct styles of 
work. In general, police "solve" crimes in one of two·).iays: either they begin with 
particular crimes and attempt to link them with previQd'sly known suspects, or they 
focus on "suspicious" individuals and attempt to link them with previously known 
crimes. Because of their differing organizational Q9ntexts, juvenile officers~ like 
detectives in general, tend to operate in the former~manner, and patrolmen in the 
latter. Thus once a case is referred to a juvenile officer for investigation, the 
offfcer must rely on his stock ~f information about known offenders to focus in on 
likely suspects and effect a plausible arrest or other disposition. As will be seen 
below, the procedural laxity of the juvenile justice system permits broad latitude 
in the conduct of this investigative process. 

One final peculiarity of the juvenile unit must be mentioned. Juvenile officers 
are not just like other detectives; they are separated from other officers by vary
ing degrees of status distinctions. In Wilson's (1968) Western City and Cicourel's 
(1968) City A, juvenile officers clearly enjoyed a higher sense of status and esprit 
de cOrps than their counterparts in Eastern City and City B. Yet in general, since 
police ideology and organizational strategy are primarily oriented toward making 
big arrests of serious criminals, "juvenile officers occupy marginal positions on 
the police force" (Emerson, 1969:40; see also SkOlnick, 1967:118). EVen in the rela
tively professionalized California police departments. studied by Lemert, tiarresting 
young children is hardly a fact that adds to a policeman's status, either in the 
community or within his department" (Lemert, '1970:64). 

Too little is known about the effects of juvenile specialization to pemit state
ments of general,' conclusive findings. The fact that formal arrest rates appear 
to be higher among more professionalized departments and among more professionalized 
juvenile units may mean that in more functionally specialized law.enforcement organ
izations, legalistic considerations and/or bureaucratic imperatives are more success
ful in reducing the frequency with which informal sanctions are substituted for court 
processing. At the same time, it may mean that professionalization increases the 
salience of clearanCe rates as measures of juvenile officers' success. Where such 
production criteria are emphasized for juvenile officers as they are for other police
men, one may expect to see 'them approach their jobs like other sorts of detectiVes, 
and use their negotiating power to achieve desired outcomes with accused offenders. 
That process of negotiation forms the subject of the next section. 

Negotiations With Suspects . 
\\ 

The need to show high productivity and efficien~y through the production of clearance 
rates is the most direct way in which organizatipnal imperatives affect the arrest 
behavior of policemen. The emphasis on arrests does not, however, have the straight~ 
£o~ward result of causing police officers to arrest every suspect who comes to their 
attentio~. If nothing else, resource constraints al~ne preclude this. Rather it 
creates c1idditional opportunities for officers to expand and use discretion as a nego
tiating tool. This phenomenon ~as been shown to operate in both criminal and juve
nile justice arenas. 

Police have at their disposal a variety of sanctions that can be applied in a given 
case. These sanctions are much more important as potential than as actual outcomes. 
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Just as the sentencing power of the court is significant as a potential sanction 
when a defendant engages in plea bargaining: so the po~ential of ~rrest.or court 
referral is an important means by which poll.ce may achl.eve the coopera:l.on of sus
pects. In Skolnick's (1967) tems, sanctions a~e the poli:eman's "capl.tal assets;" 
their value increases if they are not spent easl.ly or fooll.shly. 

Police have the opportunity to create a "discretionary structure" that allows them 
to bargain with and penalize uncooperative suspects thro~gh th! general nonuse o~ 
available sanctions (Skolnick, 1967:110). Examples of dl.scretl.onary structures l.~
c1ude the possible use of quarantine holds on . unmanageable ,~rosti-t:u~e.s,. or the threat 
of prosecution used to turn small-time narcotl.CS o~f!nd:ps (~n~~ poll.ce l.n~ormers. . 
Another salient example is found in Werthman and ~~ll.avl.n's (1967) analysl.s ~f pO~l.ce
gang relations. Polic~ enj oy some measure of. cont:~o~ ove:: and,tole:anc,! by J uvenl.1e 
gang members because they diplomatically pennt. the Juvenl.~es t~ mal.nt~l.ll control. 
over their streetcorner domain, with only occasl.onal and rl.tual asse~tl.ons o~ pol~ce 

. authority. In such a context, the officer who rigorously enforces ~nor laws a~al.llst 
vagrancy and loitering will not only be bitterly r~sented by gang members! h! wl.ll 
probably be unable to find them when a serious crime has occurred and he l.S l.n search 
of like~~y suspects. 

The impetus to the development and use o£.thesesanctions is not pers~nal bias,:but 
the structurally induced need for the offl.cer and the department to d:splay effl.
ciency: ''Their actual behavior seems to be influenced more than anythmg else by 
an overwhelming concern to show themselves as compet:nt craftsmen" fSkoln~ck, 1967: 
111). Skolnick writes further that increased p:na1tl.e:--for n~r:ot~c: cr~es, fo~ 
examp1e--increase the capital assets of the poll.ceman.l.n barga:nl.ng Wl.t~ a po~entl.al 
informer. Thus despite public pronouncements, the maJor practJ.cal. eff:ct of l.ncreased 
penalties is not deterrence, but increased leverage. This genera1l.zatlon may be 

. extended a bit,. 'and applied to the juvenile. justice system. Where:o many of the 
crimes encountered are mino~ in nature, not only more severe pena1~l.es, ~ut also. 
a broader range of less severe penalties may suffice to create a dl.scretl.onary struc
ture through which the cooperation of juvenile offenders, ~y be secured. For exam
ple, a juvenile officer investigating the case ~f a child with a "school ~roblem" 
or an "incorrigible" child might have n!l int·~E.~l.on, or even the legal op~l.on, to 
refer the child to detention or to the juvenile court for formal processl.ng. In 
such a case the threat of even a minimally coercive diversion prog~ could be suc
cessful in ~li'eiting a satisfactory show of penitence and cooperation. 

Emerson's (1969) analysis of one juvenile justice system r.evealed~ow the.,police 
may make systematic use of the juvenile court without actually makl.ng a referral: 

i' 

The juveni:~e officer's job is not so muc~ to solve "c:imes'.' co~tte~ by 
juveniles as ta handle often legally ambiguOUS. complal.nts l.nv~lvl.ng Juve
niles. The juvenile officer seeks both to sat:sfy th: comp.lal~ant and to .. .. 
keep the youth from making further trouble. Gl.ven thl.s emphasl.s on settll.ng 
trouble cases within the community, not on abstract law enforcement, th~ 
policeman's power to arrest provides a strategic weapon to be used.~o cajole 

i) .and threaten juveniles into better behavior. Arrest and court actlon ~hus 
become mOl'e effective in this respect when posed rathel" than actually l.nvoked 
(Emerson, 1969:42). 

Cicoure1's (1968) discussion of the case of "Mark" illustrates the juvenile officer's 
use of potential negative sanctions to clear a case of minor robbery: The officer 
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first interviewed Mark's suspected accomplices, alternatively using threats anti pro
mises of a "break" in return for information. These attempts were largely unsuccess
ful. When Mark himself was finally interrogated, he was told his friends had informed 
on him, but nonetheless he refused to confess. The officer threatened him with de
tention, and went so far as to put him in the car and start the ignition for a trip 
to the detention center before Mark "copped out." The officer explained that his 
technique was strategically required because he "felt that this particular group 
was all weak-character types alrways in trouble in the ned.ghborhood, and it was sim
ply a matter of 'breaking them 40wn' to clear many reported offenses for the area 
in which they resided." Thus, as Cicourel's analysis shows, the case at hand was 
a strategic lever with. which th~ officer could make a more spectacular show of pro
ductivity. The interrogation process itself was unfettered by considerations of 
legality: "Viewed from the standpoint of the penal code, procedural due process, 
or the treatment-oriented juvenile court law, the conversation does not represent 
the model of impartial legal procedures oriented toward the dignity of the actor." 

. Its'rationality lay rather in the situa,tion and the statuses of the actors: the 
superiority of the officer, the inferiority of th~, juvenile, and the organizational 
priorities toward which the officer worked (Cicourel, 1968:185). 

SUMMARY ,~D CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter has suggested that the social organization of police work has effects 
on police decisionmaking that are diffuse and not directly predi~tab1e. That is, 
interorganizational strains and intraorganizational imperatives do not determine 
the outcome of cases; rather they create discretionary opportunities that may be 
exploited to the strategic advantage of the officer. The factors' discussed here 
merely set the stage for the improvisational drama that is acted out when the offi
cer actually encounters a juvenile suspect. Because of the essentially ad hoc nature 
of police decisionmaking, the effect of a particular set of organizational constraints 
will vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction, and from one encounter to &lother. 

Let us review the main points of this chapter briefly. First, more professionalized 
police departments in "good-government" cities appear to use formal means for pro
cessing juveniles more frequently than "fraternal" departments which are closely 
associated with the loc~l political system. Further, more professional departments 
appear to use more universalistic and evenhanded criteria in deCiding whom to~arrest. 
This finding by itself is interesting~ and suggests that police reform may have a 
positive effect on the equity of the formal juvenile justice system in general. How
ever, little is known about relative rates of informal sanctions applied in the two 
types of departments. It is apparent that juvenile officers, like all other police, 
use .! priori typifications of troublesome areas and individuals to sensitize them 
to pot~ntlal lawbreaking and danger, and in other more subtle ways adapt their be-

i" havior to local community norms. Since these typifica.tions a:re by definition infor
mal and secret, however, it is impossible to assess their systematic effects on the 
outcomes of police-juvenile contacts. 

Second, relations between police and the juvenile court are characterized by con-
e stant negotiation over the outcome of cases. There is significant evidence that 

the police have more power in negotiating with the juvenile court than they do with 
criminal courts, because of the availability of the probation officer to mediate 
~olice-court relations and the dependence of the court on the police to provide ap
propriatecases. 
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Third, the organization of police departments themselves ~revents e~fecti\te- outside 
control and even effective administrative control by pol1ce superv1sors, over po
lice pr~ctice. Police departments are isolated, inbred b~reaucracies that strive 
to contain conflict through the development of a craft-gu:tld ethos that supports 
the a.utonomy of the individual'officer. Both the officer and his department are 
judged successful on the basis of aggregate statistical criteria such as crimes 
clea,red 'by arrests; they are not, for the most part~ evaluated in terms of how they 
achieve these clearances. Officers are thus continually tempted to give short 
shrift to long-term considerations of legality in the short-run pursuit of impres
sive arrest statistics. The only structural difference between juvenile officers 
and others in this regard is that juvenile specialists are unfettered by the need 
to show even the pretense of legality in their negotiations with suspects. 

In summary~ these findings suggest that the criteria by which police make processing 
decisions are highly localized, and even individual. They are not anarchic~ how-

• ever; nor are they primarily a product of the officer's personal biases. But nei
ther are they a simple result of applying legal rules. According to Werthman and 
Piliavin (1967:72-74), the outcome of the police dispositional process is a product 
of a ''moral assessment" of the juvenile based on the magnitude of the offense, the 
frequency of the juvenile's previous contacts with the police, assessments of the 
quality of parental control, and the penitence shown by the juvenile. As C~courel 
found, the ;uvenile's character is inferred from an impressionistic collect10n of 
information~ and legal norms are applied post hoc to rationalize this informal in-
ference: 

The police officer is convinced that what he "knows" about the juvenile is 
accurate and stands as adequate evidence for his official and unofficial 
characterizations. • • • The police "know" what they "know, n and the problem 
of legal evidence becomes unnecessarily problematic for their routine pro
cedures (Cicoure1, 1968:202). 

This notion. raises a severe problem for any attempt to study systematically the de
terminants of police decisionmaking in encounters with juveniles. Generalizable, 
quantitative inferences about police behavior can only be made by using ~ priori con
ceptualizations of potential decisionmaking.criteria. If police in prac~ice app~y 
criteria that are local, secret~ and situat10nally emergent, how can the1r behav10r 
be studied by the social scientist? This is the issue that is taken ¥p in the next 
chapter. 
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Chapter IV 

POLICE DECISIONMAKING REGARDING JUVENILES: A REVIEW 

INTRODUCTION 

Every year, law enforcement officers across the Nation come in contact with millions 
. of persons wtde:r the age of 18 suspected of behaviors ranging from minor, noncriminal 
mischief to serious, criminal offenses. Many of these incidents end with nothing 
more than a police offic;er verbally warning the juvenile; others are terminated with 

, the filing of a' field contact report. A relatively. small number-.-between two and· 
two-and-one-half million annually--result in arrest. It has been estimated that 
police then refer slightly more than half of these arrests to juvenile court intake. 

I'f is apparent from these statistics that police make many "sc~~ening" decisions 
tru:.t,.determine the juvenile's penetration into the juvenile justice system. 'l1lese 
,deCisions, made, in the field or at the police station, can havs a profound influence' 
on a. suspected offender. As the initial contact in the juvenile justice system, 
police can activate the legal machinery that ultimately leads to adjudication, dis
position, and loss ·of liberty. More importantly., perhaps, police inaction in a given 
case virtually pr.ecludes the possibility of further legal action. -

What determines the outcome of police action in encounters' with juveniles? In~the 
last chapter.it was suggested that such encounters take place within the·context 
of a densely interrelated web· of complex organizational influences. Moreover, these 
influences were seen to operate not as closed-ended determinants of police decision-

·making, but as open;.ended opportunities for the exercise of police discretion. Po
lice were seen as active, rational social actors·, not. as passive bureaucrats blindly 
a~lying legal or administrative rules. (J 

'Ibis chapter examines the empirical literature on factors unigue to a specific~'.police
juvenile encounter that may affect decisionmaking. Two general classes of factQrs --

, are discussed: case-related variables and defenclant-related variables. 'l1le findings 
reported here do not present a co~clusive or definitive picture of police behavior 
in regard to juveniles. Comp~rable data are not available on all factors that ma)" 
.affect all the. processing decisions police may make, and where multiple studies have 
examined the·, s~ set of issues, their findings often· disagree ~ As Sherman (1980: 70) 
writes in his review of the literature on police behaVior, '~e present state of . 
the field is best characterized as a series of bi'lrClriate ~sser1;ions about the impact 
of certain variables on poli~e behavior about which a moderate amount of empirical 
evidence has accumulated." The literature is characterized both by a lack of con
vincing multivariate models, and a failure to engage in the kind of comparative ' 
analyses that would include the macrosocial factors discussed in Chapter III. 



CASE-,REUTED VARIABLES 

This section considers the effects of fo~r variables that pertain to the alleged 
offense, and are at lea,st nominally il'ldependent ,of the identity of the actor: 
offense seriousness, victim or complainant characteristics and preference, exist
ence of codefendants, and quality of evidenr;. 

Offense Seriousness 

There is considerable agreement among researchers that significant relationships 
exist between type and seriousness of offense ,and severity of police dispositional 
decisions. In general, the "major" or more serious offenses are more highly asso
ciated with arrest or court referral than minor 'offenses. Different studies show 
different relationships by specific offenses, ~do~her factors sometimes tend.to 
mitigate the relationships, but the overall trend is supported by most research 
studies. 

With few exceptions, stud~es of police-juvenile contacts support the influence of 
offense seriousness in the decision to arrest. For example, Black and Reiss (1970) 
studied 281 police-juvenile encounters and found the expected relationship between 
seriousness of offense and referrals was not only present but "hierarchical"; that 
is, the arrest rate for felonies was twice as high as for serious misdemeanors and 
the rate for serioUs misdemeanors twice ,that for juvenile rowdiness (1970:68-69) ~ 
Examining a data bas,e of 200 police'.juvenile encounters during the period June 1970 
through August 1971, 'Lundman, Sykes, and Clark found that the " ..• probability of 
arrest increases with the legal seriousness of alleged juve~le offenses, as that 
legal seriousness is def;ned in criminal law. for ad.ults" (~97S: 88) •. Si~larl~, 
Monahan's (1970) analysis of over 20 ,000 pol~ce contacts w1th Juven11es J.n Ph1la
delphia indicated that major offenses as a whole 'were much more likely to result 
in an arrest than were minor offenses. this finding held true for most individual 
offense types within the broad categories of major ~d minor offenses. 

. , 

Although the effect of offense seriousness alone, appears to be fa~:rly-consistent, 
studies 'lvhich consider other mitigating factors or which categorize offenses accord
ing to different criteria uncover some variations.·Monahan ex~ined arrest decisions 
in Philadelphia during the l2-year period 1955 through 1966 and found that although 
it was clear that in all the yeats a very much higher (two to three times) proportion 
of serious cases (Uniform Cri1!.le R~port' 5 so-call ed Index or Part I offenses) ::resul t 
in arrest than, do the minor ,an,d. juvenile type offenses, there was a considerable 
decline in the proportion of :sieri\,us offenses resulting in arrest during the years 
1958 through 1963 (1970: 136) • Al"l"est decisions regarding minor offenses did not 
show any fluctuation during that period. Monahan hypothesized that "a policy deci
sion l'Ilay have operated in the mid-.period so as to reduce the high proportion of ax:' 
rests which prevailed in 1956 and 1957 for the seriou,.s (Part I) offense' group" (1970: 
137). These variations may also have reflected special circumstances in the com
muni ty, such as a voca.1 campaignl' 8;ga;nst certain types of offenses (Monahan ,1970: 
137) • Sellin and Wolfgang (1964) aUo uncovered a somewhat inconsistent relation
ship between seriousness and arre$t d,~ci$ion. 'They categorized offenses according 
'to·two criteria which are indicative of the seriousness and nature of an incident: 
degree of physical harm done to the victim and extent of property loss or damage 
inflicted. They observed_that not even all cases resulting in hospitalization or 
death guaranteed arrest--about half of the juvenile Offenders involved in such of
.fenses received remedial dispositions rather than arrest. Yet, a hi"g~er proportion 
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(75.2 percent) of those offenders whose victims weTe treated and discharged were 
arrested. As Sellin and Wolfgang noted, "the determination of disposition is made 

"on more criteria than degree of harm. • . • Knowledge of the degree of harm alone 
would make extremely difficult any prediction of police disposition among these 
cases of physical injury" (Sellin and Wolfgang, 1964:194-195). Similarly, the 
amount of property loss or damage does not have an entirely consistent effect on 
arrest, although "arrest dispositions are significantly more likely to be made in 
the higher value offenses" (Sellin and Wolfgang, 1964:217). Of the offenses in
volving over $200 loss or damage, 82.9 percent result,ed in arrest. Offenses in
volving over $20 in property loss or damage resulted in a 65.6 percent arrest rate, 
compared to 3S.9 percent of those involving loss or damage of $20 or less (Sellin 
and Wolfgang, 1964:217). The data analyzed by Sellin and Wolfgang were the same 
as those analyzed by Monahan (1970). As indicated previously, Monahan found a con
sistent relationship between offense seriousness, as measured by major versus minor 
offenses, and arrest decisions. However, Sellin and Wolfgang's analysis defined 

-seriousness in a different manner, based on personal harm and property loss, and 
did not find the same consisten't relationship. 

It is apparent that offense seriousness is generally related to arrest decisions, 
but its speci£ic inf~uence may vary depending upon the researcher's study approach. 
It is likely that comparisons which aggregate offenses into broad categories will 
mask variations within those cate,gories, as well"as between offenses which carry 
the same 1ega,1 label. For example, although the majority of all larceny offenses 
result in an ''3.rrest, there is considerable variation in terms of the sertou~ness 
of specific incidents based on amount of property loss, which may result ina great
er or lesser likelihood to arrest the perpetrator. In addition, the specific effect 
of offense seriousness may be influenced by other factors. It may be that these 
mitigating factors are more influential for less-serious or minor offenses than for 
serious offenses, since the former allow room for a greater amount of discretion 
on the p~rt of the arresting officer. 

Most studies of the factors related to police disposition decisions have compared 
cases that were referred to court w:i<:h those that were not. More de:tailed accounting 
of non-referralS, such as referral to social service agencies versus release to 
parents, has not been analyzed to any great extent. However, offense seriousness 
does influence court referral decisions in much the same way as it influences arrest 
decisions; tha.t is, more serious offenses have a greater likelihood of being referred 
to' court than less-serious or status offenses. In Ca~ifornia, for instance, data 
on police dispositions of juveniles show a distinct difference between referral rates 
for felonies (74.1 percent); misdemeanors (59.1 percent); and "delinquent tendencies" 
(42.2 percent) (California Department of Justice, 1980:2983). 

Gqldman's (1963) study of four communities in Pe~nsylvania supports the California 
findings. Referral rates .for the four communities combined were 57.4 percent for 
the serious offenses and lS.l percent for minor offenses (Goldman, 1963:42). Al
though there were differences between the communities in the actual percentages're
ferred for serious aJ}d minor offenses"the pattern of higher'referrals for more 
serious offenses still held, with the exception of one city in which serious and 
minor offelllses were equally likely to be referred to court. Goldman attributed this 
exception to certain political and po!icy-related.factors which resulted in a "rather 
indiscriminate and formal" han~ling of all juvenile cases in that city (Goldman, 
1963:91). Comparing referral, rates for specific offenses, Goldman noted variations 
across communities. There were few offense types which resulted in 100 percent 
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referrals in any of the conununities~ regardless of their seriousness. However, those 
offenses in. which all contacts did result in court referral generally involved very 
small numbers (i.e., frequencies of 10 or less across all four communities). In 
general, these were relatively serious offenses (robbery, assault, sex offenses, 
auto theft), although one community consistently referred runaways to court~ and 
another.referred incorrigibility. These variations between co~~unities are likely 
to reflect differences in departmental or public concern regarding a specific of
fense; for example, one community Has particularly strict in its handling of sex 
offenders (Goldman, 1963:108-109). 

Terry (1967b) analyzed the relationship between 12 decisionmaking variables a~d sever
i~y of s'anctions police placed ·on juvenile behavior. Attempting to isolate the fac
tor: most consistently used by police to determine case outcome, he found that of
fense seriousne~s had the highest positive relationship of the variables examined. 
Furthermure, he 'noted that "[w]hile the three least serious offenses comprise 65% 

.and.the three m~st serious offenses comprise 6% of all offenses appearing in the 
police records, the three least serious offenses comprise only 9% of the offense 
that appear in the juvenile court and the three most serious offenses comprise over 
66% of the offenses-.appearing in the juvenile court. records" (Terry, 1967b:J978). 
Thus the referral rate for the serious offenses was much higher than for the less
serious offenses. Another study by Terry (1966-67) examined a total of 15 variables 
and found that offense type (as measured by 13 broad types) was the most inf1u.ential 
of all variables; and offense seriousness (dichotomized into serious and less-serious 
categories) rcmked as third most influential (1966-67:27). It would appear that 
when all offellses were aggregated into the two broad categories of serious and less
serious, enough variation in severity occurred within the categories to make this 
a less predictive measure than "offense type." 

Several other studies have found significant variation in police ,screening decisions 
by specific offenses, within categories of seriousness. 1979 California data show 
that referral rates for Index offenses ranged from 66.1 percent fo:r a.rson to 85. ~ 
percent for criminal homicide. Referrals for non-Index felony offenses ranged from 
25.0 percent. for bookmaking to 86.5 percent for drunk driving, while non- Index misde
meanors r~lged from 51.4 percent in petty theft cases to 100.0 percent in cases of 
misdemeanor manslaughter and obscene material. Status offense referl-als ranged from 
33.5 percent for curfew violations to 71.4 percent for incorrigibility (California' 
Department of Justice, 1980:3984). 

Wilson (1968) observed that in Western City different offenses classified as "serious" 
had varying referral rates: only about half of the juvenile-police encounters for 
larceny and for aggravated assault resulted in couxt referral, while almost all of 
the encounters involving robbery resulted in referral. Burglary and auto theft also 
had relatively high referral rates. Among the less-serious offenses, drunk and dis
orderly behavior and malicious mischief both had 30 to 40 percent referral rates, 
while only about half that many were referred for 10itering'(Wi1son, 1968:13). In 
Eastern City larceny was twice as likely as assault to result in a court referral. 
Being 'drunk and disorderly virtually never resulted in a court appearance nor did 
malicious mischief, but incorrigibility resulted in court referral in about 50 per
cent of the cases (Wilson, 1968:14). In this study, then, variations within broad 
offensf~ categories (1. e., serious versus 'less-serious) are coupled with var~.~:tions 
across conununities (Wes.tern versus Eastern City). While Wilson looked at v~1t'iations 
within broad offense categories, Bodine (1964) compared dispositions of ~\Ii1fic 
offenses in his study of over 3 / 000 juvenile cases handled in 'a large· nort~~¢a:stern 
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city during a 4-year period. He observed that incidents within the category of theft 
showed different referral rates. Al though nearly three·-quarters of all incidents 
were referred to court, 89 percent of the serious theft incidents (grand theft, bur
glary, robbery, and car theft) and only 64 percent of the petty thefts resulted in 
referral (Bodine, 1964:8). 

Even studies documenting a clearcut relationship between variables such as race, 
sex, and age and referrals shc)w a strong and consistent effect of offense serious
ness on case dispositions. For example, while Wolfgang, Figlio~ and Sellin's study 
of a birth cohort of male juveniles in Philadelphia reported a differential handling 
of whites and nonwhites, it also showed a strong relationship between offense serious
ness score and referral (1972:222). Thornberry's reanalysis· of the same data found 
that the relationship between seriousness and disposition remained when race was 
held constant (1973:95). Thus, as the seriousness of offense increases, police are 
more likely to make referrals on that information rather than on the basis of other, 

. int~rvening variables. Similarly, McEachern and Bauzer's analysis of over a thou
sand records drawn from the Los Angeles County Sheriff's Office Juvenile Index found 
that the nature of the offense was a major determinant in the decision to request 
filing of a petition. Moreover, they found that when offense is held constant, the 
effects of many other variables, such as age, sex, and race, were either eliminated 
or considerably reduced (1967:150-151). 

Two studies provided some exceptions to the above cons Ius ions regarding the relative 
influence of offense seriousness. Using data gathered by Sellin and Wolfgang regard
ing 504 events recorded in the 1960 files of juvenile offenses in Philadelphia, 
Hohenstein (1969) argued that the importance of offense seriousness can be offset 
by other factors. While he found that offense seriousness was one'. of the three major 
factors affecting court referra1s,:the influence of victim's preference and the juve
nile's record appeared to be more important (Hohenstein, 1969:147). 

Ferdinand and Luchterhand's study of inner-city youth prOVided the other exception 
to the general pattern in which seriousness of offense is related to police disposi
tions of juveniles. They divi?ed offenses into three groups: offenses against per
sons, offenses against property, and "other,," which included juvenile crimes and 
offenses against public ordinances. While they found that police dispositions of 
male" first offenders were most lenient for those who had conunitted "other" offenses, 
they also report that police were more lenient for those juveniles who had committed 
offens~s aginst persons than for thoser;against property: over 40 percent of the juve
niles with offenses against persons were given the less-serious, probation-type dis
positions compared with 30 percent involved in "other" offenses and 25 percent in
volved in offenses against property. Similar results were reported for male third 
offenders with one exception: results for offenses against property and "other" were 
reversed (Ferdinand and Luchterhand, 1970:520-521). Thus, the expected relationship 
between offense seriousness and severity of disposition was only partially supported. 
The apparent contradiction posed by this study may be explained by the method they 
used to group offenses. Where this study only used three broad categories for of
fenses-~those committed against persons~ property, and other--other studies have 
examined more narrowly defined categories and captured the "within group" differences 
in dispositions for offenses. As previously mentioned, the 1979 California data 
showed wide dispositional variations between offenses in' a given·~~ategory (California 
Department of Justice, 1980:3983). Similarly, Wilson (1968) noted quite different 
c,ourt referral rates within the "serious" and ~'less-serious" groups. Thus ~ Ferdinand 
and Luchterhand's contradictory results may be an artifact of their m~thod of analysis. 
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There are additional offense-related factors ~ther than the legal nature or serious
ness of an offense which may influence police arrest and disposition decisions. For 
example, Goldman (1963) examined various "modus ope:an~i" ~actors, includin~,: the 
time of day at which the offense occurred, the sophHt~cat~o~ of ~he offens~, pre
meditation and maliciousness, and whether or not a group of Juven~les were ~nvolved. 

If the offense looked} in any way, "like a professional job," immediate re
ferral to the court was indicated •.•• The degree to which a juvenile offense 
approaches the form of adult criminal conduct is considered important. Cases 
of robbery with a gun or "strong arm stuff" are immediately transferred to 
the couxt •••• The use of burglar tools and a sophisticated approach to the 
crime Si~lifies to the poliee th~ need for institutional correction •••• If, 
on questioning the juvenile, it was felt that the offense involved premedi
tation or careful planning, or "if there is brains behind it," immediate 
juvenile court referral was indicated by 42 percent of the police.: .. Damage 
to houses under construction was us~lly oveAlooked unless the pol~ce felt 
the destruction was motivated by ''me.anness or spite" rather than mischief or 
play (Goldman, 1963:112-113). 

Legal labels applied to offenses cannot take into account the variation in circum
stances surrounding individual incidents. Nor do they reflect the cognitive ~a~ping 
techniques and moral typifications which the officer brings to be~r. on a spe(::1f~c. 
encounter. In summary, while there appears to be a generally pos~t~ve.re1a~~ons~~p 
(with many exceptions) between offense seriousness and severity of pol~ce d~sp~s~
tion, it is impossible to specify with certainty the direction of ca~sa1 ~rder~ng. 
Seriousness of offense can be said to "cause" arrest or referral to Juven~le court 
only if it is naively assumed that police "solve" crimes by assessing the available 
factual evidence and applying the appropriate, unambiguous legal label. If, on the 
other hand, it is possible that police make their dispOSitional decisio~s base~ on 
a moral assessment of the j:uvenile, and then apply a legal label that w~l1 rat:iona1-
ize the desired outcome, then the causal process is reversed: the gecision to arrest 
"causes" seriousness of offense. The discussion in Chapter III suggested that the 
organization. of police work and the phi10so~hy q~ the juvenile court b~th encoura~e 
consideration of extralegal "needs" of the Juvem.1e (as they are perce1Ved by off~
cia1s) before the legal machinery is set iri motion. If this reversal of the conven
tionally understood causal process of arrest occurs in even a minority of.ca.ses, 
the atte~t':to explain ou.tcome by offense is hopelessly confqunded. 

Victim's/Comp1ainant's Preference 

The results of many studies indicate that citizen preference is an extremely influ
ential criterion ~~'i police s~reening decision's. In fact" some even ~onsi~er it t~ 
be more important than either the seriousness of the offense or the Juven~le's pr~or 
record. 
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"-Hohenstein (1969) analyzed 504 delinquency events* occurring in Philadelphia in 1960 
in order to determine the relative importance of 14 variables** in the police screen
ing process. Using predictive attribute analYSis, three important variables were 
identified: attitl!de of the victim, previous record of the offender, and seriousness 
of the current offense. Further, the victim!s preference ~as often more influential 
than the other two variables. As Hohenstein stated, "Regardless of the seriousness 
of the events or the previous record of the offenders, when victims made statements 
to the police that they were against prosecution, offenders were 'remedia1ed' in 
96 percent [or 179] of the cases. • •• it is also import~'t to note that the race 
of the offender had no effect on the degree to which he was listened to by the po
lice" (1969: 146) • In contrast '0 only 22 percent of the 322 events in which no victim 
preference was recorded for or against prosecution were remedi~led. Thus, the police 
generally comply v'ith the wishes of a victim who prefers not to prosecute. To some 
extent, this finding is not surprising. Oftentimes, the only evidence against a 

. suspect is the testimony of a victim or com~lainant. A victim who does not wish 
to prosecute may refuse to testify, and thus the case will not be prosecutable. 
Knowing this, an officer may prefer not to arrest. However, the reverse also holds 
true: an officer will generally comply with the preferences of a victim who wishes 
to prosecute regardless of the offender's prior record. According to Hohenstein, 

[in] 'those events in which the offender had a good previous record ••• the 
dispOSitions for this group again depended a great deal on the attitude of 
the victim. In the IS event~ in which the victim wanted to prosecute, the 
offender was arrested in every instance. In the 96 events in which no 
statement was made, the offender was arrested only 46 percent of the time 
(1969:148). 

Although this finding does not control for the influence of offense seriousness, 
it does show that· a victim's preference either for or against prosecution is extreme
ly important in police screening decisions at the point of arrest. 

Black and Reiss (1970) analyzed 281 pOlice-juvenile encounters and found complainants 
to be extremely infl~~ntial in the arrest decision. In every instance in which a 
complainant lobbied<for leniency, the juvenile suspect was not arrested. Conversely, 
the police officers usually complied with a complainant's preference for arrest. 
Black and Reiss also noted that "when the complainant's preference iStmclear, the 
arrest rate falls between the r.ate for complainants who prefer arrest and those who 
prefer'an informal disposition" (1970:71). Black and Reiss noted several possible 
reasons for the highly influential role of complainants: ' 

A complainant is a witness of the police officer's behavior; thus he has 
the ability to contest the officer's version of an encounter or even to 
bring an official-'complaint against the officer himself •.•• Furthermor:2, 
when a suspect is present in the field situation, the information provided 

* These'represented a 10-p'ercent sample of all reported delinquency events Cas col
lected by Sell1n and Wolfgang (1964). 

'> 

**The 14 variables included seriousf.',ess of the event; number, age, sex, and race 
of t4e victims; victim's attitude towards dispOSition; victim-offender relationsnip; 
number, age, sex, and race,of offenders; information about the discovery of the event 
and apprehension of the offenders; and property information (Hohens'tein. 1969: 142). 
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by a complainant, along with his willingness to stand on his word by sign
ing a formal complaint, may be critical to an arrest in the absence of a 
police witness (1970:69-70). 

They do caution that their results possess a certain degree of unreliability due 
to the small number of cases and the difficulty in accurately assessing complainant's 
preferences. 

Black and Reiss also noted the importance of a citizen's preference in parent-child 
conflicts: "Police control of juveniles ••• is partly a matter of reinforcement of 
the broader institution of authority based upon age status. The police support adult 
authority; in parent-child conflicts the police tend to support parental authority" 
(Black and Reiss, 1970:72, text and footnote 9). Thus, a complainant's (parents') 
preference may partially account for the seemingly unwarranted harshness of police 
dispositions in relatively minor offenses. Lundman, Sykes, and Clark (1978) repli-

. cated Black and Reiss' study in a large midwestern city during the period ~une 1970 
through August 1971. They found that in those situations in which it was possible 
to determine a citizen's preference, the police always complied in their decision 
to arrest or not to arrest. Thus, the earlier findings of Black and Reiss were sup
ported. 

Goldman (1963) also supported Black and Reiss' conclusion regarding the influence 
of victims' or complainants' expressed preferences. Based on 90 interviews in Pitts
burgh and its surrounding communities, Goldman found that police officers generally 
claim that citizen preference influences their screening decisions. Even in rela
tively minor offenses, an ~fficer will often comply with the citizen's request to 
arrest a juvenile suspect. Many of the officers interviewed by Goldman indicated 
that decisions regarding a suspect are actually made by citizens rather than the 
police (Goldman, 1963:117-118). A similar study was done by Howard (1972), who in
terviewed 247 officers in police departments in ~wo Western States in order to deter
mine the relative importance of various factors in dispositions of petty theft cases 
handled by the officers. l~sed on a multiple regression analysis, she concluded 
that the offender'S age was the most important variable and the victim's preference 
was the second most important variable (Howard, 1972:86-87). 

The ~~su1ts of a study by Davis (1975) indicated that an officer will often release 
a susp'~ct based on the complainant's preferences, even if the officer has witnessed 
the crime being committed (Davis, 1975:11). Davis did note that the complainant's 
preferences may be less influential among higher ranking officers. In certain situ
a~ions, these officers may file) complaint themselves if the victim refuses to do 
so (Le., the victim prefers not to prosecute). This was particularly true when 
actual or potential b<\~ily injury was involved in the offense (D.wis, 1975: 10). It 
may be, then, that the~e is an interaction between the three variables: complainant 
preference, officer's rank, and offens2 type. ' 

'::'--:...-;. 

Contrary to these results, twb,r~5earchers found that poli~e officers ranked "vic
tim's preferenc~" quite low when, asked to rank several criteria in order of impor .. 
tance in their screening decisiohs. Wilbanks (1975) administered a survey to 111 
officers in American police departments to assess the relative importance of six 
factors in police decisions to refer a case to juvenile court. He found that the 
personal views of an officer and his or her perception of departmental policy were 
ranked as more important than the preferences of the public or the victim (Wilbanks, 
1975:106). Wilbanks' results, then, were consistent with those or Gandy; that is, 
police officers claim that they are relatively uninfluenced by citizens' wish~s. 
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A ~ore recent study of this type did not support Gandy's and Wilbanks' findings. 
Smlth, Black, and Campbell (1980) surveyed 98 law enforcement officers in 7 States 
and. found that a complainant's identification and recommended action ranked fifth 
be~lnd ~he nature of the offense, the juvenile's statement regarding the incident 
prlor hlStOry, and the juvenile's attitude and demeanor. Six other criteria* wer; 
ranked as less important (Smith, Black, and Campbell, 1980:93). 

?verall
, i ~ appears ~hat a victim's or complainant's preference is very influential 

~n the pollce screen~ng process. The two studies which did not support this finding 
l~oked only.at 70urt referral'decisions, while the others examined the arrest deci
s~ons. It ~s l:kely that the citizen's wi:nes are most influential at the point 
of a:rer~' but that other facto~s come into play at the point of court referral. 
':o~s~d~:nng the. role of poli--;e, these. findings are not surprising. Police work is 
~r~mar~ly react~ve rather than proact~ve; that is, their activities are typically 
~n "reacti?n" to c~tizen-initiated calls. Tile preferences of that citizen are there

·f?re very ~nfluentlal, at least when the officer is in the field and making a deci
s~on to arrest a suspect. 

Codefendants 

Many of the offenses COlll!I1itted by juveniles are done so in groups. For this reason, 
it is important to a:sess the influence of codefendants in the police screening pro
cess. There are bas~cally two ways in which to examine this influence: (1) the in
fluence of the mere presence or absence of codefendants and (2) the influence of 
the number, age, and sex of codefendants. ' 

Hohenstein's (196;lll ~na~!sis o~ records drawn from the Philadelphia Police Department 
for the year 1960 '; lnd~cates "that all juvenile suspects in a given delinauency event 
?e~erally receive.the same police disposition. Of 504 events resulting i~ bodily 
~nJury~ property loss, or property damage, over half (263) involved more than one 
offender. Hohenstein noted there were only three events in which offenders did not 
receive the same police dispOSition (1969:142). Although Hohenstein's analysis indi
cat7s t~at. cOdefend~t: are generally given the same dispOSitions, it does not:'.neces
sarlly l.nd~cate why '~h~s occurs. Since,Hohenstein only looked at cases involving 
males accused of relatively serious offenses, there could be other variables which 
~c'count f?r t~e . similarity in dispositions. It may be that individual offenders 
~~volv7d ~n.s~m~lar o~fenses, although committed independently, would also receive 
ll.ke ~1SPOSl.t~ons. W1thout analyzing this possibility, Hohenstein's findings can 
o~ly l.m~ly that the mere presence or absence of codefendants influences police deci
slonmak~ng. 

Res~lts o~ Gold~nts (196~) stud~ partially support Hohenstein's findings. Based 
on ~ntervlews wlth 90 pol~cemen 1n Allegheny COWlty, Pennsylvania, he found that 
?ver half (53 percent) of the officers felt all members of a group should be handled 
l.n the same manner, often regardless of differences in the age or prior record of 

*\These were family attitude toward the incidel1t, juvenile drug/alcohol history, physi
cal description, family composition, disposition of others involved in incident, 
family criminal history (Smith, Bl'~ck, and Campbel,l, 1980:93) ~\ 

**Hohenstein reanalyzed r~C?~ds th~~ were init~ally sampled by Sellin and Wolfgang 
(1964) for use in constructl.ng an 1ndex of del~nquency. 
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the codefendants. According to Goldman, officers felt that 

to be "fair, II either all or none of,. the boys involved should go to court. 
Thus, a recidivist traveling with a group of neophytes in crime migh.t be 
released, or a first offender might be hauled into court because he was 
apprehended with a group of repeaters. If there is a great disparity in 
ages in the group, the younger boys might be released and the older ones 
held. All might be referred by some policemen because 1I).n the juvenile 
court they can get informa.rt.ion better" on the basis of which responsibility 
in the group could be determined (1963:113-114). 

Also, "if the partner in crime -is an adult, the juvenile must be yielded to the juve
nile ... court in order to obtain official action against the adult" (Goldman, 1963: 112). 
Goldman indicates that a possible reason for what appears to be indiscriminate han
dling of codefendants may stem from the police officer's concern about being censured 

-by the juvenile court for referring one offender while failing to report others in
volved in the offense·(1963:l32). 

Wilban~s ' (1975) survey of III police offic.ers in 13 departments and a training semi
nar does not support the notion that police officers generally give the same disposi
tions to codefendants •. Over half (54 percent) of the officers did not feel that 
all codefendants in a single incident·should be referred to court, regardless of 
differences in other factors such as juvenile'~ age, attitude, or prior record. How
ever, 42 percent did support similar dispositio;\s for codefendants, based either 
on their own personal views, departmental policy or practice, or State law (Wilbanks, 
1975 :98) • 

A more recent survey by Smith, Black, and Campbell (1980) assessed the relative im
portance of variables in police dispOSition decisions. The disposition of codefen
~ants involved in an incident was found to have relatively little influence on the 
police decisions made regarding a given individual. They also examined the influence 
of this variable on decisions made a~ other stages in the juvenile justice system, 
and found District Attorneys were the only persons that felt the disposition of co
defendant~ is an important decisionmaking criterion. According to this survey, then, 
police do not necessarily handle codefendants in a similar manner. Instead, other 
variables related to the current offense and the offender'S past history are more 
likely to. affect screening decisions. However, once a case is referred to court, 
the dispositions of codefendants is likely to be an important factor in prosecution. 

The studies discussed thus far have only examined the influence of the presence or 
absence of codefendants. A study by Terry (1966-67) provides a more detailed analys;s 
of this variable by considering the number, age, and sex of codefendants. Terry .... 
used techniques of partial association to analyze the relationship between 15 indiv
idual variables and the police dispositions associated with 3,148 offenses occurring 
in Racine, Wisconsin, during the years 1960 to 1970. He found that among the 10 
variables associated with police disposition, the age composition of the group of 
offenders ranked seventh and the n~er of individuals in the group ranked tenth. 
The sex composition of the offender group was not related to disposition (Terry, 
1966-67:26-27). Terry points out that even though these two codefendant variables 
are associated with police disposition, they are relatively unimportant. Using item 
analysis scores, five variables alone can be used to accurately predict dispositions 
given to offenders in over 82 percent of the cases. The remaining five variables, 
which include the codefendant it~ms, do very little to imp~ove the accura~ of tllese 

predictions (Terry, 1966-67:27). Thus, the codefendant variables that Terry analyzed 
appear to have little or no influence on police dispositions. Another study by' Terry 
(1967b) did note one instance in which codefendants may playa more important role 
in the police screening ~ocess. He found that juveniles who were involved in of
fenses with adults tended to be arrested more often than juveniles who acted with 
other juveniles (Terry, 1967b:177). This is consistent with Goldman'S (1963) ob
servation that a juvenile suspect must be referred to juvenile court in order to 
obtain official action against an adult codefendant. 

Overall, the few studies that have examined codefendant variables and police decision
making have not been able to describe clearly the relationship between the two. Exist
ing police records support the notion that codefendants in a single delinquency inci
den\ generally receive the same police disposition. However, surveys of police opinion 
indicate some variations among individual officers regarding the relative importance 
of codefendant dispositions. 

In those instances in which codefendants are given similar dispositions, the decisions 
made by police appear to be motivated by a desire to make cases "prosecutable" or 
to avoid criticism from the court. For example, several authors indicated that juve
niles who commit an offense with an adult must be referred to juvenile court in order 
for the adult codefendant to be prosecuted~imi1arly, it may be that judges or 
prosecutors question the efficacy of cases in which some suspects are released while 
others are referred. 

Evidence 

The role of evidence as a cri.terion in police decisionmaking has received very little 
attention in existing research. Black. and Reiss (1970) discussed the' role of evi
dence and pointed out that juvenile suspects are generally linked to a crime for 
one of two reasons: .direct observation by a police officer or testimony by a citizen. 
The primary evidence against the suspect is usually testimonial, rather than '~hysi
cal clues" such as bloodstains on the juvenile's clothing (Black and Reiss, 1970:72). 
Because of the lack of "legal evidence" in most incidents, Black and Reiss examined 
the influence of "situational evidence"; Le., "the kind of evidence that appears 
relevant to an observer in a field setting rather than ••• what might be acceptable 
as evidence in a court of law" (1970:72). They examined the impact of evidence under 
three circumstances: incidents witnessed by the police, incidents wherein a citizen 

. 12n:ke.d· th.e juvenile to a crime, and incidents in which there was no situational evi
dence. Findings showed that incidents involving citizen testimony were more likely 
to result in arrest than those .witnessed by police. Situations in which no evidence 
existed almost never ended in arrest (Black and Reiss, 1970:73-74). Although this 
does not indicate how much.or what type of evidence is required before an arrest 
will be made I it does show that most evidence is of a testimonial nature and,: 1ack
ing eVidence, police generally will not arrest a ~uspect. 

Lun~nan> Sykes, and Clark (1978) replicated· Black and Reiss' study with similar re
sults •. From June 1970 through August 1971, the researchers conducted a participant
as-observer study of police encounters in a large midwestern city. Their findings 
regarding police-initiated and citizen testimony incidents supported those of Black 
and Reiss. However, their data indicated a relativ~ly high arrest rate for incidents 
in which there was no evidence. Additional analysis indicated that some of the sus
pects involved in nO:evidence en~ounters were unusually respectful or disrespectful 
towards police, and that these two extremes led to higher arrest rates. Luridman, 
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Sykes, and Clark thus' concluded that: HIn no evidence encounters, the demea~or of 
the juvenile is the most important determinant of whether. or not formal act~on is 
taken" (1978:84). 

The impact of evidence on police~e~isionm~king in.juvenile :ases is thus.s?me~hat 
unclear. Available data suggest eVl~ence ~s more mportant ~1l arrest dec~s~ons than 
in final police dispositions. There are two reasons, however, for not accepting 
this finding on face value. First, the juvenile court generally gives little atten
tion to matters of evidence, especially in minor cases. Second, it is impossible 
to say whether the observed effect of witnesses is a result of the potent~a1 value 
of their testimony, or if their mere PFesence as observers encourages po1~ce to take 
formal action. 

DEFENDANl'-RELATED VARIABLES 

This section considers the effects of ascribed characteristics of the alleged offend
er in police-juvenile encounters. Var~ab1es d~scussed include the demogr~phic char
acteristics of age, sex, race, 9~d SOC10econom1C status; demeanor; and pr~or offense 
history. 

Demographic Characteristics 

Age 

Research studies have been inconsistent in their conclusions regarding the effect 
of age on police screening decisions. While some results indicate age is directly 
related to decisionmaking, others indicate that the relationship is spurious at best; 
McEachern and Bauzer's (1967) analysis of police records in Los Angeles County found 

. that age was one of several. factors which had some influence on whether or not a 
petition was requested. Overall~ the proportion of petitions requested rise: as 
age rises. For all offenses, petitions were requested for 4 percentvof.the ~uve
niles aged 5 to 10 and for.: increasing percentages up to 41 percent for Juven~les 
aged 17 to 1'8. This remained true even when the nature of the offense was held con
stant (McEachern and Bauzer, 1967:151). 

Terry (1967b) included age as one of the 12 variables examined in relation to 'the 
severity of 9,023 police dispositions in a midwestern community •. , He found a :trong 
relationship between age and disposition. Age ranked third in importance beh1nd 
seriousness of offense and number of previous offenses committed, and remained im
portant even when several other factors were controlled (Terry, 1967b:179,-Table.3). 
Another study by Terry (1966-67) used case records on file in the Juvenile Bureau 
of a police department. Analyzing a sample of 3,148 offenses commit~ed during the 
10-year period between 1950 and 1960, Terry looked for a relationship between types 
of police dispositions and a variety of juvenile characteristics. He found that 
although age, sex, and ethnicity were criteria available to officers, only the age 
of the juvenile consistently and significantly influenced the outcome of police
juvenile contacts (Terry, 1966-67:25). 

While these studies indicated that age ~an be a primary determinant in police deci
sionmaking, other studies point out that age may act in conjunction with other vari
ables to influence screening decisions. Gandy interviewed 75 officers of the Toronto, 
C~nada, Metropolitan Police Department to determine how,discret~pn is used in handling 
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juveniles. There was generi:i'l "agreement among the officers interviewed that; juve
niles 10 years and under should be r.e1eased with no formal involvement of the parents, 
'except when the juvenile committed an offense that resulted in considerable property 
damage or was a persistent rule violator, or when there were unusual circumstances 
surrounding the violation (Gandy~ 1970:330-332). In this study,. then, the influence 
of age was related to the nature -of the offense and the offender's past delinquency. 

Goldman (1963) drew similar conclusions based on his study of four Pennsylvani~ com
munities: 

The rate of court referrals of arrested children increases with the age of '; 
the child.... Offenders bel.ow age ten are less frequently [20.9 percent] 
referred to court than are older children •••• Children between ages ten and 
fifteen were more frequently referred to court [30 percent] than were younger 
children •••• Offenders between the ages of fifteen and eighteen were most 
;requently referred to cout ~ [45:5'~percent] (Goldman, 1963: 218) • 

He also fOWld that the "increase in the rate of court referrals with age is fairly 
consistent in different communities" (Goldman l 1963:128). Goldman did .. however, 
indicate that the relationship between age and police disposition may be spurious, 
resulting from variations in offense seriousness. That is, the offenses committed 
by younger juveniles may be less serious than those committed by older juveniles. 
'Thus, age would only be indirectly related to disposition. 

Similar to these research projects, Black and Smith's (1980) study of the juvenile 
justice system explored the relationship between selected characteristics of juveniles 
and how they were processed .through the system. Using secondary data from a variety 
of· sources, they found no relationship between the juvenile's age and the resultant 

.disposition rende~ed by police (Blac~ and Smith, 1980:50;54). Black and Smith did 
find, however, that older juveniles apprehended by the police and processed by court 

. intake are more likely to have prior arrests. Age may appear to be related to po
lice decisionmaking, although the actual relationship may be between prior arrest 
history and decisionm~king (Black and Smith, 1980:113) •. This explanation is sup
ported by Terry's. data which show that the number of offenses is also a decision
making criterion consistently used by police (1967:27). A strong, positive correla
tion between ~,ge and number of offenses may be the underlying basis for Terry's find
ing of age a.s~----a significant factor I rather than age operating independently as an 
inf1ue~ce on police decisionmaking. . 

The data in Bodine's (1964J;study of juvenile dispOSitions in a large, northeastern 
city show smaller percentages of juveniles in the' age group 7-12 are referred to 
juvenile court than. those juveniles in the age group 13-15. However, age appeared 
to be less influential among repeat offenders than among initial offenders, and re
peato£fenders are more likely to be in the older age groups. Bodine hypothesized 
that prior history may be a mpre important factor, while age may only be indirectly, 
rel~ted to disposition. 

! ) 

Other studies support the contention that age is not a major factor for decision
making. Sullivan and Siegel (1972), studying the decisionmaking process of 24 po
'licemen in a northeastern metropolitan' area" examined the relative importance of 
various types of information and de9isions to charge juveniles with drunk and dis-

. orderly cqnduct. ,< Al though 10 of the officers se1e.cted age a~ the second most impor
tant piece of information" the conclusions. of the study show that age·, compared to 
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o!-her factors, is not an important criterion for charging juveniles (Sullivan and 
S1egel, 1972:30). Hohensteints predictive attribute analysis of a group of 504 Phil
adelphia delinquency incidents found that not only was age not the most important 
f~ctc.r, .' but age of the offender was. "~eless in the predictive typology. At no time 
d1d [thl.s factor] come close to Sp11ttlllg any of the S!0UPS" (Hohenstein, 1969:149). 

In gene::al, studies comparing. age against dispositional choices are mixed in their 
co~clU:1o~s about the ac!-ual ~~luence of age on police decisionmaking. Findings 
w~1ch 1nd1~at7 age and d1spos1t10n are related may actually be a result of the posi
t1ve a:soc1at10~ be!-ween age and ather directly relevant variables. One possible 
e~cept10n to th1s ~ght be very'young juveniles (below 10 years of age) who are most 
lJ.k~ly to ~e. rele~ed by the. police. While age may operate independently to influence 
po11~e dec1s10nm~~g for ~1ldr~ at younger ages~ at older ages it acts as a second
ary 1nflu~ce, w1th the pr 1marY 1~fluence deriving from other variables such as of
fense ser10usness or number of pr10r offenses. 

Sex 

~y researchers have con~lude~ there are no significant differences in dispositions 
g1v~n to male and female ]uven1le offenders. For example, Hohenstein analyzed 504 
d~11n~ency. ~ents and fOlmd that a juvenile's sex could not be used to predict 0-
l1ce d1SPOS1t1onS (196~:149). ~ullivan. and Siegel (1972) in,cluded the sex of a:st 
offender.as one of 24 1!-ems of 1Dformat10n which could be selected in a decision 
game ~es1~~ to determ1n~ the factors police officers considered in determining 
the d1SPOS~t1on of. a "d,~ and d~orderly" case. Only 2 of 24 officers select.ed 
s~ as an 1:em of 1nformat10n des1red before making their disposition decision (Sul
l1van and S7e~el .. 1972:256-257). The sex of an offender, then, was relatively wm
portant: S1m1larly. Tenr's .P~66-67? sturly ~f over 3,000 offenses contained in .. 

, ~e pO~1~e records Of. RaC1De,:,W1sCOnS1D, exaJllllled the relationship between police 
d1spos1~10~s.and~S d1fferent v~iables. Initially, the sex of the offender appeared 
to have a s11lht 1Dfl~ce. on d1sposi tic:m,fJ • However, using partial ling techniques, 
r~:rr fo~d the relat10Dsh1p to be spur10lJ ... 4j; i.e., it was a by-product of other . 
tfll1rd var1ables such as the type and seriausness "f the offense (Terry, 1966-67 ;'26) ~ 
Thu:, Te:rr c~n~luded the sex of a suspected Offender did not directlI influence 
po11ce d1spos1t10n. 

A mo:e recent study by Black and Smith Cl.980) SUpports Tenyq s conclusions. They 
7xam~e~ the n~ers and characteristics of juveniles processed through the juvenile 
]US~1Ce system.1D order to determine which variables influence decisionmaking in 
each o~ the ma)~r system components (law enforcem~nt. courts, cOri'ections). Their 
~alys7sof nat10nal arrest and court referral statistics did not support any rela~ 
t10nsh1p between ~he sex of an offender and the disposition received from police: 

Three times as many males were arrested in 1977 than females, and over the 
last three years fI975 to 1977), the ~~le/female ratio among all juveniles 
arrested has rema1Ded nearly ~onstant, with 1977 figures showing 78 5 per
cent of all arrests.bein~ of males and 21.5 ~ercent of females •••• ·Though 
,only half of these Juven1les arrested in 1977 were referred on to juvenile 
co~~, the percentage of males to females is virtually unchanged from the 
or1g1nal arre~t population, with about 80 percent male and' 20 percent female. 
Thus, for po11ce the Be: of ths offendsr aZone appllaztB to have no inf7,uence 
on .liJhsther an offender-... after being awested .. is 1'efe'ZTsd to court. This 
be1ng true, the reverse is also true--that for police, the sex of the 
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offender apparently is not a'major determinant to directing cases away 
from the system. Between 1975 and 1977, the same relationship holds true. 
with the ratio of males to females remaining virtually unchanged in court _ 
referrals from those arrested ••• likewise, analysis of specific offense cate: 
gories shows no significant variation. Apparently, sex has little influence 
on whether an offender is referred to court by law enforcement, regardless of 
the level of seriousness of the incident offense ••• (Black and Smith, 1980: 
SO-51). 

Two writers have noted slight variations in police disposition between male and female 
juv~nile offenders, but have concluded the,findings ~e unreliable since the number 
of females included in their analyses wa~ quite small. Ferdinand and Luchterhand's 
(1970) study of male and female first offenders found some differences appeared when 
dispositions for offenses against persons and against property were compared by sex. 
However~ they suggested the differences may not be valid, since only a small number 

. of girls committed these more serious offenses (Ferdinand and Luchterhand. 1970:512). 
Similarly~ Goldman's (1963) analysis of over 1~200 arrests included only 24 arrests 
of females. He concluded that although girls do appear to be referred to court 
sl~ghtly more often than boys, tile differences may be due to chance alone. 

Other researchers have concluded that there are~,in fact~ differences in the way police 
handle male and female j~enile offenders for certain, offenses. Unlike most of the 
previously discussed.studies, several of these researchers examined police decision
making at the poi:nt of arrest (as opposed to disposition). Monahan (1970), studying 
police screening of juveniles in Philadelphia, indicated there are differential ar-' 
rest patterns for males apd females for specific offenses. He reported the police 
in Philadelphia are more, likely to release female than male juveniles suspected of , 
larceny I burglary, or robbery; equally likely to apprehend males and females suspe·cted 
of certain minor and status offenses (e.g.~ drtmkenness or running away); and more 
likely to arrest girls suspected of sex offenses (1970:138). It would appear~ then, 
that police are reluctant to arrest girls charged with major crimes but ~ those 
charged with sex offenses. However, Monahan's analysis did not consider the prior' 
history of the offender--a variable which can be very influential in decisionmaking.' 
If there are differences in the prior delinquency histories of bO)fs and girls, they 
may account for the differential treatment received at arrest. 

McEachern and Bauzer (1967) reported no significant overall difference in the propor
tion of petitions requested for boys and girls. However·, the interaction between 
the offense type and the sex of the offender results in boys being less likely than 
girls to have petitions requested for juvenile offenses and more likelY to have them 
requested for serious adult offenses (McEachern and Bauzer, 1967:151). These results 
are similar to those found in Monahan'S study of arrest decisions, but are also sub
ject to the same criticism in that the prior history of the offender is not taken 
into consideration. ' 

It has been suggested that the differential handling of boys and girls may be a re
sult of sex-role expectations held by police, rather than differences in prior delin
quent history. Traditionally, the sex roles of boys and girls have been quite clear
cut: parents,expect achievement, aggressiveness, and independence from their sons, 

. ana obedience, passivity, implicity, and chastity from their daughters. Although 
these roles are not as clearly defined in today's society, they may still influence 
the decisions made by police. An early study by Pollack (1950: 151) indicated that ' 
police dislike arresting ~irls, while Reckless (1961:39) wrote that female offenders 
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have a much better chance than males of ,not being arrested. DeFleur's (1975) study 
of suspected drug offenders provides support for the notion tha.t differential pat
terns of arrests bet~een males and females may be a result of sex-role expectations. 
Her analysis was based on police records of drug arrests from 1942 to 1970 and inter
views with police 'officers. Females were less likely than males to be arrested if 
they behaved in stereotypical ways (i.e., they cried, claimed to have been led astray 
by man, or expressed concern about their children). On the other hand, DeFleur's 
personal observations and police interviews led her to conclude that "more and more 
young females tend to be aggressive and hostile. In my experience, the police ar
rested these females more often than those 'who behaved in more traditional ways" 
(DeFleur, 1975:101). Thus, police officers appear to be influenced by the demeanor 
of female drug offenders: those" who act in a "masculine" manner are treated more 
harshlY than those acting in a stereotypical "femininell manner. Although DeFleur's 
analysis is limited to drug offenders, it may also be true for other victimless 
crimes (e.g., sex offenses, drunkenness, runaway). 

A more recent analysis by ChesneY-Lind (1979) provides support for DeFleur's conclu
sions. Using 1972 juvenile crime statistics for Honolulu, Hawaii, she found that 
young women charged with noncriminal offenses were almost three times as likely as 
young women charged with crimes to be referred to juvenile court. Only 6.1 percent 
of the females arrested for the most serious adult offenses and 12.7 percent of those 
arrested for less-serious adult offenses were referred to courts compared to 33.7 
percent of those arrested for juvenile or status offenses. Moreover, Chesney-Lind 
found that polic3 were more likely to refer female than male juveniles to court for 
juvenile offenses: 33.6 percent compared to 22.7 percent. She suggests the relative
ly harsh police response to noncriminal behavior of young women "is a result of po
lice paternalisn; police like other officers of the juvenile court tend to overlook 
female misbehavior of a criminal sort but are concerned, or are encouraged by a young 
woman's parents to be c1oncerned, about situations which appear to endanger a young 
woman's 'reputation'" (Chesney-Lind, 1979:64). 

Terry's (1970) review of the records of a police Juvenile Bureau in a heavily indus
trialized midwestern city looked at the decision point after arrest (i.e., police 
disposition). Table 1 (p. 51) contains his data regarding the severity of police 
dispOSition given to males and females. Terry's data indicate that female juveniles 
are less likely to be released than males, more likely to be referred to a social 
or welfare agency, and as likely to be referred to county probation depar~ment pr 
the State Department of Public Welfare. Terry explains these differences by suggest
ing that while girls account for only 17.9 percent of all offenses, they represent 
nearly half of the sex offenses and incorrigibility cases (1970:216). Since nearly 
70 percent of all referrals to social and welfare agencies are in this category, Terry 
concludes that the excessive severity of disposition for girls stems from their dis
proportionate number of arrests for offenses which result in referrals to social and 
welfare agencies. 

Several conclusions can be drawn from the studies discussed in this section. First,' 
the evidence indicates that arrest decisions may be influenced by the sex of a juve
nile offender, if only indirectly and for certain offenses. This relationship may 
be partially a result of traditionally held role expectations regarding boys and girls. 
Girls who violate traditional "norms" by cOnimitting offenses which are promiscuous 
or wayward in nature, or by acting in an unfeminine, aggressive manner, are more 
likely to be arrested than girls who do not violate these norms. Conversely, wayward 
or promiscuous behavior may be more acceptable within the sex-role expectations of 
boys, thus allowing for less severe response from police. 
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TABLE 1 

POLICE DISPOSITION OF MALE AND FEMALE JUVENILE OFFENDERS 

Sex 

Police Disposition 'Male' Female 

Released 
" 89.7% 84.9% 

Referred to Social or Welfare Agency 0.8% 7.4% • 
Referred to County Probation Department 8.8% 7.4% 

" Referred to State 'Department of Public Welfare 
0.7% 0.3% TOTAL '. 100,0% 100.0% 

" - (7,411) (1,611) -
I " 

.. , 

SOURCE: Robert M. Terry, "Discrimination in the Handling of Juvenile Offenders 
by So~ial Co~trol Agencies." In Peter G. Garabedian and Dan C. Gibbons ed.' 
~ecomlng Del~n uent: Young Offenders and the Correct~onal ' s ~ 
T bl 4 1 S 4 System, pp. 78-92, a e . - - ex and t~e Severity of Dispos i tion, p. 85 .. 

, At the point of police dispOSition, ~owever, this differential treatment of boys and 
girls is not as apparent .. Most stud:es of police dispOSitional decisionmaking have 
concluded that there are e~ther no d~fferences~ or, if differences are detected that 
they result from the type of offenses for which boys and girls are referred. ' 

Race 

The race' or ethnicity of suspected juvenile offenders ~as been 
s h d n studied by many re-earc ers to etermi~e its. influence on police decisionmaking. The results of the 
efforts appear, at f~rst glance" to be quite contradictory. While ~ome writers'ha~: 
c9ncluded that the offender's race is directly related to police decis'on k' 
oth7rs have fo~nd this to be an indirect relationship resulting from o~he~a ~~!;d 
va:~ables. St~ll others have concluded that no relationship, direct or indirect 
:~l~ts betwee~ the two •. The ~pparent contradictions posed by these findings can'be 

east partlally expla~ned by variations in the study methodologies used by dl'ff ent researchers. er-

The first study to examine the influence of race on poli;e decisionrnakin is that 
~~~~~dmanG(i:S). After analyzing the dispositions of juvenile arrests gin four com-

. 1 les, 0 an asserted that "a pattern of treatment of h' t d N . 
seems to be established" (1963: 47) • Hi.s data showed that .... ,~i~e e 3;n 6 egro chlidren 
cused white juveniles ~ere"referred to court, 68.4 percent of accu~edP~~~~~~ ~er:c
referred. However, thl: d2S~repancy only occurred among youth arrested for minor 
offenses •. Thus, black Juven~les were more likely than white ,juveniles to be referred 
toff,court 1f they were ~rrested for a minor offense, but about equally' likely if the 
o ense was a.more serlOUS one. 
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While Goldman's findings regarding the joint influence of race and offense serious
ness on police disposition decisions appear to be conclusive, they should be inter
pret(~d with caution for several reasons. First, in analyzing the data, Goldman did 
not take into account variations in the age and prior delinquent history of the of
fenders. It ma.y be that the black offenders tended to be older or have a more exten
sive delinquent record, and that this difference would account for their higher court 
referral rates. Additionally, the number of cases involving black juveniles was very 
small--71 arrests of blacks compared to 794 arrests of whites'. The smaller number 
of black juveniles arrested does not provide much opportunity for an examination of 
differential handling across a wide range of offenses. 

A much larger number of cases w.as included in Monahan's (1970) analysis of pOlice
juvenile contacts in. Philadelphia during the years 1955 through 1966. Monahan'S find
ings provide some support for Goldman's conclusions. His data indicate the arrest 
rates for black juveniles were higher than for white juveniles, and the relative dif
ference was more pronounced for minor offenses than for major offenses. However, 

. Monahan, like Goldman, did not control for differences in the prior arrest histories 
of black and white juveniles. Additionally, Monahan noted that there may have been 
differences between white and black juveniles in terms of whether or not there was 
a "responsible adult to whose care and guardianship a child might be remanded or re
leased" (Monahan, 1970:140). 

One of the criticisms of both Monahan's and Goldman's studies, the lack of controls 
for prior delinquent history, was averted in Hohenstein's (1969) analysis of arrest 
decisions mad.e by officers in the Juvenile Aid Division of the Philadelphia Police 
Department during 1960. His sample consisted of 504 juveniles charged with offenses 
involving injury to persons and/or loss or damage to property. While Hohenstein con
cluded that there was no evidence to support claims of an overall, systematic bias 
in police decisionmaking, he did find some variations when prior history and serious
ness of offenses were introduced into the analysis. The differences occurred among 
first or second time offenders who committed minor offenses: 78 percent of the black 
juveniles in this subgroup were arrested, compared with only 22 percent of the white 
juveniles (Hohenstein, 1969:148). Howeve~1 this was the only instance in which dif
ferences appeared, and the subgroup only represented 18 of the S04 events studied. 
Because of the small sample size (18 cases), the difference may have been due solely 
to cham:e. 

Ferdinand and Luchterhand's (1970) study of juveniles in six inner-city neighborhoods 
of Easton, Pennsylvania, yielded conclusions similar to Hohenstein's. They found 
that black juveniles were labeled delinquent by police and referred to court at a 
disproportionately higher rate than white juveniles. When offense seriousness and 
the age and sex composition of black neighborhoods were considered, the diffe~ences 
in dispositional severity were still apparent. Finally, the differences betwee~ 
police dispositions for blacks and whites disappeared among offenders with prior 
arrest records (Ferdinand and Luchterhand) 1970:511-513). Thus, the influence of 
race appeared to have primary importance among first-time offenders, but only second
ary imp~rtance when the offender had a prior history of arrest. 

Wolfgang, Figlio, and Sellin (1972) and Thornberry (1973) examined arrest and disposi
tional patterns of the Philadelphia Police Department" and formulated slightlyqif
ferent conclusions than those previously discussed. Using data on .a male birth co
hort oyer an 8-year period (1955-1963), Wolfgang, Figlio, and Sellin examined the 
relationship between race and police decisionmaking, controlling for yariation by 
several factclrs: offender's prior record, nature of the offense (injury, theft or 
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damage), seriousness of the offense (as measured by the Sellin-Wolfgang Index), and 
socioeconomic status. They found that nonwhites were consistently processed further 
into the juvenile justice system than whites (Wolfgang, Fig1io, and Sellin, 1970:220). 
Among both one-time offenders and recidivists, black juveniles received more severe 
dispositions than white juveniles. Unlike Hohenstein, Wolfgang found the most pro
nounced differences among recidivists rather than first offenders (Wolfgang, Fig1io, 
and Sellin, 1970:220-224). Using the same Philadelphia data, Thornberry (1973) exam
ined the effect of race on severity of police disposition. Categories of disposi
tional alternatives were defined according to the extent of system penetration, as 
follows: cases that received remedial arrests (handled entirely the the police), ad
justed cases (dismissed at the juvenile court level), and cases given to probation 
by the juvenile court (Thornberry, 1973: 93). Thornberry found that, at the initial 
stage, police were less likely to give blacks a remedial disposition than whites (1973: 
94).' Moreover, when he compared cases involving similar offense seriousness and prior 
arrest records, Thornberry found that blacks were still less likely to receive reme-
.dia~ disposition.s (1973:94-95). Thornberry therefore concluded that legal variables 
(i. e., seriousness of· offense :.and number of prior arrests) did not outweigh the influ
ence of a non-legal variable (i.e., race). 

At the same time that these studies were finding differences in police disposition 
between whites and blacks, other research suggested that this alleged relationship 
is actually a result of other, third variables. For example, Piliavln and Briar (1964) 
analyzed 76 police-juvenile encounters and determined that the demeanor of the juvenile 
and pattelns of police surveillance operated to select blacks for arrest and refer
rals. Police discretion was strongly influenced by the demeanor of the apprehended 
juvenile; that is, suspects who acted in an uncooperative manner or dressed in a 
"tough" style were more likely to be arrested than were other suspects charged with 
comparable offenses. While only one-sixth of the white juveniles were uncooperative 
in their encounters with police, more than one-third of the black juveniles exhibited 
this behavior (Piliavin and Briar, 1964:164). Piliavin and Briar concluded the de
~eanor of black juveniles led police to not only impose more severe dispositions on 
blacks, but to also concentrate surveillance activities in areas inhabited or fre
quented by blacks. Thus, they attributed the differential handling of black and white 
juveniles to·variables other than race per se (i.e., demeanor of the offender and 
police surveillance practices). The results of the Piliavin.and Briar study may, 
however, be questioned for two reasons: the size of the sample and the study methodo
logy. Since their sample consisted of only 76 police-juvenile contacts, their find
ings may not be generalizable to other populations. Similarly, the demeanor of the 
suspect was assessed based on observation by a single experimenter and may not be 
entirely reliable. 

The problem of sal)tple size was avoided in a similar study by Black and Reiss (1970). 
They observed 281 pOlice-juvenile encounters in three large metropolitan areas and 
compared the arrest decisions in situations involving a citizen complainant with those 
in which there was not a complainant. Their data supporteq the following conclusions: 

• Police sanctioning of juveniles is strongly influenced by the preferences 
of citizen complainants ih field encounters •. 

• Black juveniles find themselves in encounters that involve a complainant 
proportionately more often than do white juveniles; and the complainant 
against black juveniles is generally black and lobbies for an arrest. 
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• Arrest rates for black juveniles and white juveniles are quite similar 
when there is not a complainant present (14 and 10 percent respectively). 

• Arrest rates for black juveniles and white juvenil~s are significantly dif
ferent when a citizen complainant is present (21 and 8 percent respectively). 

Black and Reiss question the notion of a direct relationship between race and police 
dispositional severity. Their data indicate that the race of the suspected offender 
may not be the determining factor in the decision to arrest. 'Rather, a greater in
fluence is exerted by the preferences of the complainant. Thus, the claim of racial 
discrimination against black juyeni1e offenders is not supported by the evidence in 
this study. • 

Lundman, Sykes, and Clark (1978) replicated Black and Reiss' 1970 study using a data 
base that consisted of 200 juvenile-police encounters in a midwestern city during 

. a IS-month period beginning June 1970. One factor examined by Black and Reiss, the 
relationship between the presence of citizen complainants and police decisions to 
arrest, was reassessed in this -more recent stJldy. Lundman found that "encotmters 
where a suspect and complainant were both present ended more frequently in arrest 
than encounters wher\! only a suspect was present.... And, in those encounters where 
it was poss~b1e to determine citizen preference, the officers we observed complied 
with citizen preferences in every situation" (Lundman, Sykes, and Clu'k, 1978:83). 
Additionally, they fo\md that encounters involving black suspects were more likely 
to contain (black) complainants than those involving white suspects, and that black 
complainants were more likely to demand an arrest of the black suspect than white 
complainants were of white suspects. This replication study supports Black ~d Reiss' 
conclusion that the "higher rate of arrest for black juveniles is attributable to 
black complainants who lobby for formal police action" (Lunciman, Sykes, and Clark, 
1978:84). 

Several other studies support the conclusion that the race of an offender does not 
have a direct influence on decisions made by the police. McEachern and Bauzer found 
in a study of over ls-OOO records from the Los Angeles, Cal'ifornia, Central Juvenile \\ 
Index that the proportions of arrests for which police requested petitions were simi~ 
lar for three ethnic categories: white, 26 percent; black, 28 percent; and Mexican
American, 27 percent (McEachern and Bauzer, 1967:150, 154-155). While they did find 
some variations, for certain offense categories, they concluded that overall there 
were no systematic or consistent differences in request for petitions between the 
three ethnic categories. Similarly, Weiner and Willie's comparative study of police 
dispOSition decisions in Washington, D.C., and Syracuse, New York, found the race 
of an offender did not bias the decisions of these officers (1971:203-204). Their 
data show that although officers tended to have more field contacts with black than 
white juveniles, their court referral rates were approximately the same. Weiner and 
Willie conclude that, ''The race of an individual youth has no influence on t.he dis
position decisions of the juvenile officer, nor does the race of his neighborhood, 
nor does an interaction of the two" (Weiner and Willie, 19~1:208-209). 

\\ 

A study conducted by Terry found that when other factors are controlled for, such 
as the type and seriousness of offense, prior history, and the age of the of~render, 
the offender'S race does not influence.police.decisionmaking (1966-67:26). Using 
a different study approach, Sullivan and Siegel (1972) arrived at a similar c:onclti
sian. They used the "decision-game technique" in which a group of 24 officei's were 
asked to select items of information that they thought necessary in making an, arrest 
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decision in a "drunk and disorderly" case. Although this only considered factors 
related to one offense type, race was not chosen by any of the officers as an im
portant piec: of information (Sullivan and Siegel, 1972:261). It is likely, however, 
that the off1cers play the decision game as they believe they ought to rather than 
as they actually behave. 

Wilson (1968) compared police decisionmaking in two cities with different levels of 
police "professionalism. Ii He foun(f. distinct differences between the two cities in 
their handling of black and white juveniles. For Eastern City, Wilson reports that 
the overa~l court referral rate was almost three times higher for blacks than whites. 
However, 1n.Western City, disPQsitions were similar for all but two offenses: blacks 
were less l1ke1y.than whites to be arrested for 1qitering and more likely for aggra
v~t:d assault (W11son, 1968:13-14). While Wilson indicates the data from the two 

. c1t1es are not strictly comparable--one is based on offenders and the other on of
.. fen;;es--he d~es e~phasize the r:su1 ts ar: worthy of consideration. Wilson suggests 

that. the rac1al ~1~S f~und for Eastern C1ty, but not Western City, may be a result 
of d1fferent organ1zat1cnal arrangements, community attachments, and institutional 
norms of the two departments (1968:21) (see Chapter III above). 

A recent study by Black and Smith (1980) compared national arrest and court statis
t~cs for juveniles during ,the 3-year period 1975 through 1977. They concluded that 
"1n 1977, there appears to be no difference in the proportion of blacks and whites 
arrested who. are referred to court regardless of the nature of the offense. However,. 
~o: less-ser10us offenses, the trend over the past three years has been one of equa1-
1Z1ng ,:"hat appears to have been a referral bias favoring whitE;$ against blacks" (Black 
and Sm1th, 1980:53). Thus, the 1977 national data indicate that cases involving simi
lar offense ser10usness receive similar dispositions regardless of the race of the ' 
offender. Although there appeared to be a racial bias in police disposition of minor 
offenders in 1975, this was no longer t~ue in 1977. 

Overall, the re:earc~ to date doe: not ~upport the conclusion that race or ethnicity 
o~ a su:pect~d Juven11: offender 1S directly and consistently related to police deci~ 
s1~nmak1ng. S~me stl;ld1es show no differential handling, some show differentia.! han
d11ng ~ut attr~bute 1t ~o factors other than discrimination per se, and some studies 
show d1ffe:ent1al h~d11ng.and conclude that it is a result of prejudice on the part 
o~ the pol1ce. It 1S poss1b1e that these differences are an effect of the use of 
d1fferen~ study m:th~ds or the anal~sis of different factors. For example, most of 
the s~ud1es t~at ~nd1cate :ace m~y 1nfluence police decisions agree this factor is 
only l.~fluent1al 1njlcases 1nvo1v1ng first-time, minor offenders. However, with the 
:xcept10n of Ferdinand and Luchterhand (1970), most of these studies did not take 
1nto account othe: factors su7h as the offender'S demeanor or the .expressed prefer
ences ,of a compla~nant. Stud1es that do consider these other variables have shown 
t~at ~he rel~tionship betw:en an offender's race and the subsequent police disposi
t10n 1S spur10us. Thus, d1fferences between disposition of black and white offenders 
c~n be more.aJ?propriately attributed to_the offender'S demeanor or attitude, the ra
c1al c~mpo~1t10n of the offender's neighborhood, and the preferences of a citizen 
compla1nant. 

Aside from. the differences in study methodology, it is quite pos·sible--indeed like1y-
that. the d1fferen7es ,betwe7n the studies reflect true differences between departments. 
A: G1bbons says, 1n 'all. l::-kelihood, ~hat these discrepant findings reflect is real 
d1ffe:ences.among co~un1t1es and po11ce departments with regard to the salience of 
race ln pohce pract1ces .. '.. In'" short, our research evidence'may be mixed because 
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law enforliement ;lctivities are lacking in uniformity" (1976:43). Moreover, these 
differences may reflect changes in police decisionmaking over time. National data 
in one study suggests that altnbugh racial discrimination:may have occurred in the 
handling of minor offenders as recently as 1!175, the influence of race appears to 
have diminished in later years. 

Socioeconomic Status 

It has often been claimed that juveniles living in lower socioeconomic neighborhoods 
Ilave a greater risk of being arrested and referred to court than those in higher sta
tus neighborhoods. In order tQ test this claim, researchers have examined the rela
tionship between socioeconomic status (SES) and police decisionmaking, alone and in 
combination with other variables. 

. Ter!y (1966-67) compared police dispositions given to lower, middle, and upper socio
economic status juveniles, as measured by the Minnesota Sc~le for Paternal Occupa
tions. His initial analysis indicated a weak but significant relationship between 
SES and police dispositions. However, furthe~ analysis controlling for additional 
variables indicated that SES does not have a direct influence on police disposition 
(Terry. 1996-67:26). Terry concl~des that the apparent influence of SES is actually 
a result of the relatinnship between SES and other influential variables such as type 
and seriousness of the offense, number of previous0ffenses committed, type of com
plainant, and age of the offender (Terry, 1966-67:2'·~'). 

While Terry's results are interesting, they deserve close scrutiny;: as he uS'ed rank 
order correlations to find the association between SES and police dispositions. While 
this statistical method does provide' some understanding of the relationship between 
two variables, thi;\t relationship can be miSrepresented if the data are clustered. 
Taus, i! the data for either SES or police dispositions have large numoer of shared 
ranks, a high correlation would be misleading. To determine the validity of Terry's 
res,earch results, the raw data would have to be examined. ' 

To study:, the re'1ationship between socioeconomic status and police disposit~ions of 
juveniles, Weiner and Willie (1971) collected data from police and court referral 
records in both Washington, D.C., and Syracuse, New York. FQ:(' Washington, D'~C. 3 socio
economic status was determined by locating the juveniles' rei:;.a.ence on census tract 
data, and assigning a composite index score to each tract. The index contained five 
highly correlated variables conSisting of measures of education, occupation, and an 
estimation of economic status based on the market value of the homes and whether the 
homes were rented or owned. Weiner and Willie found that the lowest court referral;~' 
and police contact rates were found in the highest socioeconomic status groups, while 
the highest r~,tes of contact and court referrals were found ill the lowest groups (1971: 
202) • H01l;ever, the proportion of. all,/police- juvenile contacts resulting in referral 
to court was consistent across all socioeconomic gro1,lps (1971: 203) • Thus, Weiner and 
Willie concluded that "socioeconomic status a,ppears not to be a contributing influ
ence to the juvenile officer's decision as to whether or not a youth contacted by 
the W~shington, D.C. police is referred to Juvehile Court" (1971:203). 

~:;:;::=::: 

The index constructed to measure SES in Syracuse was different than ths,;t for Washing
ton, D~C. In Syracuse, cases were compared on the basis of both. the SES of the indiv
idual juvenile and the average SES of the.census tract in which the offender resided 
(Weiner and Willie, 1971:204). The general census tract data were similar for the 
two cities with the exception that the Syracuse data relied more heavily on occupational 
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prestige measures. In Syracuse, the highest referral rates occurred among juveniles 
exhibiting the highest individual socioecnomic status, but living in the lowest socio
economic areas. The group with the next highest contact and referral rates were those 
fiuveni1es with low individual SES status, living in low status neighborhoods (1971: 
~~06) • Weiner and Willie suggest the more severe handling of high,;status youth living 
in low status neighborhoods may be a result of police efforts to "protect" these in
dividuals from their environment (197l~206). 

Weiner and Willie conclude that while the strongest association can be found between 
the structural effects and referral rates l they cannot conclude that police do not 
consider SES factors in making Arrest and referral decisions (1971:209). Their con
clusions can be criticized on the basis of the methods of analysis. The method used, 
analysis of variance, is one that should be interpreted as correlative rather than 
causal. However, Weiner and Willie do imply causality when they conclude that police 
decisionmaking is not influenced by the socioeconomic status of a suspected offender • 

. Moreover, analysis of variance is better employed in a study in which measured treat
ments are given t'O more than one group. Thus, by comparing the within and between 
group differences, not only the effects of the treatment 'can be ascertained but the 
optimum application of that treatment before its effects degenerate. It can be ar
gued that census tract data are too broad and too inaccurately measured to provide 
a suitable "treatment" to juveniles who come in c<mtact with the police. Despite 
these m"'lthodblogica1 problems" Weiner and Willie' ~\ data do show ~"'l association be
tween their structural measure of SES and police d\ispositions. Therefore, it can . 
be argued, on the basis of their data and analytic~l method, that police do use SES 
data to helu make decisions but that these decision~ need not be interpreted nega
tively as ",discrimination." Instead, Weiner and Willie themselves suggest that po
lice often arrest high individual SES juveniles living in low SES areas on the basis' 
of altruism (i.e., saving some juveniles from their environment). 

/1 " __ 

,I I)hannon (1963) assessed the influence of an offender's socioeconomic status alone 
and in conjunction ~ith the type of offense on police dispositions. His data con-

e, sisted of 4 1 554 offenses and 1,818 referrals reported by the police in Madison, Wis
tconsin. SES' was measured by the percentage of single famUy and rental dwellings 
~ in a neighborhood and the density of dwellings per acre in the areas studied. SES 
j alone was inversely related to court referrai rates: juve~;iles living in high SES 

neighborhoods had lower referral rates, while juveniles ;in low SES areas ha~ higher 
referral rates (1963: 27) . However, when the type of offense was tak~n intef consider
ation, the higher rate of referrals in low SES neighborhoods'was not statistically 
si~ificant (1963:31). Shannon concludes that juveniles engaging in comparable acts 
ret;eive the same dispositions by Madison police regardless of the SES of their neigh-
borhood (1963:33). " 

Bodine examined over 3,000 records of police dispositions of juveniles collected over 
a 4-year period in a large northeastern city to determine the ef:1;,ects of socioeconomic 
status on police dispositions. Similar to other studies, he used census tract data 
to divide his sample into five income grouFs (1964: 3) • He found ,;that juveniles from 
lower income areas were more likely than those from upper income areas to be selected 
for court appearance. However) when the number of prior offenses was considered, 
Bodine found that juveniles from lower income areas were more often apprehended as 
repeating offenders and repeating offenders had a referral rate twice that for ini
tial offenders. Thus it was the prior delinquent record,rather than SES, that was 
related to court referral +ates. 
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While the Shannon and Bodine studies share a conunon conclusion--the higher arrest 
rates for juveniles residing in lower socioeconomic areas is explained by either the 
type of current offense or number o~ prev~ous offenses--they also share.co~on prob
lems. For instance, neither study l.nvestJ.gates whether the arrest or dl.sml.ssal rates 
are similar by offense across all SES areas. Moreover, while the studies report data 
for the type of current offense and number of prior offenses,. neither indicate how 
these factors are measured. Therefore, it is not certain whether police "perceive" 
similar offenses the same way in dissimilar neighborhoods. 

Pine (1965) investigated the association between variables measuring socioeconomic 
status, prestige, and social mobility and those measuring juvenile beh~vior and dis
position of all juveniles grad~s 9-12 in Old Colony, New England. Unll.ke the preced
ing studies, his measure of SES was highly refined. Not only did Pine employ. the 
usual structL~al SES factors such as occupation, income, and housing, but he l.ncluded 
a measure of status (Warner's Index of Status Characteristics) and social mobility 

. (educational aspirations). 

First, Pine examined the relationship between social class and the type and frequency 
of delinquent behavior committed. While there was no significant relationship between 
social' class and 12 of th~ IS delinquency variables, the remaining three (alcohol, 
felonies, and group delinquency) did relate to social class. Upper middle class juve
niles were more likely to be involved in alcohol-related and collective delinquent be
haviors, while middle and lower class juveniles were more likely to commit felonies 
(1965:772). However, Pine did find that downward mobility was significantly related 
to more serious offenses while high educational aspirations were related to an over
all lower delinquency rate (1965:773). Additionally, occupational aspirations were 
related to the types of delinquent behavior conunitted: juveniles aspiring to manager
ial positions were more likely to be involved in alcohol and familh.l offenses (l~65: 
773). Once apprehended, however, Pine found no significant relationship between so
cial class status and delinquency treatment scores, i.e., he found no preferential 
treatment accorded those juvenile offenders from higher class status (1965:773). 

The results of Pine's.study provide some insight into juvenile behavior not present 
in the previously discussed research. His data indicate that juveniles who have high 
occupational and educational prestige are less likely than those lacking such prestige 
to commit more serious offenses~ Although Pine's study cannot be generalized to a 
larger population, it does support the findings that while SES has some effect on 
police decisionmaking, the seriousness of the offense is a more important criterion. 

The results of Thornberry's (1973) study of race, socioeconomic status, and disposi
tions of juveniles contradict those of the previo~ly discussed studies. While the 
former studies show that the relationship between SES and dispOSition is spurious wh~l 
the seriousness and number of offenses is considered, Thornberry reports that juve
niles living in lower socioeconomic status groups are less likely to receive more 
severe dispOSitions than those in high SES areas regardless of the seriousness and 
number of offenses (1973:97). 

The contradiction between Thornberry's results and those of the previously discussed 
studies may stem from differences in the study samples and the definitions of "dis
position." First, Thornb~rry's data are for a cohort of boys born in Philadelphia 
in 1945 and living in tha't city for at least 10 years prior to the study. Thus, 
Thornberry's cases were the same age and were more likely than participants in the 
other studies to have grown up in a similar environment. What is known about that 
environment provides some information for interesting speculation. These juveniles 
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were born and socialized in predominantly black, urban areas in a time best charac
terized by excessively high unemployment among urban factory workers, particularly 
among blacks who had migrated from tIle South to find war-related employment in north
ern industrial cities. The post-Second World War era was marked not only by high 
unemployment, but also by strikes, a mass exodus of whites from the central city, 
and social discrimination against minorities in the form of crowded living conditions 
and high rents. The behavior of the juveniles in Thornberry's cohort was probably 
modified by its low socioeconomic standing combined with low aspirations. Thus, 
while Thornberry's findings do not agree with those reported by the other studies, 
it probably describes what was happening in Philadelphia, at least at that time. 

Another explanation for Thornberry's results may lie in his definition of disposi
tion. In addition to lboking at arrests, Thornberry examined the kind of referral 
made by police, i.e., whether or 'not the referral was remedial. Since this is more 
highly refined, different results should not be surprising. 

This review of the association between socioeconomic status and police decisionmaking 
reveals that, for the most part, arrests and dispOSition are influenced more by the 
number of prior offenses and seriousness of the current offense than by the SES of 
an offender. What these data do not show is whether police "see" the same behavior 
differently depending upon the socioeconomic status of the offender. 

What research does show is that juveniles in lower SES groups do tend to be appre
hended for more serious offenses, as defined by tbe police, and that·this behavior 
may be linked to their aspirations for upward social mobility. Additionally, study 
results may be dependent. on the timing and the geographic location of the project. 
Thus, instead of generalizing that behavior does or does not remain constant over 
income groups, it is best to try to determine under what conditions can both the 
police and the juveniles be expected to act positively (or negatively). 

'The most obvious conclusions are that socioeconomic status is defined differently by 
each of the studies and, for the most part, so broadly there is little comparability 
across studies. While most of the studies finding SES strongly related to police 
dispositions relied on census tract data~ the one cohort analysis reported contra
dictory results. Furthermore, not all studies used or bothered to define just what 
was meant by dispositJon, making it difficult to assess whether the projects were 
even addreSSing the same issue. 

What may be reflected in the studies discussed is a changing societal perception of 
the causes of delinquency which, in tunl, influence police decisions. Cohen's (1955) 
early study of delinquent, urban males argued that the value system and early social
ization of the working-class boy did not enable him to compete successfully ~n the 
middle-Class world. The result was failure and frustration which manifested itself 
in what Cohen described as reaction formation. The ensuant behavior is a character
istic form of delinquency subsequently labeled by Cohen as delinquency subculture. 
Cohen'S work became part of the conventionaL wisdom which saw lower and working-class 
neighborhoods as breeding grounds for delinquent behavior. If.~he results of early 
studies can be supported by their data, it would not be unreasonable to assume that 
it was this "conventional wisdom" of the time that influenced police decisionmaking. 

Later studies that tested the relationship between class, status, and delinquency, 
did not support Cohen's theory. In particular, Polk, Frease, and Richmond, testing 
several propositions derived from Cohen's work, found that working class delinquency 
is not a qualitatively different response to a qualitatively different problem 
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(1974:94). Thus, the finding of more recent studies suggesting police are not influ
enced by socioeconomic status may simply reflect· changing societal perceptions of the 
causes of the delinquency. 

Nevertheless, it can be suggested that police do utilize discretion and that discre
tion is never unbiased. As already mentioned, research could best apply itself to the 
issue of when specific biases emerge and how these biases can be employed to the best 
advantage of all interactants. 

Demeanor 

The first study of the relationship between demeanor and the police screening process 
was done by Piliavin and Briar (1964). Based on ~bservations of and interviews with 
juvenile officers in a metropolitan police department of a large industrialized city, 
they concluded that a suspect's demeanor is a major determinant of the disposition 

. aceorded that suspect. Their data indicated that officers have only limited informa
tion upon which to base their deciSions, both in the field (arrest) and at the station 
(disposition). Interviews with juvenile officers indicated their decisions were based 
largely on 

clues from which the officer inferred the youth's character. These clues in
cluded the youth's group affiliations, age, race, grooming, dress, and de
meanor .••. Other than prior record, the most important of the above clues 
was a youth's demeanor. In the opinion of juvenile patrolmen themselves, 
the demeanor of apprehended juveniles was a major determinant of their deci
sion for 50-60 percent of the juvenile cases they processed (Piliavin and Briar, 
1964:159). 

Juveniles who acted in a remorseful, respectful manner were thought to be "salvage
able" without any judicial intervention and thus generally received formal or infor
mal repremands. Conversely, youths who were unruly, stubborn, or. nonchalant were 
viewed as "would-be tough-guys" who required the more severe sanction of arrest 
(Piliavin and Briar, 1964:154-160). Thus, Piliavin and Briar's interviews with juve
nile officers pointed out the major influence of a juvenile's demeanor, which may be 
partially due to the lack of other pertinent information regarding the suspect. Their 
direct observation of 66 police-juvenile encounters in which the suspect was clas~i
fied as either cooperative or uncooperative supported their interview results. Of 
21 juveniles classified as uncooperative, 67 percent (14) were arrested, compared with 
only 4 percent (2) of the 45 classified as ·cooperative (Piliavin and Briar, 1964: 161) • 
They did indicate, however, f..hat demeanor was much less influential when a suspect 
had a prior record and perhaps less influential among serious ,offenders (Piliavin and 
Briar, 1964:158-160). Although Piliavin and Briar do not pr~yide data specifically 
for serious Cit' repeat offenders, it appears that a suspect'sa\meanor is more influen
tial among 1esis-serious, first-time offenders. 

Blact. and Reiss (1970), who also used observational methods of study, did not find a 
clearcut or consistent relationship between demeanor and police screening decisions. 
Based on observations of 281 police-juvenile encounters in three cities during 1966, 
they concluded that the overall influence of demeanor is necessarily limited. They 
base ~~is statement on the finding that in over half (57 percent) of all encounters 
the ju1enile suspect is civil toward the police; and in another 16 percent of the 
encounters the juvenile's degree of deference toward the officer is unascertainable. 
This leaves very few instances in which a juvenile's attitude might be influential. 
In fact, 16 percent of the cases involved antagonistic juvenile~. and 11 percent in
volved ones who were unusually respectful. Among both·of these groups, the arrest 
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rates were slightly higher than encounters in which the suspect was civil: 22 and 
16 percent respectively. Since the number of cases at the highly respectful and dis
respectful ends of the continuum were quite small~ it was difficult to assess their 
influence for different offense types. However, this "bipolar" effect appears to 
hold true at least for juvenile rowdiness cases and felonies as a whole (Bla(;~ and 
Reiss, 1970:74-75). 

Lundman, Sykes, and Clark's (1978) replication of Black and Reiss' study found the 
same bipolar. relationship between demeanor and disposition. They suggest that "dt."~er
entia1 juveniles are suspicious [to the police] because their demeanor is so clearly 

'different from that of their co1leagues ••• their extreme deference is illogical or 
inappropriate given the circumstances in which it is expressed" (Lundman, Sykes, and 
Clark, 1978:87). 

The results found by Black and Reiss or Lundman, Syk~s, and Clark are quite different 
than those of the earlier study by Piliavin and. Briar.. Black and Reiss 'found that a 
smaller portion of their antagonistic group and a larger portion of their civil group 
were arrested as compared to Piliavin and Briar's sample. Additionally, the differ
ence in arrest rates between the antagonistic and civil groups was greater in Pi1iavin 
and Briar's sample than in Black and Reiss' sample. Methodological differences may 
account for this variation. It maybe that the observers in ·the latter study differed 
from those in the earlier study in their perceptions of demeanor. This would not be 
unlikelYJ since it often may be difficult to assess a suspect's attitude toward the 
officer. Additiona1lYJ·the subjects of Black and Reiss' study' were specialized juve
nile officers. The patrol officers may make their decisions in the field J rapidlY' 
and without the benefit of extensive information regarding the suspect. Conversely~. 
juvenile officers may make their·decisions in the station, after spending some time 

. with the juvenile and learning some of his or her background. Thus, the latter may 
be less influenced by the initially-perceived . demeanor of the offender. This is. con
sistent with the smaller difference between arrest rates of Black. and Reiss' demeanor 
categoril~s ·and those of Piliavin and Briar. " 

Based on obs7rvations of police-juvenile encounters in two California. 'cities, Cicourel 
~l968~ r~afflrmed the role of dem~anor in.police decisionmaking. He proposed that a 
Juven~le s.dem:anor was a.reflec~lon of hlS or her acceptance or rejection of a "trust" 
relat1~nshlp,wlth ~he po17ce o~flc:r. Acc~rdin~ to CiC?ourelJ the "pOlice sought to 
estab11sh a trust ,re1at;o~sh1~ wlth the Juvenl1e durlng early delinquent encoun-
ters •• ,: When the trust 1S vlewed as broken by the police then they envoke criminal 
categorles and relevances to explain the jUvenile's actions and to construct and seek 
to justify a disposit~on. Th~ 'tr~st' relationshipJ however, assumes the juvenile is 
able to convey some kl.nd of slncerlty to the officers inVOlved so that 'treatment' as 
opposed to a 'punishment oriented' dispOSition is discussed and prescribed" (Cicourel 196G:198)~ , 

Several researchers have either surveyed or directly interviewed police officers in 
order to assess the role of demeanor in decisionmaking. Wilbanks (1975) administered 
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questionnaires to 111 officers in 13 departme~ts an~ at a ~r~ining seminar in order 
to determine the factors that were important ~n pol~ce dec~:~ons to.re~er a case to 
court. Twenty-nine percent of those officers surveyed by W~lb~n~s ~nd1cated that an 
offender's attitude is the most important criterion in the ~ec~s~on to refe: a C~f7' 
while S4 percent indicated it was not. Because of. the word~ng ~f the quest1onna~re, 
there is no way to know how many officers felt att~tude was ~ ~mportant factor, even 
if it is not the most important one. How~ver, the fact that over one-fourth charac
terized attitude as the most important factor suggests a positive association between 
the two. 

Goldman (1963) interviewed 90 policemen in Pittsburgh ~d surrounding commun~ties and 
found that, among 13 factors the "attitude and :per:onahty ~f ~he boy" were mfluen
tial in the police screening process. Goldman ~nd~cated th~s 1nfluen:e was a result 
of two different, but related, considerations. First, a :uspect who ~~ ~ell-b7haved 
and respectful toward the officer was view7d as ~ "good r~~~ ~or unoff~c~al adJust
ment in the conununi ty . " However, one who ~s def~ant or ma,uc~ous was thought to re
quire court intervention (Goldman, 1963:12). This is similar to the findings of 
Cicour~l, in that the emphasis is on the :elation:hip betwe7n.the.su:p:ct's demea~or 
and his or her likelihood of adjustment w~th or w~thout off~c~~l Ju~~c~al pro:ess~ng. 
The second and related, factor identified by ,Goldman is the "llecess~ty for ma~nta~n
ing respec~ for police authority in the community. A juvenile who publicly causes 
damage to the dignity of the police, or who is defiant, r7~sing the 'help' offe:e~ 
by the police, will be considered as needing court.superv~s~on,· no matt7r ho~ t~~v~al 
the off~nse" (Goldman, 1963:128). An important p01nt here ~s that the Juven~le s de
meanor may outweigh the influence of offense seriousness. 

Prior Delinquency History 

The prior history of an offender is undoubtedly influential in police decisionmaking, 
either as the primary or a secondary decision criterion. ~st resear:her: have 
assessed the effect of prior police contacts or arrests, w~thout cons~de:~~g the. 
type of previous offenses or disposition given to the offender. The dec~s~on po~nt 
most often studied is final police disposition (e.g., release or referral to court), 
although a few writers have examined the relationship between prior history and arrest 
decisions. 

One study whiCh did examine the 4rrest decision was done by Hohenstein (1969). Ana
lyzing 322 Philadelphia delinquency events, he found a juvenile'S prior record :econd 
in importance only to the complainant's expressed preference. In those events ~n 
which there was no express preference for or against prosecution, the most.important 
screening variable was the juvenile's prior record. Suspected offenders w~~h a record 
of more than one previous police contacts were arrested 91 percent of the t1me, com
pared with only S3 percent of those with one or no prior.contac~s ~Hohenstein, 1969:146). 
Although this does not consider the offense type, the ev~dence 1nd1cates that, overall, 
prior record is a primary screening criterion in certa~n situations (e.g., when the~e 
is no dispositional preference expressed by the compla~nant). 

, i 

Bodine's (1964) study of 3,343 male juvenile offenders found prior record was a pri
mary determinant of court referral rates. According to his evidence, '~Only slightly 
more than a quarter of the initial offenders are sent to court, but more than half of 
the repeating offenders have their cases disposed of in this manner" (Bodine, 1964:5). 
Similarly, McEachern and Bauzer (1967) determined that th: num~er of previous offenses 
committed by a juvenile and the probation status of that Juven~le were both related, 
to the decision to file a petition. The influence o~ prior offenses ~as somewh~t.in
consistent as a juvenile's record becanle more extens~ve. The porport~on of pet~t~ons 
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requested increased progressively as the number of previous offenses increased from 
one to three, but then "seesawed: up .and down for four or more offenses. However, 
the propcrtions were consistently higher among offenders with 5 to 18 prior offenses 
than among those with 1 to 2 prior offenses (McEachern and Bauzer, 1967:156). It 
may be that the number of offenders with extensive prior records ~as relatively 
small, and thus the proportion of petitions requested was inconsistent due to chance 
alone. The influence of probation status appeared to be even stronger than prior 
recorPc.! petitions were'requested for nearly one-half of those on probation compared 
with/about one-fifth of those not on probation (McEachern and Bauzer, 1967:156). 
This finding is not surprising, since an offender generally must remain free from 
arrests as a condition of probation. 

Ferdinand and Luchterhand (1970) found that the existence of a prior record'was:a_pri-
,mary determinant of police dispositional patterns in six innex-city neighborhoods of 
a large eastern city. Furthermore, the influence of a prior record negated the ef
fects of another variable found to be important in this study; Le., the r~:;ce of the 
offender. While race was a major determinant in· the dispositions given-to male first 
offenders, it did not appear to influence dispositions for third offenders (Ferdinand 
and Luchterhand., 1970: 512 and .520). In addition, for each racial group, first offend
ers were more likely to 'receive EEobation type,dispositio~ than were third offenders 
(Ferdinand and Luchterhand, 1970:513 and 520). Wolfgang, Figlio, and Sellin (1972) 
observed similar dispositional patterns in a male birth cohort in Philadelphia. Al
though they found race to be an important screening criterion, prior record was even 
more predictive of police disposition. Thornberry's analysis of the same data showed 
a similar pattern with regards to socioeconomic status, a variable which is highly 
related to race (1973:97). 

Terry's analysis of dispositions for over 9,000 juvenile offenses in a midwestern 
city found that the number of previous,offenses was consistently significant as a 
criterion in tHe screening process (1967b:178). He noted that "[f]irst offenses con
.stitute 38.2%. of the offenses occurring at the police level of analysis, but only 
7.3% of those at the juvenile court level and 4.0% of the offenses that result in 
institution~lization. On the other hand, offenses involving offenders who have com-

.mitted five or more previous offenses constitute 20.4% of the offenses' occurring at 
the police level of analysis, but 58.1% of those at the juvenile court level and 
~0.4% of the offenses that result in institutionalization" (Terry, 1967b:181). F:ur
thermore, Terry indicated the importance of a prior record. was second only to the 
seriousness of the current offense (1967b:178). 

The studies discussed thus far have all relied on analysis of ex~sting po~ice records 
as the major source of data. Other researchers have used different study methods and 
still drawn very similar conclusions. Wilbanks (1975) used a deciSion-game technique 
and found prior record was an important factbr considered by police in making deci
sions. Nearly 7~ percent of 'the officers who participated in the study indicated 
that the statement "[f]irst offenders should not be sent to court unless the offense 
is very serious or the victjJJl A,nsists" was either a personal rule of thumb, depart
ment~l practice or policy, or state law (Wi1ba~ks, 1975:98). Since this study looks 
only at first offenders, it can only indirectly assess the role of a prior record. 
Additionally, Terry's evidence implies a relatively greater importance of offense 
seriousness and the expressed preferences of the victim. 

Several studies hav~ used direct observation of police officers' behavior as a means 
of assessing the influence of prior record. Based on observations for several years 
in two cities, Cicourel concluded.that knowle:dge of a prior record may influence an 
officer to give a serious dispOSition for a minor incident: "Juveniles considered 
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'bad,' or 'punks,' for reasons like prior petty theft, grand ·theft auto, burglaries, 
and malicious mischief may be recommended for serious disposition because of activi
ties (otherwise viewed as trivial) in drunk parties, fighting, and so on" (Cicourel, 
1968:119). In Cicourel's opinion, then, a juvenile's prior record might be more im
portant than the seriousness of the current offense in certain situations. 

Two other studies relying on observation of police officers pointed out that general 
patrol officers either do not have knowledge of a suspect's prior record or are not 
interested in that information. Pi1iavin and Briar indicated it was only occasion
ally th~t "~fficers apprehended youths whom they personally knew to be prior offend
es. Th1s d1d not occur frequent1y ••• for several reasons. First, approxi~ately 7S 
percent of apprehended youths had no prior records; second, officers periodically 
exchanged patrol areas; and third, patrolmen seldom spent more than three or£our 
years in the juvenile division" (Piliavin and Briar, 1964:159). Black and Reiss in
dicated that prior record may be a more important criterion to youth bureau officers: 

. "youth officers" may. ~or examp.le, be more concerned w.i th the juvenile IS past record~ 
a kind of information that usually is not accessible to the patr~lman fn the field 
setting. Furthermore, past records may have little relevance tC'c/ a patrol officer 
who is seeking primarily to order a field situation with as little trouble as possi
ble" (Black and Reiss, 1970:69) .. 

Unlike the previous studies, Coffee (1972) assessed the influence of prior police 
·contact in which no arrest was made. His primary purpose was to examine the record 
system maintained by the Youth Division (Y.~.) of the New York City police. In doing 
this, Coffee found "a one hundred percent correlation between a past history of four 
or more Y.O. reports and a refer=al •••• For juveniles with no Y.D.history, refer
ral occurred in only 20% of the cases. -Juveniles with one to three cards had a 40%. 
chance of referral" (1972.:597). Thus, even a record of police contac·ts in which no 

.arrest ensued resulted in a higher likelihood of being referred to court. This find
ing has important implications for departmental policy. According to Coffee,record,!".,/ 

. of nonarrest contacts with juveniles are subject to numerous criticisc:'s: offense -r 
descriptions are often inaccurate or vague; records are seldom subject to review or 
verification; juveniles are not given any opportunity to refute or amplify the infor
mation contained in theh' records; and records may be widely disseminated to courts, 
probation, schools, and welfare agencies (1972.:572-573). Since this "non-arrest" 
record can be very influential in future decisionmaking regarding a juvenile, it is 
critical that police departments maintain the accuracy and confidentiality of these 
records if they are to be maintAined at all. . 

Overall, prior record has been shown to'be consistently and significantly related 
to police d~cisionmaking. Although the seriousness of the current offense and the 
expressed preferences of a complainant or victim are likely to exert a greater in
fluence, particularly at the point of arres~, prior record is still a primary influ
ence in police decisions. There was no information regarding police disposition of 
prior offenses and how it might influence decisions made regarding a current offense,. 
Additionally, the relative import.ance of varying number of pl.:'ior offenses has not 
been extensively studied. Bath of these provi~e areas for future research. 
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Chapter V 

POLICE DIVERSION: A POLICY AND ITS PROBLEMS 

INTRODUCTION 

Since criticism began to mount of the arbitrary and often harsh actions taken toward 
.juveniles in the traditional juvenile court in the. 1960's, reformers have cast about 
for means of treating troubled juveniles without involving them in juvenile court 
processing. ~erious shortcomings of the juvenile court were noted by the President'S 
Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administration of Justice in 1967: 

Studies conducted by the Commission, legislative inquiries in various States, 
and reports by informed observers compel the conclusion that the great hopes 
originally held for the juvenile court have not been fulfilled. It has not 
succeeded significantly in rehabilitating delinquent youth, in r·educing or 
even stemming the tide of delinquency, or in bringing justice and compassion 
to the child offender (U.S. President'S Commission, 1967a:80). 

The Commission recognized further that the failure of the juvenile justice system 
. was not due solely to the failings of the juvenile court" but to shortcomings in local 
communities and in associated agencies. In particular, however" it was the noted 
lack of effective dispositional alternatives that led the Commission to recommend 
that the police should utilize nonjudicial avenues of' disposition 1·· rather than for
mal processing wherever possible (1967b:19),. Diversion, as such alternatives are 
generically referred to, has in the ensuing years become a trend of almost tidal pro
portions. Its special relevance to this report is that diversion is the latest in 
a series of policies through which police (among other juvenile justice system agents) 
are expected to carry out the preventive responsibilities that were first laid upon 
them in the Progressive era. Thus a major issue to be addressed in this chapter' is 
whether diversion is qualitatively different from previous, perhaps less formal, means 
of nonjudicial;_~handling available to police. Further issues include whether police 
diversion programs live up to their stated expectations; and whether such programs 
may be administered so they do not become tools for the extension of police discre
tion. 

This Introduction will present a general background to police diversion programs, 
and a brief history of their development. Subsequent sections will discuss norma
tive policy models of police diversion; descrip.tions of selected police diversion 
programs; and a critique of the relative benefits and hazards of police diversion. 

Background 

The term diversion has been defined in a number of ways, some restrictive and some 
broad; but in general the term refers to. almost any discretionary action take by law. 



enforcement, court intake, or correctional officers that m1n1m1ZeS the penetration 
of youth into the juvenile justice system. Almost every writer on the subject pre-· 
sents their own definition of diversion. The National Advisory Conunission on Crim-· 
inal Justice Standards and Goals (1976) defined diversion as follows: 

Diversion refers to formally acknow1edged ••• efforts to utilize alternatives 
to ••. the justice system. To qualify as diversion, such efforts must be under
taken prior to the adjudication and after a legally proscribed action has oc
curred.... Diversion implies halting or suspending formal criminal or juve'
nile justice proceedings against a person who has violated, a statute in favor 
of processing through a non-criminal disposition (National Advisory Committee 
on Criminal Justice Standar~s and Goals, 1976:50). 

It is worth noting that by this definition, the entire juvenile justice system as 
it was originally proposed was the first diversion program. ' The major emphasis of 
the Chicago reformers was on the need to remove juveniles from jails and courthouses 
and provide an extrale'gal means of referring' them to appropriate charity resources. 

Additional definitions are employed by Klein (1976), Nejeiski (1976), and Dunford 
(1977). Diversion as defined by Klein includes !'any process employed by components 
of the criminal justice system (police, prosecution, courts, correction) to turn sus
pects or offenders away from the formal system or to a 'lower' level of the system" 
(Klein, 1976:421). Note that Klein's definition contains no implication that formal 
services are necess,a.ry to qualify as a form of diversion. It is this "loophole" in' 
the definition of d:i.versic;m that has, enabled some police agencies to qualify for 
Federal and State mcmies :even when services are not provided to a diverted juvenile. 

Nejelski (1976) defines-diversion more restrictively as "the channeling of cases to 
noncourt institutions, in instances where these cases would ordinarily have received 
an adjudicatory (or fact-finding) hearing by a court" (1976:396). Nejelski's defi
nition limits juveniles eligible for diversion to those who would have otherwise been 
processed by the juvenile court. Dunford offers yet another definition of diversion, 
stating that it is Ita process of referring youth to existing community treatment 'or 
prevention programs in lieu of further juvenile justice system processing at any given 
point between apprehension and adjudication" (191'7: 336). Dunford's definition acknow
ledges that "formal" diversion should include the prOVision of ,'Services to juvenile 
delinquents. This excludes such methods of diversion as the outright release of a 
child to a parent or guardian, or moralistic lectures by police officers in the field. 

~ationa1 guidelines for the use of diversion have been specifically formulated by 
the National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals (NACCJSG', 
1976). These guidelines must, in turn, be interpreted by State and local law enforce
ment agencies. Different interpretations of the meaning and function of diversion 
lead to different practices from one area to another.. Other factors also may be re
sponsible for varying applications of diversion. For example, police personnel may. 
be unaware of restrictions on the use of diversion and their significance to the effi
cacy of a given program; agencies may understand'these restrictions, but nonetheless' 
seek to adapt them to the perceived needs and'values of a local community; or program 
'guidelines may be ignored by police because the program itself is co-opted to the 
needs of the police organization rather than the needs of the juvenile clients. 
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Reconunendations set forth by the National Advisory Commission governing the use of 
diversion by police state that: 

Where permitted by law, every police agency should immediately divert from 
the juvenile justice system any juvenile for whom formal proceedings wlJuld 
be inappropriate or other resources more effective. All such police diver
sion decisions should be made pursuant to written agency policy that insures 
fairness and uniformity of treatment. 

Police chief-executives should develop written policies and procedures that 
allow juveniles to be diverted from formal proceedings in appropriate cases. 
Such policies 'and procedures should be prepared in cooperation with other 
elements of the juvenile justice system (National Advisory Commission on 
Criminal Justice Standards and Goals l 1976:216, Standard 5.10). 

The National Advisory Commission further recommends that these guidelines should be 
dev.eloped by the police chief executive in cooperation with the court, community I 
and correctional agencies, and. various other organizations associated ,~ith the juve
nile justice system. J'uvenile participation in a diversion program shOUld be volun
tary; and! in the event a juvenile refuses to 'participate voluntarily, no further 
legal action should be taken on the original charges. _ 

No specific criteria for police diversion have been developed by the National Commis~ 
sion. However, the Commission does recommend that at least three general principles 
should guide diversion practices within the juvenile justice system. First, diver~ 
sion should entail the .use of some effective service or treatment in which the j\.,'Ve
nile may participate. This is to· insure that a juvenile is not turned away without, 
any direct service. Second, an increase in the number of diver3.ion programs shOUld 
not increase the total number of juveniles which are under 'somefoI'm of supervision 
in the justice system. Finally, juveniles who are candidates for'diversion should 

'have the same due process rights as those j'uveniles who 8,'l'S'cformally processed with
in the juvenile justice system (National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice ' 
Standards and Goals, 1976:217). 

In sUmmary, diversion is not a well-defined phenomenon. Philosophically, it harkens 
back to the origins of the juvenile court itself. In its contemporary form, diver
sion is better informed about what it is to avoid--i.e., formal 1ega~ procedures-
than what it is to provide in the way of services. Police diversion especially is 
an ambiguous area, fraught with idealistic assumptions and potential for abuse. Na
tional Commission standards in particular rest on two assumptions that will be ques
tioned !ll. the remainder of this chapter. _ The first assumption is that police offi
cers are capable of determining for which juveniles formal processing is 'Qinapprl"~
priate l " and which alternative services would be "effective." The second assumption 
is that police administrators can use written guidelines to monitor and control the 
decisions of officers in the field. 

Historical Development and Organization of Police Diversion 

Police dive:tsion is not a new idea. It has been utilized by law enforcement officers 
for centuries in the form of discretionary decisions not to invoke arrest. Approxi
mately 2S years after the development of the juvenile court in 1899, however, various 
programs were created by police departments in an effort to provide "treatment" for 
the prevention of juvenile delinquency. Some of the first such programs were established 
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in Berkeley, California (1925) and in New York City's Juvenile Aid Bureau (1930). 
The New York program utilized social workers and policemen trained in juvenile mat
ters as active members of ~he program staff. In other areas, less formal means were 
used to achieve similar ends: 

Various other volWltary programs such as a type of voluntarj' probati.on, work 
programs, and informal police hearings were also attempted. However, little 
formal recognition was given to the practice and until very recent years, there 
was little research done in the· are~ (Stratton, 1974:47). 

Through the years, the practic~ of diversion has become quite prevalent. Its spread 
was encouraged by passage of the 1974 Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention 
Act, which made Federal funds available for the establishment of programs which would 
serve as alternatives to formal juvenile justice system processing. 

. Though diversion has been practiced in one form or another since the early 1900's, 
diversion programs as envisaged by tIle President'S Task Force (1967) differ from past 
practices. Police have always had discretion to turn juveniles away from the system. 
Informal means of diversion have included police-supervised 'Wprobation" Ca. practice 
that has since been discouraged by the International Association of Chiefs of Police) 
(O'Connor and Watson, 1964:42); ~Jle release of a juvenile to parents or guardians; 
the filing of a report and subsequent release of the juvenile; or cotmseling and re
leasing the juvenile. However, fi.ndings of the President's Task Force led to the 
recommendation that informal diversion be de-emphasized in favor of more specific 
and formal programs which could provide. treatment by personnel trained in juvenile . 
delinquency. Generally, div.ersion programs 'today offer some type of formal assistance 
and are guided by formal procedures tbat are intended to reduce the potential for 
the ar~itrary exercise of discreti~n. 

Historically, the police have played a c~ial role in the diversion of juveniles; 
however, police may become frustrated when they find that they have only two disposi
tional options--either send the child to court or do nothing. Diversion provides 
alternative dispositional options that may be used to provide needed services 
(Rothenberger and Shepherd, 1978:75) ~d as alternative sanctions short of arrest 
and court referral.. 

Pplice diversion programs have been designed an~ implemented in a variety of ways. 
In some programs, police personnel provide sel~ices directly; in others, they only 
supervise the delivery of services by others. Diversion programs also vary in the 
target populations they attempt to serve. Gent1rally speaking, minor offenders, sta-
tus offenders, and first-time offenders are prime candidates for diversion. Serious c, 
offenders, felons, and drug offenders are genera.!ly ineligible. Repeat offenders 
and probation and parole violators may also be viewed by the local juvenile justice 
system as unqualified for diversion. Additionally, juveniles may be excluded from 
a diversion program if they resist cOWlseling, reside outside the jurisdiction, or . 
maintain their innocence. 

Eligibility criteria vary considerably from one j~risdiction to another. The Juvenile 
Drug Abuse Program in San.oiego, California" for eJcample, limited eligibility to juve
niles between the ages of 14 and 17 charged with a narcotics violation. The Youth 
Services Program operated by the Dallas Police Department serves a wide range of ar- .. 
rested youth, including accused felons, misdemeanants, first offenders, and rep~at 
offenders. The National Commission recognized this variation, and the significant 
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power that these programs could place in the hands of police: '~e police role in 
diversion programs varies ·greatly from State to State and even among different cities 
within a single State. In some instances; the police a~e vested with considerable 
discretion in determining which juveniles to divert from formal proceedings" (1976:216). 

A NORMATIVE MODEL. OF POLICE DIVERSION 

Despite the wide variation in the practices of actual diversion programs; it is pos
sible to describe in ideal-typical terms some characteristics of diversion programs 
in general. This section will describe the diversion process, with special attention 
to decisions that are made at ~ach stage of the process; and second, will review recom
mended decisionmiking criteria. 

The Diversion Process· 
. 

The police diversion process as described here consists of three stages: field contact, 
station house processing, and the diversion conference • 

Field Contact 

Generally the first contact that a police officer has with a juvenile is in the field, 
in the course of routine patrol, This is also the first point at which a suspected 
offender may be diverted from the. system, albeit on an informal basis: it is always 
within the officer'S power to ignore the case entirely or dispose of it with only 
a verbal admonition. 

The initial contact may be generated either by a complaint by a citizen or police 
observation of "suspicious" activity •. The responsibility of the officer at this point 
is to ascertain the facts pertaining to ~he case and make a decision regarding what 

'course of action to take. The significance of the field off~cer's role at this stage 
has prompted Lemert to remark that "theirs is the ~trategic po·",er to determine what 
proportions, and what kinds of youth problems become official and which .. are absorbed' 
back into the community" (Lemert, 1971:54). It is at this stage that all the complex 
factors discussed in preceding chapters come into play, as the officer decides whe
ther circumstances warrant a formal apprehension or whether the juvenile may be re~ 
leased with no written record of the encounter. Only if the officer decides in favor 
of arrest. is the juvenile eligible for a diversion program. 

Station House Processing 

It is at the point of apprehension that a juvenile is considered for diversion, and 
a department's diversion criteria may be systematically applied. Formal criteria 
for diversion decisions may automatically exclude some juveniles from consider~tion. 
Ideally, the decision to divert is made only after a thorough;. investigation of the 
alleged offense and after diversion criteria have been applied by tho'se responsible 
'for such decisions. In a large police department, the responsibility for diversion 
'decisions usually rests with specialized juvenil~ officers, while a smaller depart
ment may designate one individual for this task •.. 

*This description of the police diversion process is drawn fr~m an exemplary working 
model in Michigan described by Rothenberger and Shepherd (1978). 

". 
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Initial guidelines may be used by a police department to eliminate some cases from 
those considered for diversion. Thus juveniles who are parole violators, violent 
offenders, repeat offenders, drug dealers, or felons ~y be ref:rred ~o court as a 
routine matter of police policy. On the other hand, nu.nor or fl.l"st-tl.me offenders 
may automatically be diverted. Thus screening guid~lines of thi.s sort have. two func
tions. First, using offense classifications as a shorthand designation of the juve
nile's needs and amenability to treatment, such screening criteria provide a crude 
means of diagnosis. Second, they increase the department's "efficiency" by substan
tially reducing the workload of individuals responsible for makulg diversion decisions. 

The Diversion Conference 

Before the juvenile is officially diverted, the juvenile and lia~ents may' be invited 
in to th~ police station for a conference to discuss the possibility of participation 
in a diversion program. Ideally, a decision to diver~ should be made prio: to a con
ference and the offp.r to the parents should be made w:Lthout th;-eats, coerCl.on, 0:
bargaining. It should be emphasized to the juvenile and parenisthat participatl.on 
in the conference is voluntary. However, if upon invitation to a diversion conference 
the parents or juvenile refuse to participate, their ref'ilsalis ~aken as an indication 
to refer the case to the juvenile court. 

The diversion conference may be viewed as an.important part of the diversion proc~ss. 
By inviting the juvenile and parents to a diversion confer~nce, the officer ~y pre
sent a number of dispositional alternatives for consideratl.on. Upon explanatl.on of 
the diversion options, the juvenile and parents may then make a choice iree of .~vert 
coe'!'cion or threat. Thus once again, this parf;'1lf. the diverSion process serves a 
dual functi\1n. Its first function is to provide tho juvenile officer with background 
data about fhe juvenile's suitabili:ty for diversion. Its second function is to co
opt the juVenile and his 01: her parents;n,to the imp~·;icit process of judgement and 
sanctioning. 

Diversion Criteria 

The crite:r.ia applied to the diversion dec,J~sion m~.y(inc:lude any of a !lumber of varia~ 
bles. Typi~ally the type of offense has been t4e deciding factor, but .. taking only 
one variable into account may insufficieutly ad&ress the moral character and needs 
of the juvenile. The National Advisory C.::mmission on Criminal Just:,ice Standards and 
Goa~s recoDDDends that diversion criteria be flexible since each c.ase is unique and 
must be judged on its own merits. The National Commission has recommended some gen
eral guidelines that police should consider in diverting a juvenile (National Advisory 
Commission, on Criminal Just:ice Standards;and Goals, 1976:217): 

1. N~ture of the Alleged DeJinque~t Act 
II 

Juveniles committing their first delin(llJent act ~d such acts that would 
be a misdemeanor if comitted.by an adult, shoulci'he considered for diver

·sion. However, the deliJquent act should not be the ,;;::ontrolling factor 
si~ce the intensity of the act may dictate an approach other ~han diver
sion. )·Additional factors such as the seriousness of the offense; the de
g-reebf bCJdily harm inflict~d on o~e' s~~,self or others; and the degree 6f 
criminal s()phistication i'itvolved in commi~ting the act, are other varia
bles that should be considered in the decision to divert. i\ 
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2. Complainant's/Victim's Rights 

The right and/or desire of the complainant/victim to prosecute should 
be respected when considering to divert a juvenile. 

3. Age of Suspect 

A suspect's age may be an important faotor to consider but. should not be 
the sol~ criterion since age may not reflect a juvenile's intellectual 
ann ,e~~tional security and development. 

4. Family Responsibility/Einployment Status 

Serious consideration should be given to diverting a juvenile when he/she 
is married and has a family to support. In addition, a juvenile misde
meanant or fi~st offender that is gainfully employed may not be considered 
;for diversion if the juvenile's continued employment would be jeopardized. 

S. Nature of the Problem Leading to the Alleged Delinquent Act 

Investigations on first offenders and juveniles alleged to have committed 
acts that would be misdemeanors for adults should be 5nitiated to reveal 
any emotional, psychological, physical, or educational problems that a 
juvenile might have. Personal and social p;t'oblems should be an important 
consideration to divert a juvenile sin!:e a diversion program may be able 
to provide professional assistance. . 

6. Attitude Toward Self-Improvement 

A juvenile's attitud~ or demeanor may help determine whether or not the 
juvenile is suitable for diversion. A positive attitude toward self
improvement and a willingness to participate in a diversion program may 
be important considerations of whether or not to divert. 

7. Character 

The decision to divert a juvenile ~y involve ~.certain amount of risk 
since the possibility of recidi~::sui is a fact(,;~" ~ \ be considered. 1'he 
National Advisory Commission has suggested tha't ': juvenile's character 
might be evaluated by assessL,g such factors as wnether the juvenile has 
experienced previous ~al'1lings by the police or other authority figures; 
evidence of alcoholismQr drug addiction; indications of a psychological 
disorder; or evidence of dangerous behavior toward others or oneself. 

8. Availability of Conmmity-Based Rehabilita~ive Px:o~ams 
\ \,\ 

The decision to diver~J assumes that there is some typ~\ or formally struc
tured cO(;1IIUJlity rehabilitation program available for Ti;:!erral. Police 
may develop working relationships with community agencies and staff which 
may facilitate ana, stimulate mutual feedback. Cooperation between the 
police and the diversion programs establ'ishes a basis for police confi
dence in ther1iversion program and insure,s continued utilization. 

I' 

iI 
\" 



9. Parental Responsibility 

The parents' understanding of the seriousness of their child's involve
ment with the police, as well as their ability to control and disci
pline the child, are also considerations in a decision to divert. The 
parents or guardians, in a.ddition to the juvenile, must recognize the 
seriousness of the alleged delinquent act and should express a desire 
for r~habilitation beforep~ing considered for diversion. 

By way of a concluding observat!.;-.l, it is remarkable how many of these standards mir
ror the informal decisionmaking criteria already used by police, discussed in Chapters 
III and IV. In simple terms; ~he officer is invited by these standards to employ 
subjective judgements on the seriousness of fhe unadjudicated offense; on the degree 
of criminal intent b~trayed in the act; on the preferences of the victim; on the 
etiology of the alle.;ed act jon the degree of penitence shown by the juvenile and 

. his or her parents; and on the quality of the juvenile's family life. In effect, 
these standards require that informal and routine policy biases be raised to the 
level of formal policy. 

DESCRIPTIONS OF SELECTED POLICE DIVERSION PROGRAMS -
Ever since the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administration of 
Justice (1967) recommended the use of diversion at all levels of the juvenile justice 
system, the use of diversion has become increasingly popular. The expansion of diver
sionprograms led Klein and Teilman to conclude that "they are literally exploding 
in numbers across the nation" (Klein and Teilman. 1976:1). However, in spite of the 
popularity of diversion, a review qf the literature has revealed that there are few 
findings that deal with its development, implementation, and effectiveness. There 
is an abundance of literature on the issues and hazards surrounding the use of diver
sion~ but little literature that deals directly with police diversion. Cressey and 
MCDermott conclude that: 

The literature on juvenile justice is virtually devoid of studies of the 
variety, functioning, and effects of diversion polcies and pract~~es. Upon 
reflection, this is not surprising since, on the one hand, diversion as a 
self-conscious practice is relatively recent, and, on the other, it is rather 
difficult to describe and assess, owing to the multitude of diverse operative 
pa~terns and to the paucity of systematic record-keeping by the agencies pur
portt;ng to eng~ge in diversion (Cressey and McDermott, 1973:8-9). 

.''1 
Although dated in 1973, many of the problems described by Cressey and.McDermott are 
still obstacles for the ev~luator of today. Formidable difficulties such as small 
numbers ,,!juveniles diverted, a lack of specific goals, and a lack of. systematic 
record-keeping by diversion agenci\i's have presented methodological problems for an 
evaluator .'pi determining the efficucy of diversion. Alleviation o~ these methodo- ' 
lci'gical di~:ficu1 ties is a worthwhile goal to pursue for the future. The methodologi
cal problems encountered in any evaluation of apolic:e diversion program might be 
avoided through the development of a basic outline which a polc;ce department may adopt 
to facilitate the ease of vval~~tion. Such an outline might include the fopowing: 

• The development of program goals into written policy. 

• Written policy governing the use of diversion. 
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• A statistically measurable definition of diversion goals. 

• A uniform method of record-keeping& 

• A built-in evaluation design. 

Many diversion programs have incorporated some of these measures, but only a handful 
have incorporated all. The preceding suggestions would allow for program flexibility 
to meet the varying needs of a department and community, yet provide an amenable 
method of evaluating diversion programs. 

Youth Services Program 

" A police diversion program operated by the Youth Services Program of the Dallas Police 
Department's Youth Section reveals two types of diversion programs. The First Offend-

. er·Program (FOP) consists of first-time minor offenders. If a juvenile is referred 
to the FOP, the juvenile receives two 3-hour "awareness lectures ll by police officers 
within one month follow:ng arrest. "In its first year of operation, 2,282 juven.Ues 
were. referred to the program_with 69 p~rcent participating. Using a comparison group 
(n=44S), the authors found that the recidivism rate for FOP juveniles was 9.6 percent 
as opposed to 15.5 percent for the comparison group (Collingwood, -Douds, and Williams, 
1976). 

The second diversion program operated within the Youth Services Program by the Dallas 
Police Department is the Counseling Unit. The Counseling Unit (CU) consists of re
peat offenders, first offenders, and misdemeanants and felons. A juvenile assigned 
to the CU undergoes a 6-month training phase which consists of three components: phy
sical fitness, emotional skills, and study/learning skills. In its first years of 
operation, 1,084 juveniles were referred to the CU, with a participation rate of 75 
percent. Using a comparison group (n=196)~ the recidivism rate for CU juveni1e~ was 
"10.7 percent compared to the comparison group rate of 50.5 percent. Furthermore, 
the authors reported that those juvenile.s Wl10 completed the 6-month program showed. 
a significantly lower rate of recidivism (2.7 percent). Thus, the findings of the 
study support a positive relationship between diversion and the reduction of recidi
vism (Collingwood, Douds, and Williams, 1976). 

.- -~- . 
The goals of the Dallas program-were to divert juveniles from the 'juvenile "just~ce sys-
tem and to reduce recidivism. It appears the latter goal was achieved and in regards 
to the former, the authors reported that by ~roviding its own diversion program, the 
Youth Section r.educed referrals to the County Juvenile Departmen'c by 7.2 percent. 
However, one problem which plagues nearly all evaluations of d~version programs is 
the accuracy and significance of the,reported recidivism rates. Collingwood, Douds, 
and Williams f~il to describe the time period they used to measure recidivism rates, 
01' the process~_Jby which.)rogram participants were selected. A question which'this 
and other evaluations of diversion programs fail to address is the effect of diver
sion on recidivism over a substantially longer period of t~e. 

t. "\ 

Positive Direction Progr~ 

The Positive Direction Program utilizes a diversion score sheet as a means of deter
mining those juveniles eligible for a diversion program. Based on the type of of
fense, existence of prior records, whether or not there was injury ~o the vi~.tim and 
whether property was stolen, ~ .. juvenile is assigned a numerical value by the l~ne 
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. a ·uveni1e is eligible for diversion. In a~dition, 
officer which d:term1ne: whet~erbas~d on the line officer's judgement based 1n. 
the recommendat:on t~ dlvert 1Sh t provides an interesting variation on how d1ver
writing. The dlvers10n score ~ ee er evaluators of the program noted that 18 per
sion selections may be made. d. owe~ d'did not meet the criteria for diversj,on, while 
cent of those youth ~ctua~iY l~~~deor booked had scores that ualified them for . 
42 ercent of those uven1 es Cl 

iversion. 
.. sti ulated that a juvenile must voluntarily 

Consideration for the dlverslOndP~gr~lt f~r the alleged act. Moreover, incidents 
agree to participate and.must.a1 ml quired that both admit to guilt before either juve
involvi7;g more than one Juvenl. e re 
nile was diverted. 

d · . 1 serving agencies were used as resources in the 
Thirty-four community-base Juvenl e . d· ~_ .... of six months and if 

. The period of servl.ce laste a mn ...... ..... 
San FranclSCO program. " d l: ent acts the record of. the violation was 

. the juvenile committed no , fur-:her ::~ 0 erati~, 330 juveni;'.es were diverted and 
exp~ged. In.the program s fl.T~tJted eval~tion conducted by, Altschuler ~d ~a~enc~ 
recelved serv1ce:. However d. a . clients revea:led that there were few slgnl.f:cant 
(1977) on a portl.O~ ~f.the lverSlon ·uveniles admonished and released, dl-. 
differences in recldlvlsm rates ~~g.thO!:~ures in a 9-month period revealed that 
verted, or cited and.booked. Re~l~~ed to 11.5 percent; 12.5 percent for juveniles 
rearrest rates for ~lverted you~ d.and 19 2 percent for juveniles cited and booked. 
that had been admon:s~e~ and re eas~ d by A1t;chtL~~er and Lawrence must be viewed 
The measures of reCl.d",V1SDl as .repor e :. d 1 
with caution since the evaluators used 'a small non,·'.-:an om samp e. 

Alternate Routes 
.. . . . ·le ·ustice system project between 1971 

An evalua-:lon by Gllbert (19C:i~ /f ~ J~~~~i1le~ tha't juveniles' in the Alternate Routes 
and 1975 l.n Orange County, a 1 omla, . .. . both the six-month and one 
projec't ~d "a Si~~~i:nt;y ~o~~~ ~~~i~io~:~l~~!~~l:jus'tice system" (1977:307),. 
year perlods tJw:1 .1.. os .. les in 'the Alternate Routes program and those 
The rates of rec1.dl.Vlsm fo: :hose ~uve~l . d at 29 and 53 percent'respec-

d th-ough the tradltlonal JustlCe system varle . d 
p:ocesse ~ . d d 3S and 6S p~rcent respectively for a l-year perlo •. 
tlvely for a 6-month peno an ... viewed with caution because a true eX"perl-
Gilbert concluded that th~ re~u~tst~~.~:y The diffe~ences in r~cidivism between 
mental design was not empd.oyet ~n and th~3e p·rocessed through the juvenile justice sys-
juveniles that had been l.ver e . 
tem may have been a~tributableto other systematlC factors. 

Social Agency Referral 
_- • lC • 1 A Referral program is a proj ect of the Seat'tle 

Initia'ted in 1972, t~e soclagencY
d veloped by the department's Juvenile Diversi~n 

police Depart~ent. The pro~am w~toeOffer a juvenile assistance outside the tradl.~ 
detec'tives in 'response to ~ e n~e The project was established to develop a diagnos- , 
tional avenues of court :e er:a •. . could be diverted to a wide variety of 

I tic an~ referra~ system ln w~~ J~:n~!~~eria for deciding which juveniles :hould 
,commUIllty agencl.es ~d pr~ judgement of Juvenile Diversion detectives and lnc1uded. 
be d~verted was base on e f i1 roblem existed the potential for reCl-
such criteria as wheth~r a het.sonal.o~s ~fe~e~ through the p~oject would be utilized 
divism p • and -:he potJent1~i ~ ~!d:~~~~ !age of 18 comprised the eligible target popula
by the Juvenl.le. uven1. e 

, tion. 
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An evaluation design utilizing 12- and 6-month test and control groups found that 
the juveniles diverted by the Social Agency Referral program failed to demonstrate 
statistically significant declines in recidivism. ' Moreover, a series of t-tests con
ducted on selected pre-test variables such as age and the total number of contacts " 
in the 6-month period preceding referral indicated no significant trends between the 
experimental and control group. 

Orange County Regional Juvenile Diversion Program 

Under the title of the Orange County Regional Juvenile Diversion Program, a network 
of six regional diversion prog~ams was developed in 1976. The major goal of this 
program was the reduction or complete elimination of the handling of status offenders 
beyond police processing. An additional goal of the program was to reduce the reci
divism rate by 75 percent in the number of juveniles charged with status offenses 
who were treated within the program. Despite the fact that these juveniles diverted 

. represented roughly 10 to 20 percent of all juvenile arrests made in Orange County, 
the juvenile arrest rate for the first 6-month period of the evaluation showed no 
substantial decrease from the previous six months. 

The plan of the diversion program was to concentrate on young juveniles who were 
charged with status offenses or those charged with a first offense: However, the 
diversion criteria actually used by officers included such factors as prior record, 
the severity of the offense, and the attitude and demeanor of the juvenile and par
ents. Overall, the recidivism rate for those juveniles who were diverted was slight
ly higher than for those who were T~ferred to court and was also higher than for 
those juveniles who were" counseled and released by police officers. 

Youth Resources and Diversion,Progtam--San Diego Police Department 

,The Youth Resources and Diversion Program was initi,ated under the auspicies of the 
Zan Diego Police Department in 1973. Two primary goals of the program were, to re
duce the number of juveniles entering the juvenile" justice system and to reduce the" 
recidivism rate of participating juveniles through early intervention and treatment. 
In addition~ it was hoped that improved police public relations in the community would 
result :through reduced alienation of juveniles and improvement of the poiice image. 

Formal guidelines and selected criteria were utilized to determine whether a juvenile 
would be eligible for a div~~sion program. Factors that might exclude a juvenile 
from consideration for divt'rsion included whether or not the juvenile was currently 
under formal or informal supervision; ~ecords could not show tha't the juvenile wa:s 
a habitual delinquent; both youth and family would have to show a potential for bene
fiting from diversion; the juvenile could not be a ward of the court; and juveniles 
who had failed previous attempts in a diversion program generally would not be con
sidered for diversion again. It was felt that the development and application of 
formal standards and guidelines in the application of the program might help to re
duce decisipns based upon arbitrary discrimination and discretion. The program was 
primarily aimed at serving status offenders. 

Upon the decision by a juvenile officer to divert a juvenile, the officer could for
mally divert the juvenile t,o a rehabilitative agency or divert informally"by release 
to the custody of the parents and closure of the casC"o In the decision to divert 
fQrmally, the juvenile officer sought the voluntary approval of the juvenile and/or 
parents. ' 



1 

Published statistics as reported by Leblang (1978) indicate some reduction in recidi
vism, and some success in diverting juveniles from the juvenile justice system. In 
the year 1974-1975, 1,599 juveniles were diverted from the judicial system with a 
participation rate of 74 percent. Furthermore, statistics for the last six months 
of the fiscal year 1974-1975 indicated that only 15 percent of those juveniles ar
rested for possession of marihuana had second contacts with the police, whi17 ~h~se arrested for narcotics and dangerous drug charged had only a 5.6 percent rec1d1v1sm 
rate. 

DISCUSSION: CLAIMS AND CRITICISMS OF POLICE DIVERSION 

This chapter has reviewed ,police diversion by examination of its or1gln and structure, 
discussion of policy standards for diversion programs, and a review of selected diver
sion program descriptions and evaluations. These concluding ~emarks will include 
a summary presentation of the rationale for police diversion programs, and a critique 
of diversion as an ideology and as a practical enterprise. 

The Rationale for Diversion 

Reduction of Court Burq~n 

DiverSion, whether formal or informal, may playa role in reducing the number of cases 
that come under the purview of the j~_!nile court. In a coUrt system overburdened 
with requests for services, diversion provid;..s important flexibility. If every juv~
nile case received was processed by the procedures that each statute or appellate 
decision demanded, the official system would be inundated with cases and taxed beyond 
the limits of its resources. "DiverSion, like discretion, is an inherent part of 
a system based on decisions by individuals about other individuals. The question 
is not whether it should exist but when and under what circumstances it is best en
couraged" (Nejelski, i976:397). The use of diversion may not only serve to reduce 
demAnds on the juvenile court, but may also facilitate the delivery of services to 
eligible youth, sinc~ cases petitioned to court may encounter prolonged delays. 

Labeling 

The use of diversion may avoid the stigmatization inherent in the "delinqtlent" label. 
Formal contact with the juvenile j,ustice system, it ~s thought, may dQ more harm than 
good. "Ad";udication of delinql1endy has, serious consequences for the future responses 
the chfld ~eceives from teache~~, parents, and police. Moreoyer, the child may in
ternalize a negative self-image as a result of this contact w:ith the" justice system, 
which in some cases, may lead to further acts of delinquency" (National AdVisory Com-' 
mission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, 1976:142).' DiverSion, it is argued, 
allows the juvenile to escape this process of labeling by ~voiding the juvenile jus
ti'cesystem before a label is attached. 

'!.abding theory proposes that to reduce ,delirlquency, diversion programs shOUld aj,m 
to reduce a youth's feelings of alientation, increase a youth's self-esteem, provide 
increased access to conventional social roles, and prevent negat'ive labeling. 
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Dispositional Alternatives 

Since diversion is practiced at all stages of the juvenile justice sY/s1=em, it provides 
an o~tiot; for system personnel to deal with juveniles who/might not benefit from either 
a br1ef 1nformal lecture and release or formal court procdssing. When alternative' 
se~ices aF~ available, j~veni~e j~stice system personnel may have more ways to serve 
de11nquent/youth. Thus d1vers10n 1S presented both as a means to circumvent formal 
c~urt processing, fmd to exp~d the system'~ ability to fulfill its traditional funct1on. 

Recidivism and Rehabilitation 

Proponents of diversion maintain that diversion can reduce recidivism through alter
native rehabilitative efforts. A number of researchers have shown (such as Gold 
1970) that.h~gher :ecidivism rates may be dfie to the fact that people with a rec~rd 
are treated.1n a d1fferent manner thanl people without a record, and consequently 
may.f~llow 1n ~he s~e pattern of deli~quent behaVior. The concept of diversion 
env1~lons. the Juven1.17 court as m: a~enue of last resor~\\ to b.~ reserved for the "hard 
~?re ?ehnqu7nt. Ch1ldren not fJ. tt1ng this classificar/lon may be referred to a 
d1vers10n proJect that can better serve their rehabi1it~tive interest. 

-.~-".. . :-. '. . . -'-- ... ',. .. .... \ 

Cost Savings - . 

Processing a juvenile .through.each stage of the juvenile justice system can be expen
sive. A significant c~st sa~ing can be achieved if a juvenjle is kept out of the 
:yste~. 'Furth7~ore~ 1~ ~o11ce are successful in reducing the recidiVism rate among 
Juven11es, add1t1onal sav1ngs to the community and the society as·a whole can be real-

. bed. The. N~tio~a1 Co~~s:ion (1976) indicates that scarce judicial resources may" 
best be ut1l1zed by reserv1ng formal proceSSing for cases involving serious misconduct. 
Justice system agencies may realize fur.ther cost savings if diverted youth are directed 
into general community. resources. and private programs. 

A Sacramen~o, California, diversion project r~po~t~d an average total cost .of $29 " 
for the h;md~ing ?f "one-co~tact only" cases, compared with a cost of t222 for youths 
referred to Juven1le court lntake. In cases of repeat bookings, cost~rose to $170 
and $405 for ~ach ~oup.respectively (Baron, Feeney, and Thornton, 1973:18). A 1973 
report by GelD1gnan1 est1mated that by 1977, about $1.5 billion could be saved with 
the adoption of diversion nationally. A review of the literature revealed little 
cost-effectiveness research on diversion, therefore no conclusive results may be re
ported. However,.more recent estimates using 1977 data indicated that ovetall police 
and court process1ng cost~ have averaged $912 per juvenile case. For serious offend
ers, costs were estimated at $1,071, while less serious offenders incurred costs aver
aging $766 (Babst, Smith, and Phillips, 1980:77). With these figures in mind the 
potential for savings is ,greater than eaTlier studies had suggested. ' 

Humanitarian Benefits 

By providing direct services and individual attention, diversion programs may offer 
a·more humanitarian response to the juvenile delinquent than conventional court and 
correctional institutions. The JUVenile court today 'is highly bureaucratizeo ana' 
at times may seem to be severely impersonal. Mistrust and hatred of the system I,;:~y 
be generated because of the "nonperson status" granted the Juvenile in court ":;'. 
.(Platt~ 1969) and the arbitrary exercise of power over the H.yes of ~juveniles by 
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co~rt personnel (Matza, 1964). Referral to community agencies, it is suggested, may 
result in more sympathetic attention to the problems of the individual youth. 

Additional Benefits 

The President's Task Force (1967) and the National Advisory Commission (1976) empha
size that community involvement should be an important consideration in the develop
ment of diversion ·programs. Since diversion occurs at the local level, the design 
of the programs may affect the needs and character of a community. Properly designed 
programs may encourage community involvement and provide an integrative nexus between 
th~ juvenile justice system and the community in the effort to reduce delinqv:·)lCY. 
Commtmity involvement in diversion may create a gre~\)er awareness of communit; prob
lems and consequently may enable the community to come to grips with its juvenile 
offender problem. 

The Commission 1 s recommendations for formalized policy governing the use of formal 
diversion (National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, 
1976:216, Standard 5.10) is desi~~ed to help reduce the field discretion exercised 
by individual' police officers. A major purpose of (';reating explicit policy guide
lines is to reduce the degree of Jiscretion that officials within the juvenile jus
tice system can exercise and decrease the possibility that they will act arbitrarily 
or with bias. This factor is appealing to juvenile justice administrators who are 
concerned with the equitable application. of the law. 

Critique of Police Diversion 

Research on the topic of diversion has uncovered both hazards and criticisms of the 
use of diversion, especially at the police level. The most~alient criticism is whe
ther diversion represents an actuaI' policy or treatment mone~or whether it is just 
a new name for the old practice of discretionary non-prosecution. Stratton observed 
in 1974 that "there is very little literature dealing directly with whether or not 
diversion is successful or just a temporary removal fromtbe system" (Stratton, 1974:4.£ • 
As the literature reviewed for this report shows, this i~c still a valid issue. 

Compounding the controversies regarding the u~eftilness of diversion is the 1;remendous 
amount of variability in its application. Programs ~~y vary in their eligibility 
criteria, p,togram goals, services offered, and so on.' This diversity makes it diffi
cuI t to di~!cuss them at all, let alone evaluate them collectively. The remainder 
of this seC'ttion will present more specific criticis.ms of police diversion. 

Old Stigma for New? 

Crit~cs of labeling theory have remarked that the actual effects of .fomal court pro
ceSSing are not certain. The assumption that juveniles are stigmatized by contact 
with the juvenile justice system, they suggest, is unproven. Thl.!-s the premise on 
which diversion programs is based is cast in doubt. At the same time, analysts sym,;. 
pathetic to the labeling approach have questioned whether ~_uveniles who a.re formally 
diveX't~t actually~void stigmatization. As Cressey and McDermott wrote, 

So far as we know, no one has shown that the juvenile offender and his family 
perceive their handling as materially different under the auspices of a di
version unit than under a more traditional juvenile justice .agency. The ques
tion is rarely formulated, let alone asked (Cressey and McDermott, 1973:59). 
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Klein has suggested that the practice of diversion may avoid criminal or delinquent 
labels only to apply new labels to juveniles as "disturbedH or "mentally ill" 
(1976:424). Most diversion programs claim that the reduction of unnecessary stigma 
through diversion will help abort potential delinquent careers. Yet, according to . 
Klein, "proposals for diversion programs have seldom sought supportive evidence ••• and 

- the programs ordinarily make only feeble pro forma attempts to collect such evidence 
from their own activities" (Klein, 1976:24). Many diversion programs employ profes
siopals that belong to the fields of mental health, welfare, and education. There
fore~.critics claim, there may be a substitution of stigma associated with diversion 
programs and services. 

The Numbers Game 

The dependence of diversion programs on evanescent Federal, State, and local funds 
can lead. to a sort ?f "n~bers game" that works to the disadvantage of program cljents. 
The survl.val of a dl.versl.on program may hinge on its ability to proce'ss a large tiLim
ber of juveniles. As Dunford writes, "In order to justify their existence to funding 
agencies they must 'treat'. a large number of youth. In order to 'treat' la~ge numbers 
of youth, time spent with individual referrals must be minimized" (Dunford, 1977:339). 
When the survival goals of the program subordinate the treatment needs of the clients 
t~e entire p~ose. of the p:ogram is undercut. Furthermore, in programs where ser- ' 
Vl.ces are provl.~ed by agenCl.es other than the police, those agencies may become depen
dent on the pohce ('for.an adequate number of referrals, and for appropriate referrals) 
to an unhealthy degree. 

Widening the N~t 

A.majo: criticism of diversion is ~hat more juveniles may be .channeled through the 
dl.versl.on. system than would qtherwl.se have been handled by the juvenile justice system. 
This process, . knOlffl as "widerling the net,U means simply that the diversion program 
serves as a sl.mple means for police to extend the scope of their surveillance of and 
social control over juveniles •. Klein and Teilmann· (1976) surveyed 35 police depart-· 
ments participating in diversion programs, and found that . 

'whi1~ there is clearly a desire in some police departments to divert juveniles 
from the system, the more common feeling is that referral should be used as 
an alternatiy;e to simple release. In short, the meaning of diversion has 
been shifted \ from "diversion from" to "referral to." Ironically,' one of the 
rami~)cations of this is that in contr~st to such earlier cited rationales 
for diversion as reducing costs, caseload, and the purview of the justice 
sy~t:m, diversion may in fact be extending the costs, caseload and system 
·purvl.ew even further than had previously been the case (Klein and Teilmann, 
1976:10). 

r~ may be ar~rd that the expanded caseloa~.is justified because the additional juve
nl.1es brought l.nto the system need the services offered by the diversion program. 
Yet it is likely that, if diversion is indeed viewed as an "alternative to simple. 
r~lease," referrals will not be·made on the basis of demonstrated need, but rather 
for those cases where the police feel that official supervision is required but suc- 1:-\ 

cessful prosecution is lmlikely. 
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Rights of Due Process ~ld Coerced Participation 

National Advisory Commission guidelines reviewed above stress that participation in 
a diversion program should be voluntary, that the juvenile should receive full due 
process rights unless those rights have been knowingly waived, that diversion should 
preclude further prosecution on the original charges, and that participation must 
not be the result of threats or coercion. A review of the literature has revealed 
that a juvenile chosen as a candidate for diversion may not be free of the threat 
of further court processing. Despite guidelines stipulating non-coercion, this 
threat may be implicit in a referral to a youth service bureau or community agency. 

In the Bronx Neighborhood Youth Diversion Program, for example, diverted juveniles 
remained under the jurisdiction of the juvenile justice system and thus could be lia
ble for form&J processing. Even though juveniles were referred by probation intake 
officers and the program itself was run by community residents, unsatisfactory per
formance by the diverted juvenile could result in a referral to court intake 
(Nejelski, 1976). 

Effectiveness of Formal Guidelines. 

While national standards also require the creation and observance of formal policy 
for diversion referral decisions, there is some evidence that such criteria are both 
rare and often ignored. A study conducted by Rothenberger ana Shepherd t~978) in Michi
gan found that only 12 percent of the police agencies studied had formalized guide
lines, and 77 percent responded that they desired written policy which they could 
implement. In addition, 85 percent of the police agencies requested training in the 
use of diversion (Rothenberger and Shepherd; 1978:74). 

Even where formal guidelines exist, they may not be used. In three reports issued .. 
by the Claremont Graduate School Evaluation Team (1977) of a study in the Los Angeles 
area, it was found that most diversions were made by a relatively small number of '-1 

officers and that there were great disparities in the criteria used to divert juve
niles. "Among all three programs during the first year, Ei8 different officers made 
1,250 diversions but slightly over half of the officers made less than 10 diversions" 
(Claremont Graduate School Evaluation Team, 197¢:14). Interviews with those officers 
diverting the largest numbers of juveniles revealed that even they held varying ideas 
about what type of juvenile should be diverted. Diversion programs thus appear to 
add t?, rat~er than subtract from, the discretionary power of police officers. 

Reduction of Recidivism? 

Evaluation results available so far present no convincing proof that diversion pro
grams succeed in reducing the amount of juvenile delinquency. Th~s is due in part 
to a lack of,=I .. ~~·:ty about the programs themselves, and in part to the inadequacy of 
their evaluations. In a review of diversion evaluations, Gibbons and Blake (1976) 
found that such shortcomings as small sample sizes and ambiguities about program con
tent made it difficult to determine the efficacy of the programs. Many of the pro
grams reviewed lacked a specific set of goa-1\s--whether it be a reduction in recidi
vism, avoidance of court stigma, or simply keeping juveniles off the st=eet--upon 
which to formulate evaluation criteria. Problems concerning tpe definition of diver
sionused by a particular department, the criteria used by the officers for diversion, 
and generally poor statistics are difficult for researche~s to overcome. Cressey 
and McDermott conclude that "evaluation of diversion programs based <?n recorded 
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information will be a time consuming and expensive process and 'without the brightest 
prospects for meaningful results" (Cressey and McDermott, 1973:33). 

The t 7ndency o~ police to make decisions based on informal criteria that are unrelated 
to ~1t~en po11cy, ~d the:efore are not accurately recorded in preconceptualized ' 
stat1st1cal categorles, maKes meaningful interpretation of evaluation data impossible. 
As Dunford wrote, 

Diversion, as envisioned by its early advocates as a viable alternative to 
penetration into ~he justi:e.s~stem, may well be rejected or otherwise per
verted on :he bas:s o~ def1n1tlons ~d operationalizations entirely foreign 
to the con~eptua11zat10ns that made 1t so attractive to begin with (Dunford 
1977:350-351). . , 
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6Chapter VI 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

THIS TOPICAL REPORT has approached the subject of police-juvenile relations from a 
number of substantive directions. Throughout ~ the unifying focus has been on the 
problem of balancing society's need for social control ov'er' juveniles with the rights 

. ana needs of juveniles themselves in the specific operational context of police work. 
The thesis of the report, suggested in Chapter I and elaborated in subsequent chap
ters, is that police work :t.s only pr~tarious1y controllec~ by the requirements of le
gality in modern. democratic soci~ty~and that t~at control is most precarious in the 
juvenile justice system wher~ th~!'ideology of rehabilitation iiiVI'tes the ahu$e of , 
discretionary;power. The chapter-by-chapter discussion may be suumarized briefly. 

The. historical roots of the'contemporary relationship of police to juvenile justice 
were explored in Chapter rG It was shown that police and juvenile court reform move
ments in the early 20th century shared the dual ,goals of improving the efficiency' 
of law enforcement0 and t:ransfoming the Nation's legal machinery into an instrument 
for socia~ reform. While 'these movements failed to achieve their long-range goals, , 
th'~ succeeded in passing'-legislation which placed the burden of enforcing particu-

,laristic standards of morality on the pQ.1ice, and thereby gave the police and the ' 
. courts considerable power to investigate and aqjudi£ate the pr,ivate lives of citizens. 

" .. From this historical context arose three generic dUeDlDas of police work~ dilemma.,s 
. that present more salient problems in juvenile justice than in other areas of the 

legal system. FirstJ police must both'enforce the law and keep the peace. Often 
situational expediency requi~es that police u~e law enforcement sanctions as coer
cive means,. of peice keeping, as when anoff~~r threatens arrest or court referral 
to elicit good behavior from a juvenile. ~econd, pOlice must balance the legal re- . 
quirements. of due process with their own bf'~oward social control. In juveIiile 
justice especiallYJ where due process safeguards are relatively weak t~begin with, 
the~e is "an inbuil~ tendency for police to overemphasize social control. ThirdJ po
lice are expected to 'act like professionals even though theywcrk in a rigidly bureau
cratic organizational system. Hence they tend to seek professional-like autonomy 
and discretiOJ'lto prevent r~view of ,their decisionmaking practices by supervisors 
and th,e publ(ic.. In: b:rief, society ,akes cOl,lflicting demands'on police, and the con
flicts of police. work both n'ecessitate and, facilitate the expansion of police dis-
cretion. ,,~ 

e ~ 

C1:lapter II applied these insights to some ideal-tyPical roles that ,police may assume 
\1 in response to juveni1~ delinq~~ncy. The legalistic rqle emphasizes the law enforcement

social control-bureaucratic asp~cts of poli~e work. ,It is a role that is practicall~ 
impossible for police to maintain consistently, both because bf the day-to-day demands« 
of peac~ keeping and because of the ambiguity of most juvenile-related 1~~lation. U 
Th~ rehab~;litative role emphasizes' the proactive, "profe;;sionalized"o side 0 ~ police 
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work. \~ile this role is philosophically compatibl! with.juvenile ~ustice statutes, 
it is questionable whether police are adequatel~ s~1ll7d 1n prevent1ve met~ods, and 
whether they are capable of making evenhan?ed d1st1n~t1~ns betw!e~ pr:vent1ve treat
ment and retributive sanctions. The comb1ned lega11st1c/rehab1htat1ve role favorec' 
by police a4minist.rators offers none of.the benefit:, of either model.and al~ of the 
p~oblems of both. In practical terms, lt makes ava1lable to the p~11ce.off7c7r all 
the discretion of the ~ehabilitative approach and ~he severe sanct10ns ~11c1t in 
legalism. 

Chapter III presented a discussion of the social organization of polic
7 

work w~th 
juveniles. The goal of this discussion was to sh9W how the above ment10ned "dil~mma.s 
of police work are reflected 4n organizational 'rel~tionships. A review of the l1terc 
ture suggested that outcomes of police decisionmakfng vary depending on the l~cal . 
political "ethos,1t the community in ,which the officer is operating, ~he relat10nsh1p 
of the police to the juvenile court J and the ~rganization of t~e p~l:Lce dep~rt~ent 
it5elf. However, there is no simple correlat10n between organ1zat10nal Var1at1on 
and aggregate decision outcomes. Organizational fac~ors simply define a set.o~ c~n
ditions which the individual officer must interpret 1n the context of a spec1f1c Juve 
nile encounter. The net effect of the organization of police work is to insulate 
the department from outside influences, to protect the individual officer from scru
tiny by his superiors and the pub~i~,. an~ i~ ~eneral to m~e. th7 :'real"--Le. informa 
criteria of police processing dec1s10ns 1~v1s1ble. What 1S 1nv1s1ble, furthermore, 
cannot be' effectively controlled to achieve desired social ends. 

-~. 

with a basic understanding of the organization of police work with juveniles provid
ing a context, Chapter IV reviewed available empirical literature o~ police deci:ion
making. Findings concerning case-related and defendant,-related var1ables were d1s
cussed, with the f!)l1owing results.: 

Case-related variables 

• Offense seriousness appears to be positively correlated with severity of 
sanctions applied by officers. Yet, s~ce offense ch~ges ~y. be. const~ed 
post hoc to justify a case outcome des1red by the off1cer~ 1t 1S ~osslble 
to say that this relationship is causal. 

• Victims' and complainants' preferences affect police decisions. This effect 
, is particularly notable in the decision to arrest. 

• Existence of codefendants had an unclear effect. Codefendants ar~ likely 
to be handled in a similar fashion, especially where the officer is seek
ing to construct a ''prosecutable'' case. 

• Evidence has an unclear effect, in part, perhaps, because the juvenile 
court de-emphasizes evidence,.in p~rt becau~e physical evid7nc! is.ra~e1y 
included in a case against a Juven11e, and 1n part because 1t 1S d1ff1-
~u1t to separate the effect of witnesses as evidence from their impact 
as observers. 

Defendant-related variables 

• Demographic characteristics of age, sex, race, and socioecono~ic status 
show tmeven effects in various studies. Dif~erences in results mily be 
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attributable to different research methodologies; they may as well be 
due to differences in police practice from one area to another, and/or 
to change over time in police behavior. 

• Demeanor of the juvenile offender clearly affect.s police decisionmaking. 
JUveniles who refuse to recognize the authority and moral superiority of 
the policeman--or those who show a suspicious excess of deference--~re 
likely to be perceived as difficul t ca.s~s requiring formal treatment I, 

• Prior offenses on the juvenile's record also contribute to more severe 
formal sanctions. In this sense, police decisionmaking at one point in 
time provides a pretext ~or future decisions. 

• 
In summary, the behavior of police, like that of most legal institutions, is not well 
uhderstood. Police appear not to behave ~~th the consistent personal biases some 
critics would like to find; at the same time, they do not Simply "enforce the law" 
by applying unambiguous legal labels to empirically clear instances of deviant be
havior. Rather, these findings suggest, they use their formal authority in a situa
tionally rational, strategic manner in accordance with informal norms that are either 
individual or shared among a group of colleagues. 

Finally,. Chapter V eX2ll1ined the widespread policy of police diversion. The contempor
ary ideology of diversion was shown to be an extension of the founding philosophy 
of the juvenile court. As such, there is more clarity about what it is intended to 
avoid--i.e., ~6rmal processing--than what is is to achieve. Policy recommendations 
for police diversion programs are generally in8~equate to prevent their misuse by police departments. 

Descriptions and evaluations of selected police diVersion programs were reViewed, 
and it was concluded that these programs had inconsistent or unclear goals; that re-

,ferra1 criteria were ambiguous or ignored entirely; and that evaluations were inade
quate. Finally, it was conclud~ that there 'is no~ enough evidence to determine whe
ther pOlice. diversion programs are actually reducing the harm done by the JUVenile . 
justice system, or merely providing another formally-sanctioned means for the exten
sion of informal social control over juveniles. 

In summary, the findings of this report are highly critical both of the contemporary 
state of police-juvenile relations ~ of many reforms that are currently being pro
posed. While research has failed to demonstra,te that police are consistent~y, sys
tematically biased in their handling of juveniles offenders, the very breadth of po
lice discretion and their practical inability to enforce all the laws implies the 
constant-;:,use of al'bitrary and invisible decisionmaking criteria. Research supports 
the notion that police ~ use their discretion to their own ends, even if it cannot 
predict with ~tatistical precision how.they do so. 

At the same time, contrary to police reform ideology, the exercise of police discre
tion appears not, to be informed primarily by personal bias or prejudice, although, 
these can be eXploited in an unsystematic fashion. Rather police behaVior appears 
to be a diffuse response to the difficult social role of, the police and the strains 
to which they are subject as a group. Because these strains are structural in ori
gin~ they will not be alleviated by spe,cial training, policy') recommendations, or pro
grams that broaden the officer's decisiOnmaking latitude. We cannot "reform" police, 
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or make them more fair and more responsive to society by giving them a broader range 
of more complex decisions affecting a larger proportion of the juvenile population. 

Those who are concerned about the excesses of the juvenile ,justice system--its fre~ 
quent arbitrariness, its apparent biases against the poor and nonwhite, its frequent 
laxity and its irrational,harshness--must look beyond 'the policeman "on the beat" 
and into the ~ociety,itself for both cause and cure. Two issues especially deserve 
attention. The first is the inequality that besets American life, particularly in 
urban areas. Inequality sets profound institutional parameters on the behavior of 
police. These parameters tell the offic~r who has property that must be protected, 
and who is likely to prey upon it; they tell where surveillance should be increased, 
and what neighborhoods may be 1eft alone; they determine what individuals and families 
will have the resources available to solve problems and settle disputes without re
course to agents of fo;mal social control--in short, they help determine who a police
man 'will encounter, and under what Circumstances, even before he is confrOl',ted with 

. a decision. 

The second issue is the propensity of American society to turn moral norms into legal 
rules. Such rules are, as critics of the Progressives pointed out eighty years ago, 
practically unenforceable. Because they are unenforceable, they cannot achieve the 
social goals they were intended to achieve. Law has not dealt successfully with any 
of the problems that more , properly belong in the realms of public health, social wel
fare, and mental health. A profusion of laws criminalizing all manner of juvenile 
misbehavior has not made any juveniles virtuous; instead it has made all juveniles, 
at one time or another, violators of the law. Moreover, by inviting police to be
come agents of social reform, we give them ingress to realms of minor deviance where 
lawbreaking, if sought, can easily be found. 

Control over police discretion will'not be secured by heaping more responsibilities 
and more dispositional options on police.forces already under attack for f~iling to 
enforce the law. Indeed, police discretion ca.n never be eliminated; it can only'be 
limited by restricting our expecations. 
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